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Abstract

Particles existing in the atmosphere have effects on human health, climate, and visibility.
The sources of airborne particles include both biogenic and anthropogenic sources. One
of the main sources is direct emissions from traffic, but new particles are formed also in
the atmosphere from nucleating precursor vapors.

Sulfuric acid is perhaps the most important gaseous compound involved in new particle
formation occurring in the atmosphere and in vehicle exhaust. It is formed via photo-
chemistry in the atmosphere but is also formed in the exhaust systems of vehicles. It
has been shown to correlate with nucleation rate, i.e., the formation rate of new critical
clusters capable of growing to larger particle sizes. Several nucleation mechanisms exists
but the exact mechanism occurring in vehicle exhaust has not been resolved yet.

One method in resolving the nucleation mechanism is to examine the effects of precursor
concentrations on the nucleation rate, which usually involve power-dependencies denoted
as nucleation exponents. This thesis focuses on determining the nucleation exponents
and an explicit nucleation rate function for binary sulfuric acid-water nucleation in
exhaust-related conditions.

Determining the nucleation rates in vehicle exhaust in this thesis involves laboratory
experiments and computational simulations outputting the nucleation rates inversely
using the experimental data. An aerosol model was first developed for this purpose
and was further improved to a more generalized model later. The generalized model
includes an important improvement for representing particle size distributions efficiently
even though they are not in a trivial log-normal form using a combined power law and
log-normal size distribution model, developed in this thesis. The obtained nucleation
exponent for sulfuric acid is 1.9, which corresponds best with the kinetic nucleation theory,
but other compounds existing in real vehicle exhaust, such as hydrocarbons, seem to have
an important role in nucleation too. The obtained nucleation rate function also provides
information on the effects of water and temperature on nucleation and a starting point in
examining the effects of the other compounds in more detail.

Traffic-originated sulfuric acid and particles were also studied by measuring them together
with solar irradiance and traffic density in a highly-trafficked street canyon near the city
center of Helsinki, Finland. Nanocluster aerosol, i.e., sub-3 nm particles, was found to be
emitted directly by traffic, as expected, but also to not need sulfuric acid or radiation
to form. Sulfuric acid, instead, was found to be formed via a secondary emission route,
in which vehicle-emitted sulfur dioxide is converted to sulfuric acid via photochemistry.
Additionally, sulfuric acid emitted directly by vehicles was found to be converted rapidly
to particles after the emission. These results present an important update to the current
view of sulfuric acid and particle formation in traffic-influenced areas.
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1 Introduction

Elevated concentrations of airborne particles are related to adverse health effects, such as
premature mortality due to cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases (Dockery et al., 1993;
Pope et al., 2002; Lelieveld et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). Additionally, particles in the
atmosphere have both cooling and heating effects on Earth’s climate (Arneth et al., 2009;
Boucher et al., 2013). Atmospheric particles also play the key role in reducing visibility
in urban environments.
Both biogenic and anthropogenic sources are the causes for the elevated atmospheric
particle concentrations. Anthropogenic sources, such as traffic and energy production,
are, however, the main contributors of particle-related adverse health effects because
they are more localized to populated areas and because the chemical composition of such
particles is generally harmful to human health. A complex mixture of traffic emissions
includes particles with both positive and negative radiative forcing. Whereas the net
effect of all particles is likely cooling, the direction and magnitude of the net effect of
anthropogenic particle emissions is not exactly known due to complex interactions between
aerosols, cloud formation, and radiative forcing (Boucher et al., 2013). The main source
of traffic-originated particles has traditionally been diesel vehicles due to the way the
diesel fuel is injected and ignited in a cylinder. These vehicles emit high concentrations
of carbonaceous soot particles, and thus, extensive research on removing them has been
performed already for decades. Therefore, the knowledge on characteristics and formation
of particles in diesel exhaust is on a far higher level than, e.g., for gasoline or natural gas
exhaust. While soot particles have heating effect (Bond et al., 2013), other diesel exhaust
particles have basically cooling effect on climate (Myhre et al., 2013). As the simplest
and traditional definition, these other particles are formed during exhaust cooling process
when released from the tailpipe, whereas soot particles are formed during the combustion
process inside the engine. The cooling process of exhaust causes low volatile vapors to
convert to the particle phase via a nucleation process—vapors forming new particles—and
a condensation process—vapors condensing onto the existing particles (Kittelson, 1998).
Because particle loadings can be expressed in different concentrations, e.g., number or
mass concentration, there has been a lot of debate about the most representative quantity
for the health effects. Aerosol having a high amount of small particles can have a high
number concentration, even though the mass concentration would be low, and vice versa.
Particle size strongly controls the fraction and location of the particle deposition inside
the airways during inhalation (Oberdörster et al., 2005) and how much surface area—the
area capable of carrying potential harmful compounds—the particles possess (Brown
et al., 2001). The particle size is also an important quantity in the magnitude of radiative
forcing and visibility reduction caused by particles (Penner et al., 2001). Therefore, the
size distribution of the whole particle population is the most important characteristics of
the atmospheric aerosols in means of health, climate, and visibility effects.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Diesel vehicle-emitted solid soot particles and liquid condensed particles are usually
distinguishable in particle size distributions because they appear in separated size modes:
the soot particles are in the diameter (Dp) range of 20–100 nm and the liquid particles
are smaller than 40 nm (Kittelson, 1998). Hence, these separated particle modes are
generally called soot mode and—because the liquid particles are formed via a nucleation
process—nucleation mode. Recent findings have, however, shown that the nucleation
mode particles can have nonvolatile, i.e. solid, cores (Kittelson et al., 2006; Rönkkö et al.,
2007; Lähde et al., 2009), which are likely formed already inside the engine. More recently,
Rönkkö et al. (2017) showed that a substantial amount of nanoclusters, i.e. particles in the
diameter range of 1–3 nm, can exist in traffic-influenced areas. The composition of these
nanocluster aerosol (NCA) particles is, however, not known to date. As for the particle
composition, it is an important characteristics of atmospheric aerosols too, because the
health effects depend on the compounds transferred to human body (Atkinson et al.,
2015) and because the composition contributes to aerosol dynamics processes, such as
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activation via condensational growth (Dusek et al., 2006;
Quinn et al., 2008), occurring in the atmosphere. Information on particle composition
can give hints for particle formation mechanism, and vice versa. In the case of NCA for
example, measuring particle composition is not trivial due to very small particle size; thus,
studying the formation mechanism of NCA can provide information on their composition.

The exact formation mechanism of the nucleation mode particles is unknown, albeit
sulfuric acid (H2SO4), water (H2O), and hydrocarbons (HCs) are likely involved in the
mechanism because they are found in the particles (Tobias et al., 2001; Sakurai et al.,
2003; Schneider et al., 2005). However, nucleation is not the only route passing these
compounds to the particles; e.g., condensation onto the surfaces of the existing particles is
an another route. Therefore, the formation mechanism cannot always be predicted from
the measured particle composition. H2SO4 is the most promising candidate for the main
nucleating component both in diesel exhaust and in the atmosphere because it has been
shown that the H2SO4 vapor concentration in exhaust (Rönkkö et al., 2013; Karjalainen
et al., 2014) and in the atmosphere (Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007), sulfur content
in fuel and in lubricating oil (Maricq et al., 2002; Vogt et al., 2003; Vaaraslahti et al., 2005;
Kittelson et al., 2008), and the type of an exhaust after-treatment system (ATS) (Maricq
et al., 2002; Vogt et al., 2003) are correlated with the particle number concentration, a
concentration which is relevant for studying particle formation. The sulfur contents in
fuel and lubricating oil are connected to the H2SO4 vapor concentration in diesel exhaust
because combustion of sulfur-containing compounds produces sulfur dioxide (SO2) that is
further oxidized to sulfur trioxide (SO3) in an oxidative exhaust ATS (Kittelson et al.,
2008), and SO3 finally produces H2SO4 when coming into contact with H2O (Boulaud
et al., 1977). In addition to diesel vehicles, there are some studies reporting nucleation
particles also from vehicles using gasoline (Mathis et al., 2005) or natural gas (Lehtoranta
et al., 2017), but the relation to sulfur is currently not well-known. Similarly, in an
atmospheric nucleation—called also new particle formation (NPF)—process, a part of SO2,
originated from, e.g., traffic, power generation, or volcanic activity, is photochemically
converted to H2SO4 by an oxidizing agent, such as hydroxyl radical ( OH), produced via
solar radiation (Kulmala et al., 2014). This photochemically produced H2SO4 is generally
considered the main compound in initiating an NPF process, i.e., in forming nanoclusters
via nucleation. However, due to nearly overlapping diurnal patterns of solar irradiance and
the traffic density, mis-interpretations of radiation, rather than traffic, being connected to
the H2SO4 or nanocluster formation may exist in several studies related to atmospheric
NPF in traffic-influenced areas.
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H2SO4 being very hygroscopic, it favorably nucleates, i.e. vapor molecules merge to form
critical clusters, together with H2O vapor. This multicomponent nucleation process is
called binary H2SO4-H2O nucleation and the formation rate of the critical clusters is
called nucleation or NPF rate (J). Especially in the case of multicomponent nucleation,
theoretical estimations on the magnitude of J have been very unsuccessful (Weber et al.,
1996; Olin et al., 2014; Wyslouzil and Wölk, 2016). This disagreement between theoretical
and measured J—up to several orders of magnitudes—arises from numerous approxima-
tions involved in the derivation of the classical nucleation theory (CNT) (Vehkamäki and
Riipinen, 2012). Although the CNT has been recognized to be inadequate in predicting J
for binary H2SO4-H2O nucleation, it has, however, been the only available theory provid-
ing J as an explicit function of vapor concentrations and temperature (T ). According to
both theory and experimental studies, J has steep dependencies of vapor concentrations
and T (Wölk and Strey, 2001; Hale, 2005): it has an exponential behavior varying several
orders of magnitudes within realistic ranges of interest of vapor concentrations and T. Not
only the magnitude of J, but also the steepnesses of the dependencies have been clearly
mis-estimated by the CNT. The most promising agreement between H2SO4-H2O nucle-
ation experiments and the CNT is by Duplissy et al. (2016) who used a revised, quantum
chemistry-normalized, version of the CNT (Merikanto et al., 2016). Although the binary
H2SO4-H2O nucleation seems not to fully explain the observations of particle formation
in diesel exhaust (Saito et al., 2002; Vaaraslahti et al., 2004; Meyer and Ristovski, 2007;
Pirjola et al., 2015), it should be examined more at this stage of nucleation studies to
better understand the nucleation process occurring in exhaust, because the knowledge on
it is still at a very low level. The explicit function for J would provide information on the
nucleation mechanism, the chemical composition of NCA, and the effects of precursor
concentrations and other parameters on particle loadings both in vehicle exhaust and in
wider scale, such as in the urban atmosphere.

Although the measured number concentration is an useful quantity to study J, it is
unfortunately not linearly dependent of nucleation process, because while nucleation
increases number concentration, inter-particle collisions decrease it in a process called
coagulation. Coagulation rate being also size-dependent, the importance of the size
distribution in nucleation studies is highlighted again. Because condensation process
alters the size distribution simultaneously with ongoing nucleation and coagulation
processes, an accurate knowledge on all these processes is important. The initial step in
particle formation is nucleation but it is rapidly disturbed by condensation and coagulation
especially in the case of vehicle exhaust, because high vapor concentrations lead to high
condensation rates and high particle concentrations, the latter one resulting also in
high coagulation rates. Because the major part of particle formation and evolution in a
vehicle exhaust plume occurs in few seconds—the same time scale as aerosol measurement
devices typically operate in—measured number concentrations and size distributions are
already involved with effects from all aerosol dynamics processes. Hence, in addition to
experimental research, computational simulations with a suitable aerosol dynamics model
are a requisite for studying J properly.



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Research objectives and scope of the thesis

This doctoral thesis aims to provide new information on particle formation and growth
in vehicle exhaust, specifically the formation of nanoclusters from H2SO4 vapor and the
formation of H2SO4 itself. The main objectives are to:

• develop a computationally efficient model for simulating aerosol dynamics processes
together with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations

• inversely model an explicit function for binary H2SO4-H2O nucleation rate occurring
in vehicle exhaust through laboratory experiments and simulations

• examine H2SO4 and NCA formation and the connection between them in a traffic-
influenced urban environment through field experiments

The first objective began to be realized in Paper I, and the development continued in
Paper II in which a new representation of handling simultaneous particle formation and
growth was introduced and later incorporated into the CFD model in Paper III. The
second objective was realized roughly in Paper I using previously published experimental
data from experiments with real vehicle exhaust and finalized later in Paper III using
the experimental data from tailored experiments with artificial exhaust. The last objective
was realized in Paper IV by experiments performed in a highly-trafficked street canyon.



2 Formation of diesel exhaust and
particle population therein

2.1 Overview of diesel exhaust formation

Inside a cylinder of an internal combustion engine, fuel and intake air are mixed and
combusted to output mechanical energy. Fuel typically consists of several different HCs
(mainly carbon and hydrogen, CxHy), which convert during the combustion process
into carbon dioxide (CO2) and H2O exiting from the engine as exhaust. Figure 2.1
represents simplified schematics of this process, specifically for a diesel vehicle. In a
complete combustion process all CxHy is combusted, producing only CO2 and H2O.
However, combustion is never perfectly complete in reality, and a fraction of CxHy
remains uncombusted or is oxidized to other HCs (CxHy′Oz′). Additionally, uncombusted
carbon atoms in CxHy can appear as solid soot particles.

O2

CxHy
S

S

CO2
CxHy'Oz'
H2O

SO2

soot

fuel

lubricant

intake
air

DOC

en
gi

ne

SO2 → SO3 → H2SO4

CxHy'Oz' → CO2+H2O

DPF

SO2

H2SO4

H2O

CO2

CxHy''Oz''

particle
formation

outdoor
air

background
particles

distance from tailpipe

T
CiCxHy

particles removal

Figure 2.1: Simplified schematics of exhaust formation in a diesel vehicle.

Direct injection of fuel, traditionally used in diesel engines, causes fuel-rich regions in
which the combustion process is far from complete combustion. However, the need for
better fuel economy has displayed an increasing trend also for modern gasoline vehicles
using direct fuel injection (Alkidas, 2007) and thus increased soot emissions from them
(Mohr et al., 2006; Braisher et al., 2010). Strict emission regulations are forcing modern
vehicles to be equipped with diesel/gasoline particulate filters (DPF/GPF) in order to
minimize soot emissions.
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6 Chapter 2. Formation of diesel exhaust and particle population therein

Fuels do not solely consist of combustable HCs; instead, other residues, such as sulfur-
containing compounds, exist also. Therefore, exhaust contains, e.g., SO2 too. The main
purpose of a catalytic converter is to oxidize toxic gases, such as HCs and carbon monoxide,
to CO2 and H2O. However, also other HCs (CxHy′′Oz′′) are outputted and, in the case
of a diesel vehicle, a part of SO2 is converted in a diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) to
H2SO4, participating in particle formation. To minimize SO2 emissions and consequent
particle emissions, fuel sulfur content (FSC) of diesel is regulated in almost every country
(DieselNet, 2019). H2SO4 concentration ([H2SO4]) in raw exhaust ([H2SO4]raw) can be
estimated with the equation

[H2SO4]raw ≈
FSC · CR · ρf

AFR ·mS
(2.1)

where CR is the SO2-to-SO3 conversion rate, ρf is the fluid density, AFR is the air-to-fuel
ratio of combustion, andmS is the mass of a sulfur atom. Within the most typical ranges of
these variables in the raw exhaust of a DOC-equipped diesel vehicle (FSC = 5− 50 ppmm,
CR = 1− 100 %, and AFR = 15− 50), [H2SO4]raw ranges between 1010 and 1014 cm−3.
Additionally, a fraction of lubricating oil can also enter to the cylinder and get combusted
(Ito et al., 2011). Because lubricating oils typically have higher sulfur content, their
contribution to [H2SO4]raw in diesel exhaust can be substantial (Vaaraslahti et al., 2005).
However, all H2SO4 formed is not always released from the tailpipe; instead, it can be
stored in the exhaust system and be released later. Thus, in reality, [H2SO4]raw can
momentarily be also outside of the range calculated with Eq. (2.1).

When hot exhaust is released from the tailpipe, it begins to get mixed with cold outdoor
air and thus to get colder and more dilute and to act with contents of outdoor air. The
dilution ratio (DR) of the contents of the exhaust plume can reach several hundreds
already a few meters behind the vehicle (Rönkkö et al., 2006). In contrast to primary
emissions, i.e. emissions formed in hot exhaust before the tailpipe, formation of delayed
primary emissions starts when exhaust begins to cool in outdoor air (Rönkkö et al., 2017).
This process is described in more detail in the next sections. The duration of the delayed
primary emission formation is on the order of seconds (Rönkkö et al., 2006); in longer
timescales, secondary emissions are formed when primary emissions age in the atmosphere,
e.g., by oxidation via solar radiation.

2.2 Nucleation process in general

A nucleation or a NPF process is generally the initial step of particle formation. Nucleation
is traditionally separated to homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. Homogeneous
nucleation occurs when low volatile vapors form critical clusters of liquid or solid phase,
thus forming new particle cores. Heterogeneous nucleation is vapors forming clusters
onto existing surfaces. In this thesis, only homogeneous nucleation to liquid phase is
considered and the term “nucleation” always refers to that.

Classical nucleation theory
The concept of a critical cluster originates from the classical nucleation theory (CNT). It
is the smallest cluster of molecules, having the diameter of D∗p, which grows spontaneously
with the available vapor. Clusters smaller than D∗p will evaporate out due to the Kelvin
effect (Thomson, 1871) increasing vapor pressure on the particle surface, and clusters larger
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than D∗p will grow toward larger sizes. The Gibbs free energy change for the formation of
a spherical liquid single-component cluster of any size is expressed as (Vehkamäki, 2006)

Apσ︸︷︷︸
surface term

−Vp
kBT

vl
lnS︸ ︷︷ ︸

volume term

, (2.2)

where Ap is the particle surface area, σ is the surface tension, Vp is the particle volume,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, vl is the volume of one molecule in a liquid phase, and
S is the saturation ratio. S is defined for vapor i as Si = pi/p

◦
i , where pi and p◦i are

the partial pressure and the saturation vapor pressure of the vapor, respectively. The
behavior of the Gibbs free energy change as a function of particle diameter is illustrated
in Fig. 2.2a. Because the Gibbs free energy change tends to decrease, the surface term
(increases proportional to Ap ∝ D2

p) alone would cause all cluster sizes to decrease, leading
to evaporation of all clusters. The volume term, instead, is decreasing (proportional to
Vp ∝ D3

p) if S > 1 and thus, the sum of the both terms has a maximum point, denoting
D∗p. Therefore, only clusters larger than D∗p will grow because the flux of molecules into
the clusters is greater than the flux out of the cluster surfaces, i.e., the vapor molecules
nucleate, forming particles with the diameter of D∗p.

Figure 2.2: The Gibbs free energy change of a nucleation process according to the CNT. (a)
Single-component nucleation with S = 5. The sum of surface and volume terms has a maximum
point at D∗

p which separates the behavior of clusters: smaller will evaporate and larger will grow.
(b) With S > 1, the maximum point exists; but with S ≤ 1, the sum increases toward infinity
and clusters will thus always evaporate. In binary nucleation, the maximum point can exist even
with Si � 1.

Figure 2.2b represents the total Gibbs free energy change with different values of S. If
S ≤ 1, also the volume term is increasing and the sum will thus have no maximum
point, causing the vapor not to nucleate. Nevertheless, in a multicomponent case, such as
in binary nucleation, the volume term includes also the activities (Γi) of all nucleating
compounds i in a cluster. If Γi is sufficiently low compared to Si, the volume term can be
decreasing even with Si � 1, making nucleation possible. Γi is very low, e.g., for H2SO4
and H2O in a binary mixture of them because H2SO4 is very hygroscopic. Therefore,
binary H2SO4-H2O nucleation occurs well below the saturation factors of unity.
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The rate of critical clusters formed in a nucleation process, the nucleation rate (J),
depends exponentially on the height of the energy barrier in the Gibbs free energy change
graph and on several other quantities (Vehkamäki, 2006). However, several assumptions
are made to finally obtain the theoretical J. In multicomponent nucleation, the horizontal
axis is actually multidimensional and even more assumptions are needed to obtain an
explicit function for J. One of the roughest assumptions is representing a cluster as a
perfect sphere having the properties of a bulk liquid. Because a critical cluster is typically
of a size of ∼ 1 nm, the number of molecules in the cluster is very low and it is thus not
perfectly spherical in reality. Additionally, the Kelvin effect originating from the classical
physics is not applicable to a tiny cluster very well and the bulk properties of the liquid,
such as density and σ (Merikanto et al., 2007), do not represent the cluster properties
properly. For these reasons, the CNT performs only weakly in predicting J, especially for
multicomponent nucleation.

J obtained from the CNT is a function of vapor concentrations and T. Table 2.1 shows
how J of H2SO4-H2O nucleation changes when [H2SO4], H2O vapor concentration ([H2O]),
or T changes. If J is expressed as a function

J = knucl · [H2SO4]nsa · [H2O]nw ·
(
eT
)νT

, (2.3)

where knucl is a proportionality factor and nsa, nw, and νT are nucleation exponents for
H2SO4 (sa), H2O (w), and T, respectively, the nucleation exponents would be nsa ≈ 8,
nw ≈ 9, and νT ≈ −1 within the parameter range in Tab. 2.1, using the functions

nsa ≡
∂ ln J

∂ ln [H2SO4]
nw ≡

∂ ln J
∂ ln [H2O] νT ≡

∂ ln J
∂T

. (2.4)

In a wider parameter range, knucl, nsa, nw, and νT are not constants but are also functions
of [H2SO4], [H2O], and T.

High absolute values of the exponents denote that J is very steeply dependent on these
parameters. Even a minor error in predicting the exponents theoretically can cause a
substantial error in J. Several experiments (Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007;
Brus et al., 2011; Riccobono et al., 2014) having an atmospherically relevant [H2SO4]
concentration (106 − 109 cm−3) have reported nsa lying in the range of 1–2, while the
theory predicts significantly higher exponents. This discrepancy is partially due to
other compounds in the atmosphere participating in the nucleation process causing the
nucleation process not to be pure binary H2SO4-H2O nucleation. Because nsa values
measured in laboratory experiments—performed in a clean chamber having only H2SO4
and H2O vapors (Riccobono et al., 2014)—are low too, the overestimation of nsa by the
CNT clearly exists. Within the [H2SO4] range relevant to diesel exhaust (109−1015 cm−3),

Table 2.1: Examples of diesel exhaust-relevant H2SO4-H2O nucleation rates, J (cm−3s−1), from
the CNT calculated with the parametrization of Määttänen et al. (2018), based on the quantum
chemistry-normalized CNT (Merikanto et al., 2016). Within this parameter range, nucleation
rates increase with an order of magnitude when [H2SO4] or [H2O] increases with a factor of 1.3
or when T decreases by 2 °C.

T = 40 / 42 °C [H2SO4] = 1.0 · 1011 cm−3 [H2SO4] = 1.3 · 1011 cm−3

[H2O] = 1.0 · 1018 cm−3 3.3 · 106 / 2.6 · 105 2.5 · 107 / 2.5 · 106

[H2O] = 1.3 · 1018 cm−3 3.2 · 107 / 3.5 · 106 1.9 · 108 / 2.6 · 107
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nucleation exponents have not been widely studied yet, but it seems that the CNT
overestimates nsa clearly in this concentration range too (Olin et al., 2014).
The exponents nw and νT are not typically examined in atmospheric studies, because the
effects of them are usually included in the experimentally derived knucl factor. This can
be a satisfactory approximation in atmospheric nucleation studies because [H2O] and T
remain nearly constants during a nucleation process. However, [H2O] and T in cooling and
diluting exhaust are spatially and temporally highly varying; thus, an explicit function
of J taking also [H2O] and T (and nw and νT) into account is required. In contrast
to nsa, the absolute value of νT seems to be underestimated by the CNT, according to
single-component nucleation experiments (Hung et al., 1989).

First nucleation theorem
According to the first nucleation theorem (Kashchiev, 1982), the number of molecules in a
critical cluster (Ni) is connected to the nucleation exponent (ni) with the equation ni ≈ Ni,
which becomes ni = Ni + 1 in a single-component case. Hence, it follows that the cluster
composition could be determined by determining the vapor concentration dependence of
J and that ni ≥ 1. However, the derivation of it contains several assumptions and it is
recently shown that it is thus not valid in realistic cases (Kupiainen-Määttä et al., 2014).

Other nucleation mechanisms
Proposed nucleation mechanisms other than binary H2SO4-H2O nucleation include
activation-type (Kulmala et al., 2006), barrierless kinetic (McMurry and Friedlander,
1979), HC-involving (Vaaraslahti et al., 2004; Paasonen et al., 2010), ternary H2SO4-H2O-
ammonia (NH3) (Meyer and Ristovski, 2007), ternary H2SO4-H2O-amine (Almeida et al.,
2013), binary NH3-nitric acid (HNO3) (Wang et al., 2020), and ion-induced (Raes et al.,
1986) nucleation.
The cluster activation theory (Kulmala et al., 2006) assumes that a cluster, having an
undefined size and one H2SO4 molecule, activates, i.e. is of a sufficient size to grow toward
larger sizes. J for the activation-type nucleation is of a form of J = knucl[H2SO4] and
nsa is thus unity. The knucl factor is experimentally derived and no exact theoretical
formulation exists for it. Merikanto et al. (2016) report a collision-controlled estimation
for knucl but the enhancing effect of low T is excluded in it.
In the kinetic nucleation theory (McMurry and Friedlander, 1979), two molecules of
the same compound (here H2SO4) are assumed to collide to form a growing cluster.
According to the first nucleation theorem, nsa = 2 and thus the functional form of J
is J = knucl[H2SO4]2. The k factor can be calculated as a function of T using thermal
velocity of the molecules. Kinetic nucleation rate is usually considered the highest possible
J, because it is basically the collision rate of the molecules, with no energy barrier in
critical cluster formation. This upper limit of J is, however, usually a couple of orders of
magnitude higher than the observed J (Kulmala et al., 2006; Sihto et al., 2006), except
with very low T or very high [H2SO4] (Merikanto et al., 2016). Therefore, the energy
barrier typically exists in realistic atmospheric cases, and predicting J from the kinetic
theory is impractical, although J is an explicit function of T. Another shortcoming in
the kinetic theory is that the effect of the H2O concentration is excluded from the J
function. However, according to both atmospherically relevant (Brus et al., 2011) and
exhaust-relevant (Mathis et al., 2004) experiments, increasing relative humidity (RH)
increases H2SO4-related J, implying that [H2O] needs to be included in the J function.
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In addition to H2SO4 and H2O, other compounds can be involved in the nucleation process.
Former studies have shown that HCs in general (Vaaraslahti et al., 2004; Paasonen et al.,
2010), more specifically oxidized biogenic organic vapors (Riccobono et al., 2014) or
amines, such as dimethylamine (Almeida et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2018), and NH3 (Meyer
and Ristovski, 2007) have enhancing roles in the nucleation rate. Not until recently has it
been able to successfully predict J theoretically for nucleation involved with H2SO4, H2O,
NH3, and dimethylamine using Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC) (Olenius
et al., 2013). It simulates the kinetics of a population of molecular clusters combined with
cluster free energies calculated using quantum chemistry. Hence, the effects of all vapor
concentrations and T are included in the model. ACDC has, however, not yet been utilized
in studying particle formation in exhaust-relevant cases. In diesel exhaust, [H2SO4] is
high, which leads to that the effect of the other compounds on J may be negligible, with
the exception of total HC concentration (CHCs) (Vaaraslahti et al., 2004). Because the
HC mixture in vehicle exhaust is very complex, the effect of them on nucleation cannot
simply be obtained theoretically.

In ion-induced nucleation (Raes et al., 1986), atmospheric ions, produced by galactic
cosmic rays, enhance nucleation by reducing the size of critical clusters. Ion-induced
nucleation, however, becomes negligible with high nucleation rates (Almeida et al., 2013),
which is a typical case in diesel exhaust. High temperatures inside the engine can,
nevertheless, lead to high ion concentrations (Lähde et al., 2009), resulting in detectable
ion-induced nucleation also in vehicle exhaust.

2.3 Other aerosol dynamics processes relevant in vehicle
exhaust

Diffusion
Laminar Brownian diffusion moves newly formed and existing particles (and gaseous
emissions) from higher concentration regions toward lower ones by collisions between
particles and carrier gas molecules (Hinds, 1999). The rate of the diffusion process of
particles depends on the magnitude of the concentration gradient, on the properties of
the carrier gas, on Dp, and—because the collisions are driven by thermal movement—on
T. The effect of the latter three is included in the diffusion coefficient of the particle (Dp),
which depends on particle size by Dp ∝ Dp

−2 for small particles (Dp . 100 nm) and by
Dp ∝ Dp

−1 for large particles (Dp & 100 nm). Because different particle sizes diffuse
with different rates, particle size distribution tends to alter due to diffusion.

The effect of diffusion is significant for particles in a vehicle exhaust plume due to high
concentration gradients between the plume and surrounding air. This causes emissions in
the plume to dilute. In this case, the most dominant driving force for dilution is, however,
turbulence. Eddies caused by turbulence in generally always a turbulent plume move
emissions toward lower concentration regions, like laminar diffusion does too. This is
called turbulent diffusion and it is not in a same manner dependent on Dp as laminar
diffusion is. Therefore, dilution in an exhaust plume is not very effectively altering particle
size distributions.

Condensation
Condensation grows existing and newly formed particles toward larger sizes with avail-
able vapors. In the simplest form, the mass growth rate of a particle (MGR) due to
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multicomponent condensation is

MGR = dmp

dt = 2πDp
∑
i

βiDi (Ci − C∗i ) (2.5)

where mp is the particle mass, t is time, βi is the Fuchs-Sutugin correction factor (Fuchs
and Sutugin, 1971) for vapor i, Di is the diffusion coefficient of vapor i, Ci is the mass
concentration of vapor i in the gas phase, and C∗i is the equilibrium mass concentration
of vapor i. The positive part of Eq. (2.5) represents the flux of vapor condensing onto the
particles and the negative part the evaporating flux out of the particle surfaces. Particles
grow with positive MGR and evaporate with negative MGR. With a suitable Ci ( = C∗i )
and particle properties, MGR for a specific vapor i becomes zero, and the particle is in
equilibrium with respect to the vapor. Ci is connected to partial pressure of vapor i (pi)
with the equation Ci = pimi/kBT , where mi is the mass of a molecule i. In the case of C∗i ,
pi becomes vapor pressure over a particle surface (pi,p), which can be expressed—using
classical thermodynamics—as

pi,p = Γi p◦i exp
(

4σvl

kBTDp

)
. (2.6)

Hence, MGR for vapor i becomes zero when Dp is

Dp = 4σvl

kBT ln(Si/Γi)
, (2.7)

which is the same diameter as D∗p in the CNT. This leads to the same result as from
the CNT that only particles larger than D∗p can grow. During condensation, particle
temperature increases due to latent heat of the condensing vapor, which would increase
pi,p and therefore decrease MGR. Nevertheless, for small particle sizes, the effect is
negligible.

In the case of particles as small as condensing vapor molecules, MGR represented by
Eq. (2.5) is enhanced by increased collisional cross sections due to non-zero diameters of
the vapor molecules (Lehtinen and Kulmala, 2003). Collisional cross sections can also
be increased by possible long-range attractions due to permanent and induced dipoles
between the molecules in vapor and in particles; the enhancement factor being about
2–2.5 for H2SO4 (Halonen et al., 2019).

Similarly to nucleation, H2SO4 condenses onto the particles together with H2O. Addi-
tionally, vehicle-emitted HCs play a significant role in condensation occurring in vehicle
exhaust, according to measured volatility, density, and composition of diesel exhaust
particles (Sakurai et al., 2003; Ristimäki et al., 2007).

Particles pre-existing in urban air and especially soot particles emitted by vehicles act
as condensation sinks (CS) for vapors participating in the nucleation and condensation
processes. Because Eq. (2.5) increases strongly with increasing Dp and the sizes of the
existing particles are generally larger than the newly formed particles, only a fraction
of the vapors forms and grows new particles and another—typically higher—fraction
condenses onto the existing particles. While remaining vapor concentrations decrease due
to CS and the dilution of the exhaust plume, MGR slows down and eventually almost
ceases, leaving the rest of the vapors in the gas phase.
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Coagulation
Inter-particle collisions due to their diffusional motion cause particles to stick to other
particles, i.e. coagulate. A coagulated pair of spherical particles can either coalesce to a
single spherical particle, or aggregate to a single fractal particle, or act like something
between coalescence and aggregation. In diesel exhaust, nucleation mode particles
preferably coalesce and soot particles aggregate in coagulation due to their states, liquid
and solid, respectively. Coagulation alters particle size distributions, always toward higher
particle sizes and lower number concentrations (N).

N decreases in a coagulation process with a rate dependent on Dp and Dp of the both
particles and N. When the coagulating particles are considered to belong to the same
particle mode (intramodal coagulation or self-coagulation), the dependence of N is ∝ N2;
and when the particles belong to different modes (intermodal coagulation or coagulation
scavenging), the dependence is ∝ N . In the latter case, N of a donor mode decreases and
N of a recipient mode remains unchanged. Because the decreasing rate of N depends on
N itself, the relevance of coagulation on altering particle size distributions depends on the
magnitude of N. Considering, e.g., a nucleation mode of 10 nm particles near the tailpipe
having N = 109 cm−3 (Rönkkö et al., 2006), only 1 s is enough for coagulation to decrease
N to a half. In comparison, in the case of an urban air having N = 104 cm−3 (Hussein
et al., 2008), this half-time is on the order of a day. Because for vehicle exhaust, the
half-time is at the same level as the characteristic time of particle formation, coagulation
plays an important role in evolution of the particle size distributions in exhaust plumes.

Particle losses
Particles in a vehicle exhaust plume can be lost, e.g., by deposition onto surfaces, by
sedimentation onto ground, or by coagulation with particles existing in outdoor air. Soot
particles are lost in high extent by deposition onto the inner walls of the exhaust piping
but are occasionally released afterwards as larger coarse mode particles (Kittelson, 1998).
After the tailpipe, primary and delayed primary particles are not deposited very efficiently
due to the lack of walls near the exhaust plume. However, when the dilution process of a
real-world driving situation is simulated in laboratory-scale (Ntziachristos et al., 2004),
walls exist in the dilution system and deposition becomes significant. The deposition rate
depends on the diffusivity of a particle (taking both Dp and turbulence into account).
Sedimentation is quite irrelevant for particle sizes of interest in vehicle exhaust because
the effect of gravitation on particle movement is negligible compared to the effect of rapid
and turbulent flow in the exhaust plume. The coagulational losses due to the background
aerosol can have an observable effect in an already diluted plume.



3 Experimental methods

Three laboratory experiments (in Papers I and III) and one urban air experiment (in
Paper IV) are related to this thesis. The experiments in Paper I have been performed
earlier by Arnold et al. (2012) and Rönkkö et al. (2013) using exhaust from a diesel engine
in an engine laboratory; these experiments were used in computational aerosol dynamics
simulations of Paper I to study nucleation in real vehicle exhaust. The laboratory
experiment in Paper III was performed using an artificial exhaust containing H2SO4 and
H2O only to study pure H2SO4-H2O nucleation. In Paper IV, urban air was measured
at a curbside of a highly trafficked street canyon to study the contribution of traffic on
the components of urban air. Paper II includes also an urban air chamber experiment
but, in this thesis, the results are used only to test the model developed in Paper II and
are not further discussed here.

3.1 Background on measuring nucleation rate

Nucleation rate measurements have formerly been performed extensively in experiments
related to atmospheric NPF (Kerminen et al., 2018). Instead, J occurring in vehicle
exhaust is not very extensively studied to date. Nevertheless, several studies have focused
on the formation of nucleation mode in vehicle exhaust (Maricq et al., 2002; Vogt et al.,
2003; Vaaraslahti et al., 2004; Kittelson et al., 2006, 2008; Rönkkö et al., 2006; Arnold
et al., 2012; Rönkkö et al., 2013; Karjalainen et al., 2014), but the desired output has
usually been the concentration or composition of nucleation mode particles or factors
impacting on them, rather than the rate itself.
Because the size of newly formed clusters is on the order of 1 nm, measuring J directly
would require a particle counter capable in detecting that small particles. In an exhaust-
relevant experiment, it should also be ensured that no further nucleation occurs inside the
particle counter and in the sampling lines between the counter and the point of interest
for nucleation. Until recently have the smallest detectable diameters been around 3 nm,
usually using a condensation particle counter (CPC). Therefore, an apparent nucleation
rate at 3 nm particle diameter (J3), interpreted from measurements of all particles larger
than 3 nm, is typically obtained in atmospheric nucleation studies (Kulmala et al., 2012).
Assuming constant particle growth rate (GR), no intramodal coagulation, and 60 nm
background particles, J3 is converted to represent the real nucleation rate at 1 nm particle
diameter (J1 ≈ J) with the equation (Lehtinen et al., 2007)

J1 = J3 exp
(

0.85 · CoagS(1 nm)
GR · 1 nm

)
(3.1)

where CoagS is the coagulation sink due to intermodal coagulation to the background
aerosol. This approach, however, requires that GR for particle sizes of 1–3 nm is known,
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but measuring it is not very straightforward due to small particle sizes. GR is connected
to MGR with

GR(Dp) = dDp

dt = 2
πρpD2

p
MGR(Dp) = 4

ρpDp

∑
i

βi(Dp) · Di · [Ci − C∗i (Dp)] (3.2)

where ρp is the particle density. Due to the dependence of Dp on βi(Dp), GR(Dp) is
almost constant only if Dp is 4–40 nm and C∗i is assumed zero. The zero-assumption
of C∗i can be satisfactory in an atmospheric particle growth case, where p◦i is typically
low due to relatively low temperatures. However, temperatures are higher in an exhaust-
relevant case, where C∗i can have a notable effect, especially for small particles due to
the Kelvin effect. Additionally, omitting intramodal coagulation is not a satisfactory
assumption in an exhaust case due to high number concentrations. In conclusion, there
are no such analytically solved equations suitable for exhaust cases like Eq. (3.1) is for
atmospheric cases. Thus, numerical solutions are preferred in solving J from exhaust-
related measurement data.

J3 can be obtained from the time series of particle size distribution and number con-
centration data measured in an atmospheric nucleation experiment with the aid of the
quantity dN/dt (Kulmala et al., 2012; Kerminen et al., 2018). Conversely, in a laboratory
experiment, the nucleation process is typically finished inside a chamber or a flow tube
and steady-state aerosol properties are achieved at the end of the laboratory setup. In
those cases, J3 is calculated by N/∆t, where ∆t represents the time the fluid expends
in a nucleation region (Wyslouzil and Wölk, 2016). The drawback of this approach is
that the size, and thus the expended time, depends on J itself, more specifically on the
nucleation exponents. For this reason and because other aerosol dynamics processes occur
simultaneously with nucleation, inverse modeling is required to properly determine J
from laboratory experiments.

Recent introduction of devices growing particles with diethylene glycol, e.g., the Airmodus
Particle Size Magnifier (PSM) (Vanhanen et al., 2011), has scaled the cut-off diameter
(D50) of 3 nm down to near the cluster size. This is a very beneficial improvement
because sub-3 nm particles (or NCA) have previously been totally undetected, leaving
particle number concentration and size distribution in the diameter range of 1–3 nm
unknown. Neglecting NCA from nucleation experiments can cause overestimated nucle-
ation exponents if particle sizes are near the cut-off size, because the size distributions
produced by lower H2SO4 concentrations are in smaller sizes; therefore, more particles
remain undetected with low [H2SO4], causing the nucleation exponents to appear higher.
For example, Brus et al. (2010) used a CPC having D50 near 3 nm to detect nucleation
particles and obtained nsa values of 3–8, which surprisingly correspond quite well with
the values from the CNT. Later, Brus et al. (2011) used the PSM having D50 near 1
nm and a CPC having D50 near 3 nm and obtained the nsa values of 1–2 and 2–3,
respectively.

3.2 Measurement devices

The most important quantities measured in this thesis are sulfuric acid vapor concentration,
particle number concentration, and particle size distribution. Additional quantities, such as
temperature, relative humidity, and other environmental parameters, were also measured.
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Sulfuric acid concentration

Working with H2SO4 and measuring its concentration in the gas phase has always been
challenging (Wyslouzil and Wölk, 2016) due to its low vapor pressure causing remarkable
losses onto physical surfaces and nucleation to larger clusters. Additionally, H2SO4
molecule is currently not directly measurable; thus, it is usually measured as a sulfate
(SO 2–

4 ) or a bisulfate (HSO –
4 ) ion.

Already for decades has ion chromatography (IC) been used in analyzing ions in liquid
solutions, e.g., in water analysis. IC can determine SO 2–

4 mass concentration in a liquid
sample down to ∼ 0.1 ppm level. IC was used in Paper III by bubbling gaseous samples
of artificial exhaust through ion-exchanged water, in which H2SO4 is supposedly dissolved
as dissociated into SO 2–

4 and protons. Using IC with real exhaust—containing also
SO2—may suffer from overestimation of [H2SO4] because SO2 can convert to SO 2–

4 in an
aqueous solution. Another drawback of IC is that SO 2–

4 in particle phase is also dissolved
in the water by bubbling the sample flow, and H2SO4 vapor solely is thus not measured.

The first online method in determining [H2SO4] was using a chemical ionization mass spec-
trometer (CIMS) (Eisele and Tanner, 1993; Mauldin et al., 1998). The CIMS combines a
chemical ionization (CI) inlet and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. In the CI inlet, nitrate
ions (NO –

3 )—produced by exposing HNO3 vapor to X-rays or alpha radiation—ionize
neutral H2SO4 molecules with the reactions

H2SO4 + NO –
3 · (HNO3)n → HSO –

4 + (n+ 1)HNO3 (3.3)
H2SO4 + NO –

3 · (HNO3)n → HSO –
4 ·HNO3 + nHNO3 (3.4)

where n = 0, 1, ... After the ionization, the mass spectrometer classifies the ions to their
mass-to-charge ratios and outputs the mass spectrum. [H2SO4] is then obtained using the
ratio of the signals from the masses containing HSO –

4 and from the masses containing
NO –

3 ions. Because H2SO4 can be clustered as multimers (dimers, trimers, etc) or with
other molecules, such as H2O or bases, measuring the monomer (HSO –

4 ) concentration
only may not always be sufficient; thus, [H2SO4] may be underestimated with the CIMS
(Brus et al., 2011). Additionally, there can be other compounds coinciding to the same
mass-to-charge ratios with HSO –

4 , causing higher signals and thus overestimated [H2SO4]
(Jokinen et al., 2012). The CIMS was used to determine [H2SO4] in diesel exhaust in the
experiments of Arnold et al. (2012) and Rönkkö et al. (2013) simulated in Paper I.

A more advanced mass spectrometry method is to add a time-of-flight classification
after the quadrupole, which is applied in an atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight
mass spectrometer (APi-TOF) (Junninen et al., 2010). The APi-TOF provides higher
resolution for determining the mass-to-charge ratios, providing the ability to better
distinguish overlapping compounds at the same mass-to-charge ratio. The combination
of the NO –

3 ion-based CI inlet and the APi-TOF, CI-APi-TOF (Jokinen et al., 2012), is
currently the state-of-the-art in [H2SO4] determination. It is also capable in detecting
larger clusters, up to atomic masses of higher than 1000 amu; however, the number
of overlapping compounds increases significantly with increasing mass-to-charge ratio,
causing difficulties in identifying the desired clusters (larger than H2SO4 dimers or trimers)
reliably. The CI-APi-TOF was used to determine [H2SO4] in Papers III and IV using
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the equation

[H2SO4] = Ccalib

P
· ln
(

1 + {HSO
–
4 }+ {HSO –

4 ·HNO3}+ {HSO –
4 ·H2SO4}

{NO –
3 }+ {NO –

3 ·HNO3}+ {NO –
3 · (HNO3)2}

)

≈ Ccalib

P
· {HSO

–
4 }+ {HSO –

4 ·HNO3}+ {HSO –
4 ·H2SO4}

{NO –
3 }+ {NO –

3 ·HNO3}+ {NO –
3 · (HNO3)2}

(3.5)

where Ccalib is the calibration coefficient for H2SO4, P is the penetration efficiency of
H2SO4 vapor in the sampling lines, and the curly brackets denote the areas of the peaks
at the corresponding mass-to-charge ratio in the high-resolution spectra.

Ccalib was determined by generating known concentrations of H2SO4 using oxidation of
SO2 by OH radical (Kürten et al., 2012). The sheath air shielding the sample flow from
the inner walls of the CI inlet was generated in three ways: (1) clean and dry compressed
air from the fixed line in the laboratory experiment in Paper III, (2) air from a small
pump followed by a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter in the field experiment
in Paper IV, and (3) air from an oil-lubricated compressor followed by a coarse particle,
an oil, a water droplet, an HEPA, and an activated carbon filters in the field experiment
in Paper IV. Due to the different purities of the sheath airs, Ccalib differs between the
different sheath airs and had the value of 1.3 · 109 cm−3 with the sheath airs 1 and 2 and
the value of 9.1 · 109 cm−3 with the sheath air 3.

P is calculated using the function derived by Brockmann (2005) for calculating the
penetrating fraction of particles in a straight cylindrical tube, which is commonly used
to correct particle losses in sampling lines. It depends on Dp and is thus applicable in
calculating the vapor losses by using the diffusion coefficient of a vapor molecule, Di.
Because a part of H2SO4 is typically clustered with 1–3 H2O molecules, depending on RH,
a semi-empirically determined effective diffusion coefficient of a hydrated H2SO4 molecule
(Hanson and Eisele, 2000) is used in this thesis. Additionally, temperature-dependency
(Di ∝ T 1.5) is used to take the effect of T on Di into account. T is, however, little
problematic in the case of calculating vapor losses because all vapor molecules do not
stick onto the walls: that depends on the vapor pressure of the vapor on the wall surface
(pwall
i ) compared to its partial pressure in the flow (pi). For example, air molecules never

stick and H2O molecules do not stick for the most part of a laboratory setup, where
RH < 100 %. H2SO4 is, unfortunately, one of the trickiest ones because its pi can exceed
pwall
i in some locations and not in other locations. Determining pwall

i is challenging due
to the decreasing effect of H2O on the vapor pressure of H2SO4 in a H2SO4-H2O solution
and because the composition of the mixture on the wall is hardly determined and it
depends on the history of the vapors lost onto the wall. Keeping the sampling lines
unheated may keep pwall

i low and thus the assumption—that all H2SO4 molecules stick
on the walls—may hold. However, in many exhaust-related experiments, where [H2SO4]
is high, heated lines are used, on one hand, to prevent excessive H2SO4 losses (as in
the experiments in Papers I and III), but, on the other hand, causing uncertainties
in calculating the losses; hence, the loss-corrected concentrations may be overestimated.
High temperatures cannot, however, always be avoided, because, e.g., raw vehicle exhaust
is hot and sampling it directly as hot will heat the lines anyway.

P was 0.22–0.30 in the urban air experiment in Paper IV. It can, however, be very low
if the flow rates in the sampling lines are low, which is the case in measuring [H2SO4]
from the raw artificial exhaust in the laboratory experiment in Paper III, because there
is a part where the flow rate is very low due to a strong dilution required to decrease
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[H2SO4] to a suitable level for the CI-APi-TOF. In that case, P is only 6 · 10−4, but due
to heated lines, P can be higher in reality, causing significant uncertainty in the measured
[H2SO4].

Particle number concentration
Particle number concentration (N) is nowadays typically measured using condensation
particle counters (CPCs), which, firstly, grow particles to larger sizes and, secondly,
detect them optically (Agarwal and Sem, 1980). Growing is based on, e.g., evaporating
n-butanol, and condensing the vapor onto the particles being detected. The temperature
difference between the evaporator and the condenser is the key variable in controlling
the saturation ratio (S) of the condensing vapor. Higher S provides the ability of a CPC
to grow smaller particles, i.e. to have a smaller cut-off size. However, too high S causes
homogeneous nucleation of the vapor, leading to the overestimation of N .

CPCs used in this thesis are TSI’s CPC 3025, CPC 3775, and CPC 3776, all having D50
of 3–4 nm (for simplicity, they are all considered 3 nm here), and Airmodus’ CPC A20,
having D50 near 7 nm. The TSI’s CPCs output N of all particles than 3 nm (N3) and
the Airmodus’ CPC larger than 7 nm (N7).

Additionally, Airmodus PSM A11 was used to measure N of all particles larger than 1
nm (N1) in Papers III and IV. A PSM A11 consists of a PSM A10 followed by a CPC
A20. In the PSM A10, a controlled amount of diethylene glycol vapor is used to grow
particles beginning from a controllable diameter, down to near 1 nm (Vanhanen et al.,
2011). The grown particles are then detected with the CPC A20. In this thesis, “PSM”
always refers to the PSM A11, the combination of the two devices.

Particle size distribution
Particle size distributions (dN/d logDp) were measured using a Nano-Scanning Mobility
Particle Sizer (Nano-SMPS) (in Papers I and III) or a differential mobility particle sizer
(DMPS) (in Paper IV). Both devices consist of a differential mobility analyzer (DMA)
for electrical classification of particles with respect to their mobility diameters and a
CPC for counting particles having a specific diameter. Because mostly spherical particles
are of interest in this thesis, mobility diameters are always considered to equal with the
geometric diameters, Dp.

A Nano-SMPS and a DMPS with the settings used in this thesis can, in theory, determine
particle size distributions down to diameters of 2–6 nm. However, due to low detection
efficiency of the CPCs, low charging efficiency of the radioactive chargers used with the
DMAs, and high diffusional losses of very small particles, measured size distributions are,
in practice, very unreliable with particle sizes smaller than ∼ 6 nm (Paper III).

In Papers III and IV, particle size distributions for sub-6 nm particles were measured
also using PSMs and CPCs. Measuring with a PSM and a CPC 3775 or 3776 in parallel,
the measured concentrations, N1 (= N lower) and N3 (= Nupper), can provide the size
distribution between 1 nm (= Dlower

p ) and 3 nm (= Dupper
p ), most simply, using the

step-wise method (Lehtipalo et al., 2014)

dN
d logDp

= N lower −Nupper

f(Dp) · log(Dupper
p /Dlower

p ) (3.6)
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where f(Dp) is the detection efficiency of 1–3 nm particles in the PSM. Similarly, using a
CPC A20, which outputs N7, as in the case of Paper IV, the size distribution between 3
and 7 nm is obtained. Additionally, more size distribution bins were obtained in Paper III
by controlling D50 of the PSM by altering the saturator flow rate in time, which modifies
S of diethylene glycol vapor in the condenser. This controlling adds more size distribution
bins to the diameter range of 1–3 nm, usually 3 bins in maximum. However, due to the
cumulative nature of measuring N with different D50 values, instabilities in measured
aerosol can cause significant difficulties with the step-wise method if the deviation in N
is at the same level as the difference N lower −Nupper (Paper III). Additionally, because
f depends on Dp, the selected value for the most representative Dp of a specific size
range depends on the shape of the size distribution within that size range. Moreover, the
detection efficiency curves of the PSM and CPCs are not ideal step functions (Fig. 2 of
Paper III); instead, exactly all particles larger than D50 are not detected and also some
particles smaller than D50 are detected. For these reasons, particle size distributions may
not always be reliably determined with the PSM and/or CPCs.

Other quantities
In addition to [H2SO4], N, and dN/d logDp, there were also other quantities, such as T,
pressure, RH, and CO2 concentration, measured during the experiments and used in the
data analysis in this thesis. CO2 is a useful tracer for vehicle exhaust because it is always
released during a combustion process. In the experiment in Paper III, it was added to
the sample, because its concentration is generally used in calculating DRs after diluters
in laboratory experiments.

In the urban air experiment in Paper IV, other environmental parameters, such as solar
irradiance (SI), precipitation, and wind velocity and direction were also measured near
the measurement site. Additionally, the traffic density and the nitrogen oxides (NOx)
concentration were measured. SI provides information on how sunlight affects the H2SO4
and NCA concentrations. Wind direction is used to examine from which direction the
measured components originate. Because CO2 exists in the air already, the effect of
vehicles on its concentration is minor if the measured sample is diluted far enough, which
is the case in the urban air experiment. Therefore, the NOx concentration ([NOx]) is
also used to determine the contribution of vehicles because it is dominated by vehicles in
urban air (Clapp and Jenkin, 2001).

3.3 Measurement setups

Figure 3.1 shows the measurement setups with the dilution systems and the most relevant
measurement devices of this thesis. Temperature and the concentrations of the measured
components in vehicle exhaust are typically too high for the measurement devices. There-
fore, the raw sample needs to be diluted. An ejector-type diluter (ED) uses compressed
air to draw and dilute the sample with a DR depending on the pressure of the compressed
air (Ntziachristos et al., 2004). It is commonly used in sampling raw exhaust because
it also stabilizes pressure fluctuations of exhaust for the measurement devices. When
a hot dilution air is used with an ED, the concentrations in the sample decrease, and
nucleation and condensation during the dilution process are minimized because high T
keeps the saturation ratios low. Hot air-EDs were used in the experiments in Paper I
(performed earlier by Arnold et al. (2012) and Rönkkö et al. (2013)) and Paper III to
dilute the sample for [H2SO4] measurement, as described in Sec. 3.2. In the experiments
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by Rönkkö et al. (2013), a hot air-ED following two cold air-EDs were used, additionally,
to measure nonvolatile particles in exhaust. The first ED presumably decreases the vapor
concentrations sufficiently low that nucleation and condensation in the cold air-EDs are
prevented.
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Figure 3.1: Sulfuric acid and particle measurement setups related to the studies in Papers I,
III, and IV. The experiments in Paper I have been performed earlier by Arnold et al. (2012)
and Rönkkö et al. (2013), but were simulated computationally in Paper I. The simulation
domains used in inverse modeling are also shown. Red and blue lines represent parts of the
sampling lines where the sample is hot (T ≥ 200 °C) or cold (T ≤ 70 °C), respectively.

When the first dilution is made using a cold dilution air, nucleation and condensation
can occur. To simulate nucleation and condensation occurring in the dilution process
of a real-world driving situation, a partial flow sampling system (Ntziachristos et al.,
2004) was used in the experiments in Papers I and III. It consists of a porous tube
diluter (PTD), an aging chamber (AC), and an ED. The PTD dilutes and cools the
sample rapidly, leading to nucleation and condensation. The AC grows the newly formed
particles to detectable sizes and continues the nucleation process. The ED then stops
the nucleation and condensation processes. The dilution air of the PTD mimics the
outdoor air diluting and cooling the exhaust plume in a real-world scenario. These
parts of the measurement setups mimicking the delayed primary emission formation were
simulated computationally in Papers I and III, the simulation domains are shown in
Fig. 3.1. The particle number concentrations and size distributions were measured after
these delayed primary routes (also in the experiment in Paper IV), as described in
Sec. 3.2. Additionally, a thermodenuder was periodically used before the Nano-SMPS in
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the experiments in Paper I to separate nonvolatile particles from the size distributions
(Ntziachristos et al., 2004). The thermodenuder heats the sample to 265 °C and removes
the evaporated vapors with an activated carbon filter; thus, only the nonvolatile part of
the particle size distributions remains for detection.

3.4 Measurement procedures

Laboratory experiments with real vehicle exhaust
The experiments with real vehicle exhaust, performed by Arnold et al. (2012) and Rönkkö
et al. (2013), were done with the same engine and with almost similar measurement setups
and devices. The engine was a 324 kW heavy-duty diesel engine having the emission
regulation level of Euro IV.

The engine was equipped with a DOC and a DPF; thus, H2SO4 was expected and
primarily emitted particles not expected to exist in exhaust. However, in the experiments
of Rönkkö et al. (2013), the DPF used was an open channel filter (Heikkilä et al., 2009)
having lower particle removal efficiency compared to a conventional DPF; thus, some
primarily emitted particles were expected to exist in that experiment. FSC was 6 ppmm
in the experiments of Arnold et al. (2012) and 36 ppmm in the experiments of Rönkkö
et al. (2013); therefore, the [H2SO4] levels were higher in the latter one.

The measurement points selected for simulations in Paper I were measured with the
full engine load. Although all operating parameters were held constant during the
measurements, [H2SO4]—and thus N and particle sizes—increased in time. The reason is
because conversion of SO2 to SO3 in a DOC is enhanced with higher DOC temperatures
(Giechaskiel et al., 2007) and because sulfur compounds can be stored in the ATS
and released later, resulting in a complex history effect, which is not easily modeled,
highlighting the importance of [H2SO4] measurement.

Laboratory experiment with artificial exhaust
The experiment in Paper III was done with an artificial exhaust that contained only
H2SO4 and H2O vapors. The vapors were generated by evaporating liquid 98 % H2SO4
and deionized Milli-Q H2O. In order to study the nucleation exponent nsa, [H2SO4]raw was
altered by varying the temperature in the H2SO4 evaporator (Tsa). In theory, [H2SO4]raw
could be predicted with the aid of the saturation vapor pressure at specific Tsa. In
practice, the sampling lines after the evaporator begin to get heated and saturated by
H2SO4 liquid, T and the length of the saturated region depending on Tsa. For this reason,
estimating the diffusional losses of H2SO4 in the sampling lines is almost impossible, as
discussed in Sec. 3.2. Instead, [H2SO4]raw was obtained through inverse modeling using
the measured particle size data, discussed later in Sec. 4.3.

In order to examine the nucleation exponents νT and nw, T and RH of the dilution air of
the PTD (TPTD and RHPTD) were altered by heating and humidifying the dilution air.
[H2O] in the dilution air was then calculated using the measured TPTD and RHPTD values.
TPTD was ranged between 30 and 70 °C and RHPTD between 2 and 100 %. The range of
TPTD does not represent the outdoor temperatures well because generating colder air was
not possible during the experiment. Additionally, different residence times inside the AC
were used to examine how rapidly J diminishes while the concentrations and T decrease;
the diminishment rate being connected to the values of all three nucleation exponents.
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Urban air experiment near traffic sources
Urban air from a highly trafficked street canyon, Mäkelänkatu, near the city center
of Helsinki, Finland, was sampled in the experiment in Paper IV. The street canyon
consists of three lanes for cars to both directions, two rows of streets, two tramlines, and
two pavements.

The measurement devices were located in a container at the curbside of the street
and the outdoor sample was drawn 4 m above the pavement surface, representing the
concentrations of the emissions exposed by pedestrians adequately well. The emissions at
the sampling location are mostly delayed primary emissions due to a sufficient distance
from vehicle tailpipes; however, secondary emissions from longer distances are also mixed
with the delayed primary emissions in some extent.

The experiment was performed in May 2017, lasting four weeks. The time range provided a
sufficient amount of both, sunny and cloudy, days—still without too many rainy days—to
distinguish H2SO4 and particle sources from traffic and from photochemistry. Because the
diurnal patterns of the traffic density and sunlight usually correlate, the effects of them
are frequently overlapped, leading to possible misinterpretations of H2SO4 and particles
formed via photochemistry rather than traffic. Whereas cloudy weekdays provide data
with high traffic density and low SI, sunny weekends provide data with high SI but lower
traffic density.





4 Computational methods

The experiments in Papers I and III were simulated using a commercial CFD solver,
ANSYS Fluent 14.0 or 17.2. It basically solves flow fields using Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (NSE), which describe the motion of viscous fluids. An aerosol dynamics code,
Tampere University of Technology Exhaust Aerosol Model for CFD (CFD-TUTEAM),
was developed in Paper I in order to simulate aerosol formation and evolution in diesel
exhaust. Furthermore, an updated and more generalized aerosol model, Tampere Univer-
sity of Technology Modal Aerosol Model for CFD (CFD-TUTMAM), was used in Paper
III.

4.1 Flow field

The NSE are nonlinear partial differential equations and solving them needs to be done
numerically in realistic engineering applications. Because steady-state solutions from
CFD solvers are frequently the desired outputs, time-averaging of the NSE can be applied
in the CFD solvers. In turbulent flows, the velocity components in the NSE fluctuate
chaotically over time causing complicated terms, called Reynolds stress tensors, to the
averaged NSE. Because simulating these terms is computationally expensive and the
boundary conditions for the simulation domain are difficult to estimate, semi-empirical
turbulence models are commonly used in CFD simulations. In the CFD simulations
of this thesis, the SST-k-ω turbulence model was used. It is based on the concept of
modeling turbulent viscosity with turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation rate transport
equations.

ANSYS Fluent uses a finite volume method, in which the simulation domain is divided
into a finite amount of cells. Transport equations of the flow are solved in every cell
iteratively until sufficient convergence of the flow variables is reached. The transport
equations in this thesis include continuity, momentum, energy, radiation, turbulence,
gas species, and aerosol scalars transport equations. The simulation domains shown in
Fig. 3.1 were expressed as axial symmetric meshes representing the measurement setup
geometries. The number of the cells in the meshes is on the order of 1 million which is
the highest number still providing reasonable computation times. The smallest cells were
some micrometers in side lengths and were located in the regions where the raw sample
encounters the dilution air in the PTD. High concentrations and temperatures gradients
experienced in these regions require small cell sizes to simulate the flow field accurately.

Gas and aerosol variables are simulated in the CFD simulations of this thesis with the
Eulerian method, where a fixed reference frame, i.e., the computational mesh, is used.
In that case, the gas and aerosol variables follow the flow field similarly to the carrier
fluid. This is an adequate approximation for sub-1 µm particles, which follow the fluid

23
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streamlines well, and thus suits to the simulations related to vehicle exhaust. An another
method to simulate the gas and aerosol variables is the Lagrangian method, where the
reference frame travels along with a variable. This method has been applied to exhaust-
related particle formation models by several authors (Vouitsis et al., 2005; Lemmetty
et al., 2006; Arnold et al., 2012; Li and Huang, 2012; Pirjola et al., 2015). The aerosol
dynamics model developed here was tested also using the Lagrangian method in Paper
I, in which the path lines of the variables were obtained from an Eulerian-type CFD
simulation but the aerosol dynamics was modeled using a Lagrangian-type Matlab-code.

4.2 Aerosol dynamics

An aerosol dynamics model CFD-TUTEAM was implemented into ANSYS Fluent by
user-defined functions written in C language. The model adds additional variables to
be solved in the flow field. These variables, called user-defined scalars, are modeled as
transport equations of the form

∂Mj,k

∂t
= −∇ · (Mj,ku)︸ ︷︷ ︸

convection

+∇ ·
(
ρfDj,k,eff∇

Mj,k

ρf

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

+nuclj,k + condj,k + coagj,k, (4.1)

where Mj,k is the kth moment of the total particle mass concentration (M) in size mode
j, u is the fluid velocity vector, and Dj,k,eff is the kth moment-weighted average of the
effective diffusion coefficient of the particles (Dp,eff) in mode j. The last terms denote
source terms for nucleation, condensation, and coagulation, which are illustrated in Fig. 4.1
and described in more detail in the following sections.
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of the aerosol processes in CFD-TUTEAM. H2SO4 and H2O form new
particles to the volatile nucleation mode via nucleation. H2SO4, H2O, and HCs condense onto
the surfaces of the particles in all modes. H2SO4 and H2O appear as a binary solution but HCs
form a separate phase immiscible to the H2SO4-H2O phase. Nonvolatile cores and soot particles
are emitted directly by vehicles. Intramodal coagulation occurs within the volatile nucleation
mode and intermodal coagulation occurs from the volatile nucleation mode to the other modes.
Figure adapted from Paper I.

In the more generalized aerosol model, CFD-TUTMAM, particle modes and the aerosol
processes between the gas phase and the particle modes are not fixed to the ones illustrated
in Fig. 4.1. Instead, the number of vapors and particle modes and the aerosol processes
acting on them are selectable by user, making the model general. In the simulations in
Paper III, only H2SO4 and H2O vapors and only volatile particles were modeled.

Particle size distributions
Particle size distributions were modeled in a typical log-normal (LN) form in
CFD-TUTEAM (see, e.g., Eq. (8) of Paper II). Because the LN distribution is ex-
pressed with three parameters, number concentration (NLN), geometric mean diameter
(Dg), and geometric standard deviation (σg), three moments of the size distribution need
to be simulated in order to reconstruct the distribution parameters from the simulated
moments in a moment-based method. In this thesis, these moments are 0th, 2⁄3th, and
1st moments of the mass concentration (Mj,k=0, 2/3, 1) which are related to the number,
surface area, and mass concentrations of the mode, respectively.
Although log-normal features are almost always seen in particle size distributions, a single
LN distribution is usually not enough to fully describe the total particle population.
E.g., in a case of simultaneous nucleation and particle growth—as in particle formation
in vehicle exhaust—the shape of the distribution of the smallest particles can be far
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from a LN shape. An example distribution illustrating this—measured in the chamber
experiment in Paper II—is presented in Fig. 4.2. The two particle size bins between 1
and 7 nm, measured using the PSM and the CPC, do not satisfactorily correspond with
the shape of any LN distribution; instead, the size distribution is asymmetrical having
high concentrations at the smallest particles sizes. In order to extensively model this kind
of an arbitrary distribution, the total distribution could be binned to a specific number of
discrete sections. Whereas the number of the sections controls the accuracy of the model,
it defines the computational cost of the model too. Due to already high computational
expense of a multidimensional CFD simulation, this kind of a sectional representation
of size distributions is not the most suitable choice. To overcome this problem, a novel
computationally efficient representation of a size distribution—a combined power law
(PL) and LN distribution (PL+LN) model—was developed in Paper II.

Figure 4.2: An example distribution measured in the chamber experiment in Paper II illustrat-
ing the distribution deviant from a LN distribution at the smallest particles. A combined power
law (PL) and LN distribution (PL+LN) was developed to represent these kind of distributions
better. Due to the nature of a PL distribution, summation of the PL and LN distributions causes
the discontinuity between the distributions, seen at 6 nm here.

A PL+LN distribution consists of the sum of a PL distribution and a LN distribution.
The PL distribution is expressed with four parameters: the number concentration (NPL),
the slope parameter (α), and the lowest (D1) and highest particle diameters (D2). The
functional form of the PL distribution (Eq. (3) in Paper II) is based on the power law-
dependence Dα

p , which originates from the analytical solution of a particle size distribution
from a trivial case with simultaneous nucleation and growth with constant J and GR; α
equaling unity in that case. In realistic cases, α varies and the distributions are actually
not exact PL distributions, e.g., α can be negative during the initial steps of particle
formation and begins to increase and be positive when particle growth has proceeded far
enough so that the LN distribution has appeared.
Because a PL distribution is expressed with four parameters, four moments would be
needed to reconstruct the parameters from the moments. However, D1 was fixed to equal
the diameter of a newly formed cluster, because reconstructing a four-parameter set is far
more complex than a three-parameter set. Unlike in the case of the LN distribution, no
analytical solution exists for the parameter reconstruction from the mass concentration
moments of the PL distribution (Eqs. (4)-(6) of Paper II). Thus, numerical methods
are used in obtaining the parameters of a PL distribution. In Paper II, a pre-calculated
interpolation table was used. It is constructed by calculating the right hand sides of the
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system of equations in Eq. (7) of Paper II with several values of α between -5 and 5 and
of D2/D1 between 1 and 100. The parameters are then obtained by, firstly, calculating
the left hand sides of the system of equations from the mass concentration moments
and, secondly, applying inverse distance weighting over the interpolation table. Later
in Paper III, a faster method involving the Levenberg-Marquardt iteration algorithm
was developed. It uses the result from interpolation as the initial guess, which is then
iteratively updated using the initial damping parameter of 0.001, the up-scaling parameter
of 10, and the down-scaling parameter of 5, until sufficient convergence is reached.
Newly formed clusters produced by nucleation are placed to the PL distribution with the
diameter of D1 in the PL+LN distribution model. Particles are then transferred from
the PL distribution to the LN distribution by three mechanisms, presented in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Formation of the LN distribution in the PL+LN distribution model. While particles
in the PL distribution coagulate intramodally, particles larger than Dp,coag form particles which
are larger than D2; the coalesced resultant particles initiate the LN distribution (coagulational
transfer). After the initiation of the LN distribution, particles from the PL and LN distributions
coagulated intermodally are transferred to the LN distribution (intermodal coagulation). In an
arbitrary time step of ∆t, the largest particle diameter of the PL distribution would grow—in
the trivial constant-GR-case—by condensation from D2 to D2 + GR∆t. However, LN features
are very common in all realistic particle formation events due to time- and size-dependent J and
GR and due to multicomponent particles, but these phenomena are not included in the basics of
the PL+LN distribution model in this way. Therefore, LN features are artificially increased in
the model by transferring a part of particles between D2 and D2 + GR∆t to the LN distribution
(condensational transfer). Figure adapted from Paper II.

Dilution
Dilution of emissions in a vehicle exhaust plume or in a diluting laboratory sampling
system results mainly from the mixing of the raw exhaust with diluting air. Convection
of diluting air toward the exhaust plume and diffusion of the emissions out of the plume
toward the surrounding air having lower concentrations are the driving processes behind
mixing. The CFD model solves these diluting processes using the transport equations
(Eq. (4.1)); conversely, the Lagrangian-type model uses dilution profiles obtained from
the CFD model to decrease the concentrations as a function of time spent on a path line.
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The major drawback of the Lagrangian-type model is its lack of spatial coordinates.
Especially inside a laboratory sampling system, there can be regions with back flow due
to expansions and sharp edges in tube connectors (see Fig. 4 of Paper I). Back flow can
transfer particles formed at a specific time back to regions with earlier temporal location;
however, the model is incapable of simulating this because it cannot return backward in
temporal coordinates. In other words, there can be higher particle concentration than
expected by the model in the surrounding area of a path line, resulting in lower diffusion
flux from the path line toward the surrounding area and thus leading to underestimated
concentrations.
Because the diffusion coefficients, Dp, appear in the transport equations as moment-
specific values, Dj,k,eff , representative averages of Dp across the whole size distributions are
needed. The averaging involves integrals over the size distributions, which are analytically
solved only if the integrands are expressed in polynomial forms. However, the Stokes-
Einstein relation (Hinds, 1999) giving Dp includes the slip correction coefficient (Cc)
(Allen and Raabe, 1985) which is complexly dependent on Dp and T. In order to avoid
computationally expensive numerical integrations in CFD simulations, a polynomial
parametrization for Cc was developed in Olin (2013).

Nucleation
Nucleation rates are modeled using the function

J
(
[H2SO4] in cm−3, [H2O] in cm−3, T in K

)
= knucl

[H2SO4]nsa · [H2O]nw

p◦sa(T )νsa
, (4.2)

which is based on Eq. (2.3) but the effect of T is included through the saturation vapor
pressure of H2SO4 (p◦sa(T )) and the nucleation exponent νsa. The parameters were
determined through inverse modeling in Papers I and III. However, in Paper I, only
nsa was of interest, and nw and νsa were fixed to 1.
The nucleation term in Eq. (4.1) for the number concentration (k = 0) is simply J. For
the higher moments, the mass and the composition of the newly formed clusters need
to be specified. The diameter of a cluster was chosen to be a constant diameter of 1.15,
1.5, or 1.6 nm, because the diameter of the smallest measurable particle with the PSM
and the diameter from which atmospheric aerosol formation begins (Kulmala et al., 2007)
are around these diameters. These sizes are slightly larger than the critical clusters
expected by the CNT, which are usually smaller than 1 nm. The chosen composition
of the modeled clusters is a mixture of H2SO4 and H2O, the fractions depending on RH
so that Eq. (2.5) for H2O becomes zero (Eq. (A12) in Paper I). That corresponds to
a situation where the clusters are in equilibrium with H2O condensation (as discussed
below), similarly to the CNT, but not in equilibrium with H2SO4 condensation. Instead,
Eq. (2.5) for H2SO4 is positive due to sizes larger than the critical clusters.

Condensation
The condensation term in Eq. (4.1) for the mass moment (k = 1) of vapor i is

condj,1,i =
∫ ∞
−∞

∂mp,j,i

∂t

dN
d logDp

d logDp (4.3)

= 2πmi

kBT

∫ ∞
−∞

(Di +Dp)β′i (Di +Dp) (pi − pi,p)
(

1 + pi + pi,p
2p

)
dN

d logDp
d logDp
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where Di is the diameter of the vapor molecule i and β′i is the Fuchs-Sutugin correction
factor for vapor i taking particle diameter into account. It is based on Eq. (2.5) but taking
the non-zero dimensions of gas molecules and particle diffusion coefficients (Lehtinen and
Kulmala, 2003) and the Stefan flow correction (Kulmala, 1993) into account.

In Paper I, a HC phase existed in nucleation mode particles in addition to the H2SO4-
H2O phase. Because HCs are presumably immiscible to the H2SO4-H2O phase, the phases
were assumed to appear in particles in a lens-type form (Fig. 4.1). In the lens model
(Olin, 2013), the condensation flux of all vapors is thought to occur toward the whole
particle surface but the evaporation flux of a specific vapor to occur only from the outer
surface of the specific phase. Mathematically this is expressed as Γi in Eq. (2.6) having
the fraction of the surface areas of the phase and the whole particle (Appendix A2 in
Paper I).

Due to a wide range of different HCs in vehicle exhaust, it is not reasonable to model
condensation of all HCs separately. A method to model them as a single HC compound
(tetracosane) was developed in Paper I following the approach of Donahue et al. (2006).
Only a specific part of the whole gaseous HC mixture is able to condense with a specific
total concentration and T, determined by the saturation vapor pressures. For diesel
exhaust, volatility distribution measurement data by May et al. (2013) were used to
construct a parametrization expressing the condensing HC fraction as a function of CHCs
and T (Eq. (A10) in Paper I). Because HCs are consumed from the gas phase during
condensation, the consumed amount is tracked and subtracted from the condensing
fraction by assuming that HCs with the lowest volatilities are consumed first.

Because the integrand in Eq. (4.3) consists of functions which are complexly dependent
on Dp (except in trivial test cases in Paper II), there is no analytical solution for the
integral. Therefore, numerical solutions are needed. However, calculating the integrals
sectionally, a high number of sections would be needed for accurate computation, which
increases computational cost. For this reason, Gaussian quadratures were used to output
the optimal particle diameters for which the integrands are preferred to be calculated
efficiently. The Hermite-Gauss quadrature (Steen et al., 1969) with 5 degrees (the
number of the optimal particle diameters) was used in the integrals involving the LN
distribution (Eq. (A2) in Paper II), and a new quadrature with 4 degrees suitable for
the PL distribution (Eq. (A4) in Paper II) was developed. Computation times for
the condensation process with these quadratures were 1–2 orders of magnitude shorter
compared to the sectional calculation having the number of sections providing similar
accuracy.

Because condensation and evaporation of H2O are very fast processes for small particles
(Wilck, 1998), modeling them would require very dense computational mesh. Therefore,
the condensation term for H2O is not calculated separately; instead, it is connected to the
condensation term of H2SO4 due to the strong hygroscopicity of H2SO4. This method is
based on the assumption that particles are always in equilibrium with H2O condensation,
similarly to the nucleation process, due to [H2O] being several orders of magnitude higher
than [H2SO4]. In other words, there is enough time for H2O molecules to condense till
the equilibrium state after every condensed H2SO4 molecule. Initially, following the
approach of Herrmann et al. (2010), the condensation term for H2SO4 is multiplied with
the fraction of the particle mass fractions of H2O and H2SO4 in the equilibrium state to
output the condensation term for H2O. A parametrization was constructed to output
these equilibrium mass fractions, which depend on T, RH, and Dp. However, because
Dp increases during condensation, the equilibrium mass fractions change too. Therefore,
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the condensation terms for H2O in every computational cell are multiplied with another
factor iteratively during the iteration process of the CFD solver until the equilibrium
state is reached in the whole mesh.

Coagulation
The coagulation term in Eq. (4.1) is modeled using the coagulation dynamics equations of
Whitby and McMurry (1997) for both intramodal and intermodal coagulation. However,
because the coagulation process is rapid with high N, very dense computational mesh
would be required in a CFD simulation to avoid numerical difficulties with vehicle exhaust.
A sub-grid coagulation model was developed (Olin, 2013) to overcome this problem, in
which analytical solutions of trivial coagulation processes are used to dampen the full
coagulation dynamics equations.

Losses
Fluid flow toward physical surfaces, enhanced by turbulent eddies, transport particles
and vapors near the surfaces and the Brownian diffusion causes them to contact with the
surfaces. Particles are generally thought to attach onto the surfaces (deposition), which
can be modeled with CFD by setting Ci on the walls to zero. That forms a negative
concentration gradient toward the walls, causing diffusional losses.

In the Lagrangian-type model, particle losses are included in the dilution profiles. Con-
versely, particle losses in Paper II were modeled using the approximation of Lai and
Nazaroff (2000) for the deposition velocity and the method of Hussein et al. (2009) to ob-
tain a polynomial form—analytically integrable—for the depositional loss term (Eq. (39)
in Paper II). Additionally, coagulation scavenging of particles onto the background
aerosol was modeled similarly in a polynomial form (Eq. (34) in Paper II) using the
approximation of Lehtinen et al. (2007) for CoagS.

For the vapors, the diffusional losses—can also be thought as condensation onto walls—are
more complicated to model because not all vapor molecules attach onto the surfaces,
as discussed in Sec. 3.2. In CFD-TUTEAM, the diffusional losses of the vapors are
determined by Si in the computational cells adjacent to the wall: the vapor i is considered
condensing—and thus lost onto the walls—only with Si > 1. Due to this step-function-like
behavior, the method was updated in CFD-TUTMAM to consider a smooth transition
from a non-condensing vapor to a fully condensing vapor states by setting Ci on the walls
to C∗i where Dp = ∞ (denoting a planar surface). From this, it follows that only the
fraction of the vapor causing Si to exceed Γi on the wall is considered the condensing
vapor. For H2SO4 and H2O, Γi on the wall is determined again with the equilibrium state
for H2O condensation using RH over the wall surface. In other words, it is assumed that
there is always a liquid mixture of the condensing vapors on the walls and that H2SO4 is
condensed onto the walls together with H2O till the equilibrium state. The effect of the
history of the already condensed vapors is excluded from the model, with the exception of
HC condensation, of which condensing fraction is modeled similarly to the condensation
of HC onto particles (Sec. 4.2).
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4.3 Simulation procedures

Simulations for testing the PL+LN distribution model
Capabilities of the PL+LN distribution model was evaluated in Paper II with test
simulations having constant and time-dependent J (Eq. (50) in Paper II) and constant
and size-dependent GR (Fig. 4 in Paper II) as input parameters together with different
particle loss mechanisms. The chosen values for the parameters include values relevant
both for the atmosphere and for vehicle exhaust (Tab. 1 in Paper II).
The test simulations were simulated using a Lagrangian-type Matlab code with different
representations for the particle size distribution: a LN distribution only, a combined
PL+LN distribution, a fixed-sectional (FS) representation, and a moving-center fixed-
sectional (MC) representation (Jacobson, 1997). The simulated size distributions at
the ends of the simulated time domains were compared between the size distribution
representations.
In addition to the test simulations, the PL+LNmodel was evaluated with real measurement
data from the urban air chamber experiment. These simulations were performed inversely,
i.e., the input parameters were considered free parameters and were altered until the
simulated distributions correspond with the measured ones. The free parameters were
J and GR as functions of time. They were obtained through a programmed least
squares fitting method from the moments, M0, M2/3, and M1, calculated from the size
distributions measured as functions of time.

Simulations for the exhaust experiments
The vehicle exhaust experiments were simulated using CFD and CFD-TUTEAM or
CFD-TUTMAM. There are numerous input parameters for the CFD solver, which
include boundary conditions for flow rates, pressures, and temperatures at the inlets
of the simulation domain. The aerosol dynamics codes require also the inlet boundary
conditions for the composition (gases and particles) of the fluid together with parameters
related to aerosol dynamics processes, such as J.
J was obtained inversely also from these simulations. In this case, the parameters in the
function of J (Eq. (4.2)) were altered until the simulated particle number concentrations
at the outlet boundaries corresponded with the measured ones for all measurement
points. Due to a high computational expense of CFD simulations, programmed inverse
modeling method was not applied in the CFD studies; instead, inverse modeling was
performed manually using a trial and error method. In Paper I, measurement points
denote measurements with different [H2SO4]raw (8 · 108 –4 · 1010 cm−3). Therefore, nsa
was considered a free parameter, connecting the effect of [H2SO4]raw on N between the
measurement points. Additionally, knucl was a free parameter, which connects the effect
of nucleation on the overall level of N. In Paper III, the measurement points include
not only different [H2SO4]raw values, but also different [H2O] and T in the diluting air,
providing the ability to inversely obtain nsa, nw, and νsa too.
Whereas J affects mainly N, free parameters in the condensation process were used to
match the simulated particle sizes with the measurement ones. Because CHCs in the
raw exhaust (CHCs,raw) was not measured in the experiments related to Paper I, yet
having a major effect on condensational growth, it was considered the free parameter. In
Paper III, [H2SO4]raw was selected the free parameter due to the observed uncertainties
involved in its determination.
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The outlet boundary in Paper I was between the AC and the ED (Fig. 3.1), in which
the aerosol was assumed to equal with the aerosol after the ED (except the effect of DR)
because EDs have been shown to have only a minor effect on nucleation in vehicle exhaust
(Lyyränen et al., 2004; Giechaskiel et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the outlet boundary was
placed after the ED in Paper III to partially validate the modeled J.

However, a problem arises when H2O condensation is modeled through the equilibrium
state in a simulation with rapid decrease of RH, which was the case here due to a dry
dilution air used for the ED. Particles outputted by the model had too high H2O content
because rapid H2O evaporation is not smoothly simulated with CFD when H2SO4 does
not evaporate simultaneously. Thus, a particle size correction was applied in Paper III
to the outputted sizes so that they would correspond to the equilibrium state.

Whereas measured particle size distributions are typically corrected backward from the
diffusional losses in the sampling lines and from concentration dilution in the diluters using
estimated penetration efficiencies (P ) and DRs therein, the corrections were integrated
into inverse modeling in Paper III. Because P and DR depend strongly on Dp and
Dp needs to be estimated from the yet uncorrected data, errors can arise in calculating
them. In the case of inverse modeling, the size distributions before a sampling line
or a diluter—correspond here to the distributions at the outlet boundary of the CFD
domain—can be directly used to calculate P in the line or DR of the diluter. This outputs
the distributions after the sampling line or the diluter, which are then considered the
distributions outputted by the model, instead of the distributions directly from the CFD
simulation.

Additionally, the detection efficiencies of the PSM and the CPCs are functions of Dp
(Fig. 2 in Paper III). Because they are not step functions, representative averages of Dp
within size bins are needed to correct for the less detected particles using the step-wise
method (Eq. (3.6)). However, because determining a representative average within a size
bin properly requires that the shape of the size distribution within the bin is known, the
detection efficiency corrections were also integrated into inverse modeling in Paper III.
This was performed by calculating N measured with the PSM or the CPC having a specific
D50 using the corresponding detection efficiency curve and the simulated size distribution
before the device. Finally, this method operates such that, in inverse modeling, the
number concentrations measured with different D50 values were compared against the
corresponding simulated number concentrations, instead of the size distributions. In
conclusion, the uncertainties involved in the selection of the representative particle sizes in
calculating P , DR, and the size distributions and in determining J from the measurement
data were overcome with these inverse modeling methods.

In addition to the Eulerian-type CFD simulations, applicability of the Lagrangian-type
model for a vehicle exhaust sampling system case was tested in Paper I by importing
the concentration, temperature, and dilution profiles from a selected CFD simulation
case. The input parameters, such as J and [H2SO4]raw, equaled with the parameters in
the CFD simulation, and the outputted number concentrations and size distributions as
functions of time spent on two selected path lines were compared between the model
types.



5 Results and discussion

The results together with the discussions raised are presented in a chronological order.
First, the results related to the real vehicle exhaust simulations are presented, including
the obtained nucleation rate functions, spatial characteristics of particle formation inside
the sampling system, and the comparison of the Eulerian- and Lagrangian-type models.
After the real vehicle exhaust study, the PL+LN distribution model was developed, which
is evaluated next. Then, the results related to the artificial exhaust experiments and the
corresponding simulations are presented, including the obtained H2SO4 concentrations,
particle number concentrations and size distributions, and nucleation rate function. Next,
all obtained nucleation rate functions are compared with theories and literature. Finally,
the results from the urban air experiment are presented.

5.1 Particle formation in real vehicle exhaust

Measured particle sizes and number concentrations were used in fitting the free parameters,
CHCs,raw, knucl, and nsa, through inverse modeling in Paper I. The obtained values of
CHCs,raw were 1.8–5.0·10−12 kg cm−3, of which higher values were associated with higher
[H2SO4]raw values, also observed by Arnold et al. (2012) as increasing concentration of
acidic vapors with increasing [H2SO4]raw.

Nucleation rate
The nucleation rate parameters in Eq. (4.2) obtained through inverse modeling were
knucl = 7.63 · 10−23 cm−3s−1 and nsa = 1 for the experiments of Arnold et al. (2012) and
knucl = 5.01 · 10−15 cm−3s−1 and nsa = 0.25 for the experiments of Rönkkö et al. (2013).
The parameters nw and νsa were fixed to 1 in these simulations.
Figure 5.1 presents how N is affected by [H2SO4]raw and how well the simulated concen-
trations correspond to the measured ones with these nucleation rate parameters. While
nsa = 1 seems to suit better for the experiments of Arnold et al. (2012), the data points
at the highest concentrations correspond well with nsa = 0.25 too. Conversely, nsa = 0.25
seems to suit well for the experiments of Rönkkö et al. (2013), except the point with the
lowest concentration, corresponding to nsa = 1 instead.
It is possible that nsa is 1 for the lowest [H2SO4]raw range and decreases toward 0.25 with
increasing [H2SO4]raw. This kind of behavior is also seen in nucleation rates predicted
by the CNT. Other possible reasons than the slightly different [H2SO4]raw ranges for
the differing values of nsa between the experiments include different particle sizes and
HC concentrations. Because not all particles are detected with a CPC having too high
D50 compared to the particle sizes of the measured aerosol, nsa can be overestimated if
increasing [H2SO4]raw causes particle sizes to increase around D50. The Dg values of the
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Figure 5.1: The measured and simulated volatile nucleation mode particle number concentra-
tions with different raw exhaust H2SO4 concentrations. Figure adapted from Paper I.

volatile nucleation mode were 4–11 nm in the simulated experiments of Rönkkö et al.
(2013) but only ∼ 4 nm in the simulated experiments of Arnold et al. (2012). The effect
of the detection efficiency of CPC 3775 (D50 = 3.6 nm) on the apparent nsa was tested for
the simulated experiments of Arnold et al. (2012), but the effect did not explain differing
values of nsa between the experiments. However, weak detection of small particles with
the Nano-SMPS can also participate in overestimation of nsa but that was not tested due
to a lack of an applicable detection efficiency curve. There is a hypothetical possibility
that the volatile nucleation mode particles would, fully or partially, have contained solid
cores smaller than the smallest detected particles (∼ 3 nm). In that case, the cores
would have grown via heterogeneous nucleation or condensation by H2SO4, resulting in
elevated particle detection. It can, however, be ruled out by the fact that the used DPFs
removed solid nanocluster-sized particles very efficiently. Thus, the volatile nucleation
mode particles can be confirmed volatile, i.e., formed via homogeneous nucleation.

Especially the nsa value of 0.25 is relatively low—even below unity—suggesting other
compounds than H2SO4, existing in real vehicle exhaust, may be involved in the nucleation
process. According to the first nucleation theorem, nsa cannot be below unity. Nevertheless,
if nucleation is separated into different mechanisms, e.g., J expressed as the sum of kinetic
nucleation mechanisms for H2SO4 and HC separately, J = knucl,1[H2SO4]2 + knucl,2[HC]2,
nsa can be below unity. This function would, e.g., result in nsa of 0.25 near [H2SO4] of
1011 cm−3 if [HC] is of the same magnitude. It is realistic because though the concentration
of condensing HC was, according to the simulations, 60-fold compared to [H2SO4]raw at
[H2SO4]raw = 1011 cm−3, the fraction of HC participating in nucleation may well be 1/60.
Because the CHCs,raw values were higher in the simulated experiments of Rönkkö et al.
(2013) than of Arnold et al. (2012), the proportion of the effect of HCs in J could have
been higher and thus displaying a lower nsa value.

The same nsa values can, in these cases, be obtained also directly from the slopes of linear
fits from Fig. 5.1. This is, however, not always possible because N is dependent not only
on J but on other aerosol processes too; nevertheless, the effects of the other processes
were insignificant in these cases.
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It is worthwhile to note that although the measured particle size distributions were not
in a perfect LN form (included hints of PL features), only LN distributions were modeled
in CFD-TUTEAM. Therefore, there may be uncertainties in the obtained nsa values due
to this shortcoming. As will be seen in Sec. 5.2, a LN distribution can cause much higher
slope in the N versus [H2SO4]raw plot than a PL+LN distribution in certain conditions.
Hence, nsa may have been forced toward lower values in these simulations in order to
match the simulated N values with the experimental ones.

Spatial characteristics of particle formation
Figure 5.2 presents the temperature and nucleation rate fields in the PTD region. It can
be observed that J is the highest in the region where hot exhaust encounters cold dilution
air but stays at a high level when the mixture enters the AC. It is also seen that the
nucleation region is narrower with the higher nsa value. Due to low nucleation exponents,
J diminishes slowly while [H2SO4] decreases. This is seen also from Fig. 5.3a presenting
N in the AC: 99 % of particles are formed during the AC region. Figure 5.3b shows
particles growing from the cluster size toward larger sizes in the AC.

dilution air

dilution air

nsa = 0.25

nsa = 1dilution air

(a)

(b)

T (°C)

J (cm-3s-1)

Figure 5.2: (a) Temperature and (b) the nucleation rate for the both nsa values in the PTD
region with [H2SO4]raw = 1.47 · 1011 cm−3. The axes of the cylindrical symmetry are at the
lowest edges. The plots are scaled vertically with a factor of 10. Figure adapted from Paper I.

(a) (b)

N (cm-3)
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Figure 5.3: (a) The particle number concentration and (b) the geometric mean diameter of
the volatile nucleation mode in the AC region with nsa = 0.25 and [H2SO4]raw = 1.47 · 1011 cm−3.
The plots are scaled vertically with a factor of 10. Figure adapted from Paper I.
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Rapid dilution with DR of 12 in the PTD followed by nearly 2 seconds in the AC does
not correspond the dilution process of a real-world driving case very well, in which DR
reaches several hundreds during the same time scale. Therefore, J remains at a high
level in the AC and it is thus not obvious that nucleation will be quenched inside the ED
followed by the AC.

Applicability of the Lagrangian-type model
Figure 5.4 presents J and the size distribution parameters for two selected path lines of
the measurement point simulated with the Eulerian- and Lagrangian-type models. J for
both model types is similar because the parameters of the J function ([H2SO4], [H2O],
and T ) were imported directly from the Eulerian-type model, but differences between
the models are seen in the other variables. The fluctuations in the beginning of the dark
curves are caused by insufficient mesh resolution in the region where the sample and the
dilution air meet having very high velocity and concentration gradients.

Figure 5.4: The nucleation rate and the size distributions parameters for two path lines. The
light curves denote the path line near the axis and the dark curves the path line traveling closer
to the dilution air flow, shown in Fig. 5.2a. Note the different timescales; the left parts of the
plots show the very beginning of the curves zoomed. Figure adapted from Paper I.

N in the Lagrangian-type model is mainly increased by J, but in the Eulerian-type model
it jumps to a higher level when the fluid enters to the AC. The jumps are caused by
the diffusion influx from the surrounding areas of the path lines in the beginning of the
AC where a tube expander exists. The expander induces a back flow—eddies in which
more particles are formed due to a longer available time—transferring particles backward.
These backward-transferred particles are then diffused to the path line, increasing N in it.
Because the Lagrangian-type model cannot simulate this kind of a back flow, N remains
at a too low level.
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Similar to N, also Dg remains at a lower level with the Lagrangian-type model because
the back flow in the expander—causing particles to grow larger due to a longer available
time—transfers larger particles to the path line via diffusion. Whereas N and Dg from
the Lagrangian-type model approach the values from the Eulerian-type model relatively
fast in the AC region, σg develops slower. Lower values of σg from the Lagrangian-type
model are also caused by the lacking diffusion influx, because that would increase σg due
to mixing of smaller particles with larger ones.

Although the diffusion influx, lacking in the Lagrangian-type model, affects the size
distribution parameters inside the sampling system, the parameters at the ends of the
simulation domains are underestimated only by 2–20 %, because particle formation
and growth occurs mainly in the AC region, i.e., after the expander region. Therefore,
the Lagrangian-type model is moderately applicable in this kind of simulation. The
underestimation of the total particle mass is, however, even 45 %. Furthermore, if the
size distributions inside the sampling system would be of interest or if the nucleation
exponents would be higher—resulting in the main nucleation region moved to an earlier
location—the underestimation would be even more crucial, reducing the applicability of
the Lagrangian-type model.

5.2 Evaluation of the PL+LN distribution model

The results from the test simulations using the PL+LN distribution model are compared
to the results from the LN distribution model and from the model with fixed-sectional
representation having 1000 size sections (FS1000) in Fig. 5.5. The FS1000 model is the
most accurate of these models and its results are thus considered reference distributions.
It can be observed that PL features are seen in the distributions from all of these test
simulations and that the PL+LN distributions represent the size distributions significantly
better compared to the LN distributions. The slopes of the PL distributions correspond
very well with the shapes of the reference distributions and the LN parts of the PL+LN
distributions represent the shapes of the reference distributions at the largest particles
well. The worst agreements are seen with the Atm5 case—in which GR was size-dependent
rather than a constant, representing pure H2SO4-H2O condensation—because the shape
of the reference distribution at the smallest particles do not correspond neither to the PL
nor to the LN shape. Nevertheless, the PL+LN model still behaves better than the LN
model also in this case.

J and GR modeled inversely for the urban air chamber experiment are shown in Figs. 6 and
7 in Paper II and an example size distribution during the experiment is shown in Fig. 4.2.
The fitted functions on their time series were then modeled using different models: LN,
PL+LN, fixed-sectional having 35 and 400 size sections (FS35 and FS400), and moving-
center fixed-sectional having 10 and 100 size sections (MC10 and MC100). Due to the
nature of the FS400 and MC100 models, they produce N and M, respectively, most
accurately and are thus considered the reference models. However, their computational
costs are significantly higher compared to other models. The FS35 and MC10 models
represent the numbers of the size sections with which the computation times equal the
computation time with the PL+LN model.

Figure 5.6 present the development of N, M, Dg, and σg during the simulations with
different models. The relative errors of N andM compared to the outputs of the reference
models (δN and δM) are also shown. It can be seen that the results of the LN, FS35, and
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Figure 5.5: The particle size distributions at the ends of the test simulations from different
models. Atm1: constant J and GR relevant to atmospheric particle formation. Atm2: Atm1 with
depositional losses. Atm3: Atm2 with coagulation scavenging. Atm4: Atm3 with time-dependent
J. Atm5: Atm4 with size-dependent GR. Exh: constant J and GR relevant to particle formation
in vehicle exhaust. Figure adapted from Paper II.

MC10 models are the most far from the reference model results, whereas the PL+LN
model outperforms in all variables.

Table 5.1 presents a comparison of computational costs and the relative errors of the
used models. The LN and PL+LN models require significantly fewer variables to be
stored in memory. The computation time is, however, a more critical property. Whereas
the LN model is an order of magnitude faster than the PL+LN model, it overestimated
both N and M . The models with the same computation time as of the PL+LN model
(FS35 and MC10) have also significantly higher errors than the PL+LN model. The
sectional methods (FS400 and MC100) are highly accurate but the memory cost and the
computation time are orders of magnitude higher than of the PL+LN model.

In conclusion, the PL+LN model is accurate and computationally efficient in simulating
particle formation processes having simultaneous nucleation and particle growth. Inverse
modeling applications can benefit from simulating initially with the fast LN model and
subsequently with the PL+LN model to increase accuracy. If even higher accuracy is
required, the results can be further refined with a highly accurate—albeit a very slow—MC
model.

The requirement of the PL+LN distribution was also demonstrated in Paper III by
examining the behaviors of N and the particle diameter with the average mass (Dm̄)
produced in the laboratory setup with different values of [H2SO4]raw using a LN and
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Figure 5.6: The time series of the particle number and mass concentrations, the geometric
mean diameter, the geometric standard deviation, and the relative errors of the concentrations in
the mobile chamber experiment simulated with different models. Figure adapted from Paper II.

Table 5.1: The computational costs of different models and the relative errors of the number
and mass concentrations at the end of the mobile chamber experiment simulation. The relative
values are calculated using a model with (ref.) as the reference model. Table adapted from
Paper II.

Model Variables Relative δN δM
name in memory computation time (%) (%)

FS35 35 1.0 +1.6 +79
MC10 20 1.0 +18 +29
LN 3 0.09 +17 +6.4
PL+LN 6 1.0 (ref.) +0.48 −1.2

FS400 400 170 0 (ref.) +3.4
MC100 200 200 +0.31 0 (ref.)
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a PL+LN distribution. It can be seen from Fig. 5.7 that whereas the PL+LN model
produces smoothly increasing N and Dm̄, there are step-function-like behaviors when
using the LN model. This is a critical shortcoming of the LN distribution in a case where
particle size distributions with low concentrations (here N < 105 cm−3) or with small
particles (here Dm̄ < 5 nm) need to be simulated.

Figure 5.7: The particle number concentration and the diameter with the average mass
simulated using a LN and a PL+LN distribution in CFD-TUTMAM. Figure adapted from
Paper III.

5.3 Particle formation in the artificial exhaust

Sulfuric acid concentrations

Figure 5.8 presents the effect of Tsa on [H2SO4]raw, according to the measurements, inverse
modeling, and theory. [H2SO4]raw can be estimated directly from Tsa through p◦sa(Tsa)
(the lossless theoretical curve), but the diffusional losses in the sampling lines between the
evaporator and the raw sample point need to be taken into account too (the full losses
curve). However, due to the uncertainties involved in calculating the diffusion losses as
discussed in Sec. 3.2, [H2SO4]raw can be anything between the lossless and full losses
curves.

The data from the measurements and from inverse modeling almost fits within these
theoretical curves. The data from the CI-APi-TOF are at a slightly higher level compared
to the lossless curve probably due to high uncertainty in determining P in the dilution
system of the sample. The IC data are at the level of about 5 % of the lossless curve, but
significant outliers at higher levels exist too. The reason for the CI-APi-TOF data lying
near the lossless curve is presumably due to the direction of adjusting Tsa, which was from
high to low temperatures. This presumably resulted in saturating the walls with H2SO4
when measuring with a high Tsa, leading to prevented diffusional losses when measuring
with a lower Tsa. The inversely modeled values are roughly at the level of 15 % of the
lossless curve (the best fit curve), implying that ∼ 85 % of H2SO4 was condensed onto
the walls. Despite the differences between the different methods to determine [H2SO4]raw,
they all seem to follow the theoretical curve shapes relatively well.
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Figure 5.8: The sulfuric acid concentrations in the raw sample according to the measurements,
inverse modeling, and theory. Figure adapted from Paper III.

Whereas H2SO4 concentrations below 1012 cm−3 were observed in the experiments of
Arnold et al. (2012) and Rönkkö et al. (2013), concentrations above 1012 cm−3 and reaching
up to 1015 cm−3 were measured in this experiment. These concentrations represent the
highest values encountered in vehicle exhaust (typically 108 –1014 cm−3). Unlike in real
exhaust, particle formation was not observed with lower concentrations, implying that
other compounds in real exhaust enhance J.

Particle number concentrations and size distributions
The widest particle size range was detected using the lowest D50 with the PSM (all
particles larger than 1.3 nm). The number concentrations of these particles (N1) are
presented in Fig. 5.9. It can be observed from Fig. 5.9a that N1 (and Dm̄) increases
with increasing [H2SO4]raw, as expected for the H2SO4-H2O nucleation, with a changing
slope in a log-log scale. The slope is connected to the nucleation exponent nsa and the
slopes can be used to simply estimate nsa without the need of inverse modeling. However,
due to other aerosol processes, especially coagulation, due to the decreased detection
efficiency of small particles, and due to a possibly varying size of the nucleation region,
the slopes do not output the values for nsa directly. By analyzing the slopes, nsa seems
to be approximately 10 for the lowest [H2SO4]raw values and decreases toward 0.4 with
increasing [H2SO4]raw. The slope at the lowest [H2SO4]raw values (10) may have been
increased from the actual nsa value due to the decreased detection efficiency of small
particles and the slope at the highest [H2SO4]raw values (0.4) may have been decreased
due to increased coagulational losses. Hence, this simple slope analysis suggests that nsa
is between 0.4 and 10, displaying a relatively wide range of variation. It should also be
noted that the simple slope analysis is based on [H2SO4] in the raw sample rather than a
highly varying [H2SO4] in a specific location.

Figure 5.9b presenting the effect of RHPTD on N1 indicates that [H2O] has a role in the
H2SO4-H2O nucleation, as expected. The simple slope analysis suggests nw being roughly
0.1–0.2. Similar to nsa, the coagulational losses decrease the slope at high concentrations.
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Figure 5.9: The number concentrations of particles larger than 1.3 nm measured by altering
(a) [H2SO4]raw, (b) RHPTD, and (c) TPTD. The diameters with the average mass are also shown
in (a). Figure adapted from Paper III.

Furthermore, because H2O originates also from the raw sample, in addition to the dilution
air of the PTD, the actual nw value is somewhat higher than 0.1–0.2.

The effect of T on J can be observed from Fig. 5.9b,c: lower temperatures resulting in
higher particle concentrations. The simple slope analysis is not straightforward in the
case of νsa because T affects not only J but the concentrations and RH too. Altering
TPTD was performed in two ways: by keeping RHPTD constant and by keeping the partial
pressure of H2O (pw,PTD) constant. The suggested slope for T (νT in Eq. (2.3)) is between
-0.01 and -0.02, corresponding to the νsa values of 0.1–0.2. Because these values were
derived from the effect of TPTD rather than the actual T—being higher due to hot raw
samples—the actual νsa value is somewhat higher than 0.1–0.2.

Examples of particle size distributions measured with the PSM, the CPC, and the
Nano-SMPS are presented in Fig. 5.10. The effect of Tsa is seen as larger particle sizes,
as higher concentration levels, and as smaller fractions of PSM-sized particles compared
to all particles. The combination of the PSM and the CPC (PSM+CPC), representing
D50 values from 1.3 nm to 4.0 nm, outputs the size distributions for this size range. The
Nano-SMPS provides the size distributions beginning from 2 nm, in theory. However,
in practice, the data below ∼ 6 nm is very uncertain and the distributions from the
PSM+CPC combination and from the Nano-SMPS do not correspond very well with
each other. The uncertainty in the size distributions at small particle sizes obtained from
the Nano-SMPS arises from the uncertainties in the charging efficiency of the radioactive
charger used in the device, in the detection efficiency curve of the particle counter, in
the diffusional losses inside the device and in the sampling lines, and in derived particle
diameters. Due to the cumulative nature of the measurements with the PSM+CPC
combination, high uncertainties are encountered if large variations exist in measured
concentrations, which is the case here, especially when the concentrations are low. A
more detailed uncertainty analysis can be found in Paper III.

The size distributions obtained from the PSM+CPC combination indicate that very
small particles did exist, although the uncertainties are high. An alternative method to
determine the size distribution of the smallest particles, using only the data measured
with the lowest and the highest D50 value, provides better precision but lacks in providing
the shape of the distribution. The simulated size distributions shown in Fig. 5.10 were
obtained from the simulations with the most promising free parameter set.
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Figure 5.10: The measured and simulated size distributions after the ED when Tsa was (a)
102 °C, (b) 135.5 °C, and (c) 157.2 °C. Figure adapted from Paper III.

Whereas the size distributions in Fig. 5.10 represent the aerosol immediately after the
ED, Fig. 5.11 presents the concentrations and the size distributions as the measurement
devices outputted them, i.e., without any further inversion or backward-corrections of
the diffusional losses. The simulated data correspond to the values at the measurement
devices, instead of immediately after the ED. Figure 5.10a, representing N measured
by the PSM with different saturator flow rates and by the CPC in a low [H2SO4]raw
case, indicates that a major fraction of particles existed in this size range because N
decreases with increasing D50. The measurement uncertainties were relatively high but
the simulated values do still not exactly agree with the measured ones because the real
distribution is not in a perfect PL form.

For a high [H2SO4]raw case (Fig. 5.11c), N is almost equal for all D50 values, indicating
there were almost no particles in this size range. The uncertainties were relatively low
but are still on the same magnitude as the differences of N between the different D50
values (also the case for the three lowest D50 values in Fig. 5.11a). That is the reason for
very high uncertainties in the distributions in the PSM+CPC range, calculated with the
step-wise method (Eq. (3.6)) from the measurement data (Fig. 5.10).

As discussed before, the size distributions measured by the Nano-SMPS differ from the
distributions suggested by the simulations (Fig. 5.11b,d) for Dp below ∼ 6 nm, due to
the uncertainties of the device for very small particles. The difference is here seen as
underestimated concentrations of small particles by the device.

Comparing the simulated data with the measured data as in Fig. 5.11 is an additional tool
in inverse modeling, but here the inverse modeling procedure used N1 and Dm̄ to fit the
values for J and [H2SO4]raw. Therefore, the simulated distributions do never exactly agree
with the measured ones. Figure 5.12 presents the comparison of N1 and Dm̄ between
the measurements and the simulations with the most promising free parameter set. A
part of the N1 points fit very well with the 1:1 line (Fig. 5.12a) because [H2SO4]raw was
adjusted until the fit was satisfactory; the remaining points have some scattering because
they represent the measurement cases with different RHPTD and TPTD values while the
[H2SO4]raw values were obtained from other cases having equal Tsa values.

The simulated Dm̄ values were aimed to correspond with the measured values via inverse
modeling, but the Dm̄ points in Fig. 5.12b do not follow the 1:1 line exactly; instead,
they form a slightly curved line. The reasons for this behavior are discussed in more
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Figure 5.11: The measured and simulated (a,c) number concentrations with different cut-off
diameters from the PSM+CPC combination and (b,d) size distributions from the Nano-SMPS
when Tsa was (a,b) 102 °C and (c,d) 157.2 °C. Figure adapted from Paper III.

Figure 5.12: The measured and simulated (a) number concentrations of particles larger than
1.3 nm and (b) the diameters with the average mass. Figure adapted from Paper III.
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detail in Paper III, of which the most possible one is that nsa decreases with increasing
[H2SO4], which is also the case in the CNT. Because this work considered only a constant
value for nsa, increased [H2SO4]raw in the simulations with underestimated Dm̄ would
cause overestimated N1, and vice versa. However, modeling J with variable nucleation
exponents would have been a far more complex inverse modeling task. Another possible
reason can be related to that the lowest Dm̄ values calculated from the measurements
have higher uncertainties, due to the uncertainties involved in measuring and determining
inversely the size distributions at such small particle sizes.

Table 5.2 presents the ratios of the simulated and measured N and M with different
residence times in the AC. For low Tsa values, the ratios are below unity, implying that
the nucleation process continued after 1.4 s. The ratios from the simulations and from the
measurements correspond moderately in the low-Tsa cases, indicating that the modeled
nucleation exponents are realistic. However, with higher Tsa values the comparison
between the residence times becomes more complicated due to increased self-coagulation
rate, which competes against nucleation with respect to N. Nucleation process seemed
to be diminished after 1.4 s, according to the ratios of N over unity; but in reality,
self-coagulation may have reduced N at 2.8 s and thus increased the ratios. Because the
ratios of N differ between the measurements and the simulations in the high-Tsa cases,
the model has a tendency to underestimate the coagulation rates.

Table 5.2: The ratios of the simulated and measured (in parentheses) number and mass
concentrations with the residence times of 1.4 s and 2.8 s. Table adapted from Paper III.

Tsa (°C) N(1.4 s)/N(2.8 s) M(1.4 s)/M(2.8 s)

135.5 0.66 (0.74) 0.25 (0.28)
150 1.04 (1.29) 0.88 (0.92)
160 1.07 (1.72) 0.99 (0.96)

164.5 1.06 (1.74) 0.96 (1.10)

Nucleation rate

The most promising nucleation rate parameter set in Eq. (4.2) obtained from inverse
modeling is knucl = 5.8 · 10−26 cm−3s−1, nsa = 1.9 ± 0.1, nw = 0.50 ± 0.05, and νsa =
0.75± 0.05. The exponents from the simple slope analyses (nsa = 0.4–10, nw > 0.1–0.2,
and νsa > 0.1–0.2) are clearly different or in higher range of variation, highlighting the
need of inverse modeling in studying them in vehicle exhaust. The exponent nsa = 1.9
corresponds best with kinetic nucleation (nsa = 2) and is in agreement with the former
nucleation studies related to vehicle exhaust (Vouitsis et al., 2005) or to the atmosphere
(Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Brus et al., 2011; Riccobono et al., 2014), where
nsa lies usually between 1 and 2.

Although the nsa of 1.9 suits best in the kinetic nucleation theory, the obtained nucleation
rates are, however, several orders of magnitude lower than the theoretically calculated
rates considering only the collision rates of H2SO4 molecules due to thermal movement
(considered the upper limit of possible nucleation rates). Thus, the obtained nucleation
rates may represent that the nucleation mechanism is kinetically controlled, but the
probability of collisions resulting in stable cluster formation is noticeably below unity.
This probability would then be dependent on other quantities, such as [H2O] and T.
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5.4 Comparing the obtained nucleation rates with theories and
literature

Figure 5.13 presents the nucleation rates in Papers I and III compared with the
nucleation rates from theories and from the Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (CLOUD)
experiments (Riccobono et al., 2014). The nucleation rates in Paper I and in Paper III
were determined for slightly different [H2SO4] ranges; nevertheless, the rates in Paper
I (real vehicle exhaust) are on higher levels than the rates in Paper III (the artificial
exhaust containing only H2SO4 and H2O) in the exhaust-relevant [H2SO4] range. This
again indicates that other compounds in real vehicle exhaust are involved in the nucleation
process. The rates in Paper I even exceed the kinetic upper limit for H2SO4 nucleation
when T = 5 °C (Fig. 5.13a); however, the experiments were not performed in such a low
T and the obtained nucleation rates may thus not be valid for that T.

Figure 5.13: The obtained nucleation rates compared with the nucleation rates from the
H2SO4-H2O nucleation by the CNT (Määttänen et al., 2018), from the kinetic upper limit of
H2SO4 nucleation, and from the CLOUD experiments with different precursors (Riccobono et al.,
2014). (a) T = 5 °C, RH = 39 % (correspond to T and RH in the CLOUD experiments), (b)
T = 67 °C, RH = 39 % (correspond better to the properties of an exhaust plume). The dashed
lines extending the solid lines represent extrapolations of the obtained J functions.

J in Paper III is not very accurate in the [H2SO4] range of the CLOUD experiments;
thus, clear conclusions cannot be drawn from comparing it with the results from the
CLOUD experiments. Nevertheless, the extrapolation of J in Paper III gives results
relatively close to the values from the CLOUD experiment with only H2SO4 and H2O.
The nucleation rates in Paper I, instead, are on a remarkably higher level than the
values from all these CLOUD experiments. This indicates that even NH3 and HCs—with
concentrations of those in the CLOUD experiments—are not sufficient to produce the
nucleation rates observed in real vehicle exhaust. It is noteworthy to mention that the
CLOUD experiments presented here (Riccobono et al., 2014) may have suffered from
impurities, such as NH3 (Duplissy et al., 2016), resulting in an elevated effect of NH3
even in the case of H2SO4 and H2O only. Instead of more recent CLOUD experiments
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on H2SO4-H2O nucleation (Duplissy et al., 2016), these are, nevertheless, presented here
because they better cover the temperatures met in vehicle exhaust.

The disagreement of the nucleation rates of pure H2SO4-H2O nucleation between the
CNT and the results of Paper III is clearly seen in Fig. 5.13b (T = 67 °C): the nsa of
7–16 from the CNT is noticeably higher than the nsa of 1.9 in Paper III. The effect of
T on J is also much stronger from the CNT.

Nucleation rates from several experimental studies were compared by Zollner et al. (2012);
their figure is shown in Fig. 5.14 with J in Paper III appended to it. Although J was not
directly determined for this [H2SO4] range in Paper III, the extrapolated J is close to
the nucleation rates from the other studies. The obtained value for nsa (1.9) corresponds
well with some studies; however, higher values are also displayed by some studies. Higher
nsa values can, in some studies, be skewed due to a low detection efficiency of small
particles. It should also be noted that the nucleation rates are more or less obtained using
the simple slope analysis, instead of inverse modeling, in those experimental studies.

Figure 5.14: The nucleation rate function obtained in Paper III appended to a figure by
Zollner et al. (2012) comparing nucleation rates obtained from several experimental studies. NZ
refers to nucleation zone. The band of J represents the variations in T and RH.
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5.5 Formation of sulfuric acid and nanoclusters at the urban
traffic site

The concentrations of NCA, H2SO4, and NOx measured at the urban traffic site and
solar irradiance (SI) near the site are compared in Fig. 5.15a,b by separating their
diurnal variations into weekdays and weekends. Differing behavior between weekdays
and weekends are observed especially in the NCA concentration (NNCA): on weekdays,
NNCA increased together with increasing traffic levels—expressed as [NOx]—during rush
hours in the mornings and afternoons; on weekends, NNCA peaked only once a day. This
indicates that the formation of NCA is in some manner connected to traffic. It is also
seen that the formation of NCA did not require neither radiation nor H2SO4.

In contrast to NCA, the formation of H2SO4 is mainly controlled by radiation, according
to the diurnal variations. Traffic seems to have had an effect too, as [H2SO4] was increased
slightly around the afternoon rush hours and also earlier in the mornings on weekdays than
on weekends. Whereas NNCA increased simultaneously with the traffic levels, [H2SO4]
increased only after SI increased. High NNCA levels with respect to the [NOx] levels
together with higher [H2SO4] levels on weekends can be interpreted as signs of an ongoing
NPF process.

Figure 5.15c presents the time series from an example weekday having a cloudy morning
and evening. This example further strengthens the conclusion that the NCA formation is
mainly connected to the traffic levels and the H2SO4 formation to the SI levels and that
observing H2SO4 is not needed to observe the traffic-originated NCA.

Figure 5.15: Average diurnal variations in the NCA, H2SO4, and NOx concentrations and SI
on (a) weekdays, (b) weekends, and (c) an example day with a cloudy morning and evening.
Figure adapted from Paper IV.
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Interpretations of the effects of the traffic density and SI can be made from Fig. 5.16.
NNCA and [H2SO4] are presented as functions of SI for three different traffic density
ranges (expressed as [NOx]) in Fig. 5.16a,b. The slopes fitted to the data are existent
and positive for NNCA and [H2SO4], implying that photochemistry is involved in their
formation. Moreover, the slopes behave differently for NNCA and [H2SO4] between the
traffic density ranges: no apparent difference is seen in the slopes of NNCA, but a clear
increase in the slopes are seen in the case of [H2SO4]. This confirms that the traffic
density has a role in the H2SO4 formation and indicates that traffic participates in the
H2SO4 formation differently than in the NCA formation. Additionally, the intercepts
of the fits have differing behaviors: no significant difference for [H2SO4] but a clear
increase for NNCA with increasing traffic density are observed. Hence, the effect of traffic
dominates in the formation of NCA over photochemistry because the traffic-influenced
NCA concentrations—even during dark times—exceed the low-traffic concentrations
during bright times.

Figure 5.16: The (a) NCA and (b) H2SO4 concentrations averaged to different SI bins for
three [NOx] ranges. The (c) NCA and (d) H2SO4 concentrations averaged to different [CO2]
bins for three SI ranges. The circle diameters represent the amounts of the averaged data within
a size bin and are used as weights in fitting the linear fits (the slopes are marked on the lines).
Figure adapted from Paper IV.
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Figure 5.16c,d presents NNCA and [H2SO4] as functions of the CO2 concentration ([CO2])
for three different SI ranges. The slopes with respect to [CO2] are directly linked to fuel
consumption and can thus be expressed as emission factors. Differing behavior for NNCA
and [H2SO4] are, again, observed in the emission factors: no remarkable difference for
NNCA but a noticeable difference for [H2SO4] are seen. The existence of the emission
factors confirms traffic a source of both NCA and H2SO4. However, the significant effect
of SI on the emission factor of H2SO4 implies that SI is, surprisingly, required to detect
the traffic-originated H2SO4, as the emission factor approaches zero with decreasing
SI. Furthermore, examining the concentrations in different wind directions (Figs. 8 and
9 in Paper IV) supports traffic as an origin of NCA and H2SO4 because the highest
concentrations were measured when the wind blew from the direction of the street.

These findings update the traditional view of H2SO4 and particle formation in traffic-
influenced areas. Instead of H2SO4 formed via photochemical oxidation of airborne SO2
and NCA formed through atmospheric NPF, their formation are proposed to follow the
mechanism shown in Fig. 5.17. Because it is known already from earlier research, e.g.,
Arnold et al. (2012) and Rönkkö et al. (2013), that at least diesel vehicles emit H2SO4
directly due to the oxidative catalysts (here termed primary H2SO4) but these results
imply that it is hardly detected at a curbside, it must be converted to the particle phase
rapidly after the emission (routes 1A and 1B). It is unambiguous because high precursor
concentrations and CS in raw exhaust plumes together with rapid decrease of T support
high condensation rates.
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Figure 5.17: The proposed mechanism of the sulfuric acid and particle formation in traffic-
influenced areas. The red crosses denote the routes which were observed to occur barely only or
not at all. Figure adapted from Paper IV.
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Because solar radiation was required to observe the traffic-originated H2SO4, sunlight
needs to be somehow connected to its formation. The proposed mechanism suggests that
the part of the vehicle-emitted SO2 which is not converted to H2SO4 inside the vehicle is
oxidized to H2SO4 in the atmosphere via photochemistry (here termed secondary H2SO4).
Unlike the primary H2SO4, the secondary H2SO4 does not experience conditions favoring
such a rapid gas-to-particle conversion and thus remains for detection at a curbside.

According to the results, the origin of the NCA measured at the curbside was mainly traffic
(route 2A). The less dominant sources of NCA include atmospheric NPF (routes 2B and
2C), in which the traffic-originated secondary H2SO4 seems not to be the key compound
(route 2B) because the increased slopes of H2SO4 did not result in a clear increase of the
slopes of NCA. The proportion of the NCA formed via nucleation in the exhaust plumes
to the NCA formed already inside the vehicle could not be determined in this experiment
due to the lack of a device reliably measuring the composition of NCA-sized particles.
Therefore, the potential of solid traffic-originated NCA particles carrying elevated health
risks cannot be excluded. On the other hand, nucleation-originated particles do exist in
vehicle exhaust, because they were detected, e.g., in the experiments in Paper I.

Considering typical weekday noon-time at the measurement site and assuming the annual
mean of the daytime maximum SI in Helsinki, 500 Wm−2, NNCA due to atmospheric NPF
is 0.35 · 104 cm−3 (the value on the low traffic-line at 500 Wm−2 in Fig. 5.16a) and the
total NNCA is 1.2 · 104 cm−3 (the value on the high traffic-line). Hence, the proportion of
traffic in the NCA formation can be roughly estimated to be ∼ 71%, on average. Similarly,
[H2SO4] due to atmospheric NPF is 1.0 · 107 cm−3 and the total [H2SO4] is 3.1 · 107 cm−3,
resulting in the proportion of traffic in the H2SO4 formation of ∼ 66%. These percentages
signify the important effect of traffic in H2SO4 and particle formation in traffic-influenced
environments which should be considered in more detail in studies related to NPF in such
environments.

Using a similar approach as in estimating [H2SO4]raw in raw exhaust with Eq. (2.1), the
emission factors of H2SO4 can be compared to FSC and CR. The emission factor for
the highest SI range is 13.6 · 1017 kg−1

fuel, which corresponds to the product FSC · CR =
0.0724 ppm. With the CR of 1 %, the FSC becomes 7.24 ppm, which is a realistic value.
This indicates that only a very small fraction of the emitted SO2 has been converted to
the secondary H2SO4 or a very high fraction of the secondary H2SO4 has been converted
to the particle phase during the time between the emission and the curbside measurement.
Therefore, the effect of traffic on the H2SO4 formation may be even higher if considering
the situation further away from the street.





6 Conclusions and final remarks

A modal aerosol model for the purposes of simulating particle formation and growth
in vehicle exhaust with CFD (CFD-TUTEAM) was developed. It was then applied in
simulations of the experiments performed earlier by Arnold et al. (2012) and Rönkkö et al.
(2013) with exhaust of a diesel engine. Later, the model was further improved, e.g., by
implementing a computationally efficient representation of the particle size distribution
for cases with simultaneous new particle formation and growth (the PL+LN model).
The improved model, CFD-TUTMAM, was used to simulate the nucleation experiments
performed with an artificial exhaust having only H2SO4 and H2O as nucleating precursors.

The CFD simulations were found practical in determining inversely the H2SO4-H2O
nucleation rates occurring in exhaust inside the laboratory sampling systems. The CFD
simulations, considering also the spatial coordinates of the modeled geometry, were also
found to suit better in simulating these experiments compared to a Lagrangian-type model,
considering only the temporal coordinates. The PL+LN model was found a requisite in
simulating efficiently the particle formation in the artificial exhaust, in which the particle
sizes were small and the distributions not of a log-normal shape. The strengths of the
PL+LN model are not limited only to CFD simulations but can be utilized in other types
of aerosol dynamics models, such as in large scale atmospheric models, too.

The nucleation exponent for the H2SO4 concentration, nsa, was obtained through inverse
modeling in the cases of real vehicle exhaust and the artificial exhaust. The obtained nsa
values of 0.25 and 1 for the real vehicle exhaust case are relatively low compared to the
values in the literature (most often 1–2) and to the value of 1.9 obtained in the artificial
exhaust case. Low nsa values, especially if below unity, suggest other compounds existing
in real vehicle exhaust are involved in the nucleation process. This conclusion is also
supported by the facts that higher H2SO4 concentrations were needed to observe particle
formation in the artificial exhaust than in real exhaust and that the nucleation rates in real
exhaust were several orders of magnitude higher than the H2SO4-H2O nucleation rates in
the CLOUD experiments (Riccobono et al., 2014) in a similar H2SO4 concentration range.
The nsa value of 1.9± 0.1 for pure H2SO4-H2O nucleation in vehicle exhaust, obtained
from the artificial exhaust study, corresponds best with the kinetic nucleation theory
(nsa = 2) and is in agreement with several other studies.

The outputs of inverse modeling include not only the value of nsa, but also the functional
form of the nucleation rate. It provides a starting point to further examine the nucleation
mechanism occurring in real exhaust and can be used to improve air quality models
by using it to model the effect of H2SO4-emitting traffic and power generation on the
particle concentrations in urban air. Formerly, the classical nucleation theory (CNT)
has been the only theory providing the nucleation rate as an explicit function of T
and the concentrations of H2SO4 and H2O, which is a requisite in modeling studies
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involving H2SO4-H2O nucleation in varying conditions, such as T or RH. However,
according to earlier nucleation experiments, the nucleation rates predicted by the CNT
have significant overestimations of nsa and underestimations of the effect of T due to
several assumptions made in the derivation of the nucleation rate function. The nucleation
rate functions resulted in this study provide another explicit functions, which represent
the nucleation rates in exhaust-related conditions, such as high T and high H2SO4 and
H2O concentrations. For these conditions, nucleation rates have not been extensively
studied before and the effects of the H2O concentration and T not very quantitatively at
all.

Whereas the traditional view of the H2SO4 and particle formation in the atmosphere
considers generally the photochemical oxidation of SO2 producing H2SO4 and H2SO4
being the main source for nucleation, this study proposed an updated view considering
the effect of traffic on the atmospheric H2SO4 and particle concentrations in more detail.
Due to the closely overlapping diurnal patterns of the solar radiation and traffic levels,
the effect of traffic may have been hidden in many studies related to the atmospheric new
particle formation in traffic-influenced environments before.

The measurements of the H2SO4 and nanocluster aerosol (NCA) concentrations together
with solar irradiance and the traffic density performed in a highly-trafficked street canyon
revealed that, in addition to the NCA concentrations (Rönkkö et al., 2017), traffic notably
influences the H2SO4 concentrations too. Furthermore, the behaviors of H2SO4 and NCA
were found different with respect to the traffic and irradiance levels. The formation of
NCA was clearly linked to traffic but not to the observed H2SO4 levels: NCA was formed
during morning rush hours with no need of H2SO4 or radiation. The formation of H2SO4,
instead, involved a combined effect of traffic and radiation: the traffic-originated H2SO4
levels increased with increasing solar irradiance.

Primary H2SO4—H2SO4 emitted directly by vehicles—is thought to convert rapidly to the
particle phase after the emission because H2SO4 was not observed clearly when measured
at the curbside during times with low irradiance. Secondary H2SO4, instead, is thought
to be formed via photochemical oxidation of the vehicle-emitted SO2 by solar radiation.
The secondary H2SO4 remained for the detection at the curbside because it does not
experience conditions favoring such a rapid gas-to-particle conversion as within exhaust
plumes. Because the NCA formation was not connected to the abundance of, at least, the
secondary H2SO4, the composition of the NCA particles remains unknown. Therefore,
the traffic-originated NCA can partially consist of solid particles—formed possibly inside
the engines—carrying elevated health risks.
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Abstract. A new exhaust aerosol model CFD-TUTEAM

(Tampere University of Technology Exhaust Aerosol Model

for Computational Fluid Dynamics) was developed. It is

based on modal aerosol dynamics modeling with log-normal

assumption of particle distributions. The model has an Eule-

rian sub-model providing detailed spatial information within

the computational domain and a computationally less expen-

sive, but spatial-information-lacking, Lagrangian sub-model.

Particle formation in a laboratory sampling system that in-

cludes a porous tube-type diluter and an aging chamber was

modeled with CFD-TUTEAM. The simulation results imply

that over 99 % of new particles are formed in the aging cham-

ber region because the nucleation rate remains at a high level

in the aging chamber due to low dilution ratio and low nucle-

ation exponents. The nucleation exponents for sulfuric acid

in sulfuric-acid–water nucleation ranging from 0.25 to 1 ap-

peared to fit best with measurement data, which are the same

values as obtained from the slopes of the measured volatile

nucleation mode number concentration vs. the measured raw

exhaust sulfuric acid concentration. These nucleation expo-

nents are very low compared to the nucleation exponents ob-

tained from the classical nucleation theory of binary sulfuric-

acid–water nucleation. The values of nucleation exponent

lower than unity suggest that other compounds, such as hy-

drocarbons, might have a significant role in the nucleation

process.

1 Introduction

Ultrafine particles are related to adverse health effects (Dock-

ery et al., 1993; Pope et al., 2002; Beelen et al., 2014) and

various effects on climate (Arneth et al., 2009). Diesel vehi-

cles cause a significant fraction of health-effect-inducing ex-

posure, because they present a major contribution to ultrafine

particles of urban air (Virtanen et al., 2006; Johansson et al.,

2007; Pey et al., 2009) and because the sizes of the particles

emitted by diesel vehicles lie in the range of high lung depo-

sition probability (Alföldy et al., 2009; Rissler et al., 2012).

Fuel combustion generates solid particles, such as soot,

ash, core (Rönkkö et al., 2007), and nanosized carbonaceous

particles (Sgro et al., 2008). In addition to solid particles,

liquid particles are also formed. Unlike solid particles, liq-

uid particles are formed after the combustion process during

exhaust cooling (Kittelson, 1998). In the case of a vehicle,

this occurs when the exhaust is released from the tailpipe.

Liquid particles are smaller than soot particles and they are

formed through nucleation process; thus, they are frequently

called nucleation particles. Strictly speaking, the nucleation

process by definition involves an energy barrier, and it has

been shown that particle formation can be a barrierless pro-

cess also (Vehkamäki and Riipinen, 2012). For simplicity, we

call the particle formation process in this article “nucleation”

whether it involves an energy barrier or not.

The particle size distribution controls aerosol deposition

to the respiratory system and its behavior in the atmosphere.

Modeling studies can provide information on vehicle exhaust

particle formation and evolution in the atmosphere. To model

particle concentration and the size of nucleation mode, the

actual nucleation rate needs to be known. In addition, mod-

eling of vehicle exhaust particle formation can also provide

Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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insight on nucleation and particle formation processes in

more dilute environments. The detailed nucleation mecha-

nism controlling particle formation in vehicle exhaust is cur-

rently unknown. Studies have shown that nucleation parti-

cles contain at least water, sulfuric acid, and hydrocarbons

(Kittelson, 1998; Tobias et al., 2001; Sakurai et al., 2003;

Schneider et al., 2005); therefore, it is likely that these could

be involved in the nucleation process. Sulfuric acid vapor

(also called “gaseous sulfuric acid” in literature) concentra-

tion in diesel exhaust (Rönkkö et al., 2013), fuel sulfur con-

tent (Maricq et al., 2002; Vogt et al., 2003; Vaaraslahti et al.,

2005; Kittelson et al., 2008), lubricating oil sulfur content

(Vaaraslahti et al., 2005; Kittelson et al., 2008), and exhaust

after-treatment (Vogt et al., 2003) has been found to correlate

with nucleation particle concentration, at least in the cases

when the test vehicle has been equipped with an oxidative

exhaust after-treatment. As a counterexample, no correlation

between fuel sulfur content and particle number concentra-

tion can be seen from the results of Rönkkö et al. (2007).

Particle formation and dilution in vehicle exhaust and in

laboratory sampling systems have been studied by several

authors (Vouitsis et al., 2005; Lemmetty et al., 2006, 2008;

Arnold et al., 2012; Li and Huang, 2012; Pirjola et al., 2015)

in temporal coordinates. However, because particle forma-

tion in diluting vehicle emission involves strong gradients

in temperature and the concentrations of the compounds in-

volved, full understanding of the particle formation process

also requires information in spatial dimensions, usually done

by using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach.

For vehicle exhaust plumes, modeling efforts to elucidate

this situation have recently been undertaken (Uhrner et al.,

2007; Albriet et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Wang and Zhang,

2012; Huang et al., 2014). These efforts, however, have fo-

cused on real-world dilution situations for which boundary

conditions are difficult to obtain. Controlled observations of

vehicle emissions are usually performed in laboratory con-

ditions involving diluting sampling systems. CFD modeling

of particle formation in a perforated tube diluter (its operat-

ing principle corresponds to a porous tube diluter (PTD) used

in exhaust laboratory measurements) with dibutyl phthalate

(DBP) has been performed by Pyykönen et al. (2007). To our

knowledge, no CFD modeling studies involving realistic ve-

hicle exhaust in realistic emission sampling situations have

been performed.

In this paper, an exhaust aerosol model for application in

CFD modeling of realistic vehicle exhaust and its applica-

bility to study particle formation involving sulfuric acid in

diesel exhaust using previously published data (Arnold et al.,

2012; Rönkkö et al., 2013) are presented. Two versions of

the model code, an Eulerian and a Lagrangian model, are

presented. The Eulerian model can provide the spatial infor-

mation inside the sampling system, but the Lagrangian model

can be used with lower computational cost due to a lower di-

mensionality, but it lacks spatial information. The Eulerian

model is used to examine the spatial distribution of particle

formation and growth in the modeled experimental setup; the

findings in light of different possible nucleation mechanisms

through the dependence of the formation rate on the sulfu-

ric acid concentration are studied. In addition, model results

enabled the study of relative rates of different aerosol dy-

namics processes, such as coagulation and deposition, inside

the sampling setup, which provides valuable information for

future studies of vehicle emissions. Finally, because vehicle

emission studies are used as input for modeling studies of

atmospheric aerosol loading, the spatial information gained

from our model gives insight into the applicability of emis-

sion studies for such upscaling purposes.

2 Model description

2.1 Fluid dynamics model

The CFD code used was a commercially available software

ANSYS FLUENT 14.0. It can be used to solve, e.g., flow,

mass, heat, and radiation transfer problems. It is based on a

finite volume method (ANSYS, 2011) in which the computa-

tional domain is divided into a finite amount of cells. Govern-

ing equations of the flow are solved in every computational

cell iteratively until sufficient convergence is reached. In this

study, the governing equations are continuity, momentum,

energy, turbulence, gas species, and aerosol scalars transport

equations.

2.2 Aerosol dynamics model CFD-TUTEAM (Tampere

University of Technology Exhaust Aerosol Model

for Computational Fluid Dynamics)

The aerosol dynamics model CFD-TUTEAM is based on the

former aerosol model TUTEAM (Lemmetty et al., 2008).

CFD-TUTEAM represents aerosol distributions modally

(Whitby and McMurry, 1997), i.e., the total distribution is

divided into log-normally distributed modes of different par-

ticle sizes. A single-component mode j is modeled by three

variables, which are number Mj,0, surface area Mj,2/3, and

mass Mj,1 moment concentrations of the distribution. The

concentration of a kth moment of a mode j has a governing

equation (Whitby and McMurry, 1997)

∂Mj,k

∂t
=−∇ · (Mj,ku)+∇ ·

(
ρfDj,k,eff∇

Mj,k

ρf

)

+nuclj,k + condj,k + coagj,k, (1)

where u is the flow velocity vector, ρf is the fluid density,

Dj,k,eff is kth moment-weighted average ofDeff, and the last

terms represent source terms for nucleation, condensation,

and coagulation, which are described in Sect. 2.2.3. How-

ever, in a multi-component aerosol system, the mass mo-

ments are further divided into moments, Mj,1,i , where i de-

notes a liquid component in the particle.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 5305–5323, 2015 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/5305/2015/
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The parameters of log-normal distributions (number con-

centration Nj , count median diameter CMDj and geometric

SD GSDj ) can be computed from the three moments accord-

ing to Whitby and McMurry (1997).

CFD-TUTEAM consists of an Eulerian- and

a Lagrangian-type sub-model. In the Eulerian model,

the moment variables are connected to the CFD model

by solving the scalar transport equations of type Eq. (1).

The Lagrangian model uses cooling and dilution profiles

obtained from the CFD model as inputs.

2.2.1 Eulerian model

The Eulerian aerosol model is two-way coupled with the

CFD model: (1) the properties on the fluid side affect on the

transport equation of the particle variables Eq. (1); (2) nu-

cleation and condensation on the aerosol side affect on the

transport equation of gas species as negative source terms.

Temperature, gas species concentrations, and particle dis-

tribution parameters in hot exhaust and cold dilution air are

the boundary conditions that are used at the domain bound-

aries in the corresponding inlets. Computation of the CFD

model and the Eulerian aerosol model provide the solution

for flow and particle parameters inside the simulation domain

and their values at the outlet.

The simulation domain is a two-dimensional axial sym-

metric geometry. The measurement setup to be modeled had

no time dependence in the results in a short timescale, which

allows a computationally more efficient steady-state simula-

tion.

2.2.2 Lagrangian model

The Lagrangian aerosol model is a Matlab code in which

the differential equations Eq. (1), with the exception of the

first two terms (convection and diffusion), are solved numer-

ically. Temperature and gas species concentration data from

different path lines of the fluid obtained from the Eulerian

CFD model are used as time series inputs for the Lagrangian

model. The Lagrangian aerosol model is only one-way cou-

pled with the CFD model: gas-to-particle conversion (nu-

cleation and condensation) has no effect on the fluid side.

The one-way coupling approximation is sufficient as gas-to-

particle conversion decreases the mass concentrations of sul-

furic acid, water, and hydrocarbon vapors, in maximum, by

4, 1, and 1 %, respectively, in the whole simulation domain of

the Eulerian simulations. The one-way coupling also enables

the modeling of particle dynamics with a higher resolution

compared to fluid modeling.

The path lines contain no spatial information in the La-

grangian model, but temporal information exist. However,

the Lagrangian model can also be considered a steady-state

simulation, because the inputs are obtained from a steady-

state CFD simulation. Due to fewer dimensions in the La-

grangian model compared to the Eulerian model, a very high

temporal resolution can be simulated with the same compu-

tational cost. The output from the Eulerian model is actu-

ally interpolated to a higher resolution to match the input re-

quired for the Lagrangian model. However, the Lagrangian

model has, in principle, the same resolution for temperature

and gas species concentrations as the Eulerian model because

the solution has been calculated using the lower resolution.

The higher resolution is, however, used for particle dynamics

in the Lagrangian model. Therefore, comparing the particle

distribution results from both models provides information

on the sufficiency of the spatial resolution of the Eulerian

model. A high resolution is required for particle dynamics

processing due to the non-linear and exponential nature of

the equations controlling particle dynamics.

Running the Lagrangian aerosol model provides the parti-

cle distribution parameters as a function of time for different

path lines. The values at the ends of the different path lines

can be averaged to get information on the particle parameters

at the outlet.

2.2.3 Aerosol dynamics

Modeled aerosol processes are shown in Fig. 2, and different

terms of Eq. (1) are explained next.

“Nucleation” is a key process controlling particle num-

ber concentration in diluting exhaust particle formation,

which is generally considered sulfur-driven, more specifi-

cally sulfuric-acid-driven. Binary homogeneous nucleation

(BHN) of water and sulfuric acid has been used as a nucle-

ation mechanism in previous diesel exhaust modeling stud-

ies (Lemmetty et al., 2006, 2008; Uhrner et al., 2007; Albriet

et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Li and Huang, 2012; Wang and

Zhang, 2012; Huang et al., 2014). The nucleation rate J of

BHN can be derived from classical thermodynamics, and the

theory for this is called classical nucleation theory (CNT).

Following the first nucleation theorem (Kashchiev, 1982),

the nucleation exponent for nucleating species i is defined

as:

ni =
∂ logJ

∂ logCi
, (2)

where Ci is the concentration of species i. According to

CNT, the nucleation exponent for sulfuric acid vapor (sub-

script: sa) nsa in vehicle exhaust is about 5 or more. In

activation-type nucleation (Kulmala et al., 2006), nsa = 1,

and in kinetic nucleation (McMurry and Friedlander, 1979),

nsa = 2. Nucleation exponents 1 and 2 are found to fit to at-

mospheric measurement results better than the values from

CNT in some studies (Sihto et al., 2009), but higher than

2 have also been observed (Wang et al., 2011; Herrmann

et al., 2014). However, nucleation exponents have not yet

been widely explored in connection with diesel exhaust. The

nucleation mechanism in diesel exhaust can differ from the

mechanism in atmosphere due to different gas concentra-

tion and temperature ranges. According to our simulations
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with CNT nucleation (Olin et al., 2014), nucleation rate ob-

tained from CNT needs to be corrected with a relatively

large factor that decreases exponentially (correction factor

∝ [H2SO4]
−6.6) with increasing sulfuric acid concentration

(Fig. 1). This result suggests that CNT may overestimate nsa

with a value of 6.6. Therefore, nsa in diesel exhaust could

be very low. Low nucleation exponents indicate there may

be other species, such as organic compounds, that also take

part in the nucleation process. Paasonen et al. (2010) have

modeled different nucleation mechanisms, including organic

nucleation mechanisms, for background atmospheric condi-

tions and have observed that they correlate with measure-

ment data better than sulfur-driven nucleation in some cases.

Mathis et al. (2004a) have experimentally determined some

organic compounds being capable of initiating and increas-

ing or decreasing (depending on the functional groups) nu-

cleation mode particle concentration emitted by a diesel en-

gine.

However, the actual nucleation rate, which is the rate of the

formation of new stable molecule clusters (Vehkamäki and

Riipinen, 2012), was not able to be measured directly before

the launch of, e.g., Airmodus PSM (Vanhanen et al., 2011),

due to the small sizes of the clusters. The measurable quan-

tity is the concentration of particles that are large enough for

measurement devices, of which the observed nucleation rate

can be estimated, from which the observed nucleation expo-

nent can be calculated but not the actual one.

In atmospheric modeling studies, activation- and kinetic-

type nucleation rates have been used in the following forms

(Sihto et al., 2009; Paasonen et al., 2010):

Jact = A[H2SO4] (3)

Jkin =K[H2SO4]
2, (4)

where A and K are activation and kinetic coefficients, re-

spectively. The coefficients A and K are currently empirical

constants fitted from experimental data in atmospheric mod-

eling studies. Constant coefficients can be satisfactory ap-

proximations in atmospheric nucleation experiments, where

temperature T and relative humidity RH remain nearly con-

stants. In contrast, T and RH in vehicle exhaust are highly

variable during the dilution and cooling process. Laboratory

(Mathis et al., 2004b) and on-road studies (Rönkkö et al.,

2006) of diesel exhaust particle emissions suggest that T and

RH affect the nucleation particle concentration; thus, T and

RH are involved in determining the nucleation rate. There-

fore, constant coefficients cannot be used in modeling parti-

cle formation in vehicle exhaust.

The nucleation term in Eq. (1) is only related to the volatile

nucleation mode (subscript: vol) and for different moments it

is
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Figure 1. Correction factors for nucleation rate obtained from CNT

as a function of raw exhaust sulfuric acid vapor concentration. Fig-

ure adapted from Olin et al. (2014).

nuclvol,0 = J,

nuclvol,2/3 = Jm
∗

2/3

, (5)

nuclvol,1,i = Jm
∗

i ,

wherem∗ is the mass of the cluster formed by nucleation and

m∗i the mass of component i in the cluster. The nucleation

rate J depends on the theory used. In this study, the following

nucleation scheme is used:

J =
knsa,nw

psa
◦(T )
[H2SO4]

nsa [H2O]nw , (6)

where knsa,nw is a proportionality constant and psa
◦ is the

saturation vapor pressure of sulfuric acid that can be found

from Kulmala and Laaksonen (1990). This scheme was se-

lected because it is the simplest form of a nucleation scheme

where the dependencies of sulfuric acid and water vapors and

temperature are included. In this form, the roles of T and RH

have been included into nucleation rate by an ad hoc formula-

tion. The temperature dependency has been included through

psa
◦ due to the exponential temperature dependency of psa

◦,

which has been found to be the case also for experimentally

determined nucleation rates (Wölk and Strey, 2001; Iland

et al., 2004). psa
◦ is in the denominator because increasing

temperature has a decreasing effect on nucleation rate. The

dependency of the nucleation rate on RH is included through

the water vapor concentration and the nucleation exponent

of it (nw) in the same manner as for sulfuric acid. In the case

of constant T and RH, the nucleation rate Eq. (6) reduces to

a form of Eq. (3) if the nucleation exponent is nsa = 1.

“Condensation” in the model is assumed to occur by sul-

furic acid, water, and hydrocarbon vapors. The condensation

term for sulfuric acid is
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condj,1,sa =

∞∫

−∞

∂mp,j,sa

∂t

dN

dlndp

dlndp, (7)

where
∂mp,j,sa

∂t
is the mass growth rate of a single particle in

mode j of diameter dp by sulfuric acid, described in Ap-

pendix A, and dN
dlndp

is the density function of the log-normal

distribution. Because water condensation and evaporation are

very fast processes for small particles in low RH (Wilck,

1998), modeling them would require a very dense compu-

tational grid. Therefore, the water content in the equilib-

rium state of particles is computed following the approach

of Uhrner et al. (2007) but with an additional iterative equi-

librium checking procedure described in Appendix A. The

condensation term for water becomes

condj,1,w = κj
Y

eq

j,w

Y
eq

j,sa

condj,1,sa, (8)

where κj is a factor for water equilibrium and Y
eq

j,w and Y
eq

j,sa

are the mass fractions of water and sulfuric acid in a particle

that is in water equilibrium. Two immiscible liquid phases

are considered in the particles: (1) solution of sulfuric acid

and water and (2) a hydrocarbon mixture. The condensation

term for hydrocarbons is of the form of Eq. (7) but with an

additional factor fhc considered to be the fraction of hydro-

carbons able to condense at temperature T . The phase inter-

actions and the hydrocarbon fraction are described in Ap-

pendix A. Due to the decreasing temperature trend in the

simulations of the sampling system, no evaporation process

is included in the model.

“Coagulation” modeling is based on the model of

Whitby and McMurry (1997). Intramodal coagulation of the

volatile nucleation mode and intermodal coagulation from

the volatile nucleation mode to other modes are modeled

(Fig. 2). The modeling of intramodal coagulation of the core

and soot modes and intermodal coagulation between them

are neglected due to their insignificancy and irrelevancy com-

pared to the other coagulation directions.

“Diffusion” is modeled as laminar and turbulent parts. The

laminar diffusion coefficient for particlesDp,lam is expressed

with the Stokes–Einstein relation (Hinds, 1999)

Dp,lam =
kBT Cc(dp)

3πµfdp

, (9)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Cc is the slip correc-

tion coefficient (Allen and Raabe, 1985), µf is the dynamic

viscosity of the fluid, and dp is the particle diameter. The tur-

bulent diffusion coefficient Dt is computed as Dt = νt/Sct,

where νt is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and Sct is the

turbulent Schmidt number for which the default value of 0.7

is used. The effective diffusion coefficients of the gas species
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Figure 2. Modeled aerosol processes, modes, components, and

phases. Detailed information on them are explained in Sect. 2.2.3

and in Appendix A.

and of particles are Dφ,eff =Dφ,lam+Dt. In the Lagrangian

model, diffusion is not modeled as in the Eulerian model

due to the lack of particle concentration gradients. In the La-

grangian model, diffusion outflux from a path line is seen as

dilution of gas species and particles, which is modeled using

the following formula:

Mj,k(t +1t)=Mj,k(t)
DR(t)

DR(t +1t)
, (10)

where DR denotes the dilution ratio. The dilution profiles are

obtained from the CFD simulation. However, the diffusion

influx to the path line from the surrounding areas cannot be

modeled with the Lagrangian model due to lower dimension-

ality.

“Deposition” onto the surfaces is assumed to occur only

due to diffusion, because thermophoresis was found to have

only a minor role on deposition due to low thermal gradients.

Deposition is modeled by setting all moments to 0 on the

walls.

3 Simulation setup

3.1 Simulated experiments

To demonstrate the applicability of the CFD-TUTEAM, we

applied it to a laboratory sampling system for which data

have already been published by Arnold et al. (2012) and

Rönkkö et al. (2013). These experiments were chosen due

to the availability of simultaneous measurements of particle

number concentration, size distributions, and gas-phase sul-

furic acid concentrations. The experiments were performed

at the engine dynamometer for a heavy-duty diesel engine.

The exhaust sampling was performed with a modified par-

tial flow sampling system (Ntziachristos et al., 2004) seen in
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Figure 3. The part of the measurement setup relevant for the simu-

lations. The computational domain consists of a PTD and an aging

chamber only due to an approximation that the ejector diluter has

a minor effect only on the particle distribution.

Fig. 3. It consists of a PTD, an aging chamber, and ejector

diluters. It is used to mimic the particle formation of a real-

world driving situation in a laboratory-scale measurement

(Keskinen and Rönkkö, 2010).

In both measurements (Arnold et al., 2012; Rönkkö et al.,

2013), sulfuric acid vapor concentration before the sampling

system and particle distribution after the sampling system

were measured. Both measurements were performed with the

same engine with nearly the same measurement system. In

the simulated measurements of Arnold et al. (2012) (indexed

by A) fuel sulfur content was 6 ppm, but in the measurements

of Rönkkö et al. (2013) (indexed by R) it was 36 ppm. The

engine was equipped with a diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC)

in both measurements, but there was a diesel particle filter

(DPF) in case A and a partial diesel particle filter (pDPF) in

case R. A DPF reduces the number of solid particles signif-

icantly more than a pDPF. Therefore, the main differences

between the results of these two experiments were slightly

higher (∼ 50 % in maximum sulfuric acid cases) sulfuric acid

concentrations in the R case and the existence of solid parti-

cles in the R case.

The measurements performed with 100 % engine load

of the steady driving mode were simulated. All the opera-

tion parameters remained constant during the measurement

points, but the sulfuric acid vapor concentration increased

slowly while the time elapsed due to the unsteadiness of the

storage effect of the after-treatment system (Arnold et al.,

2012; Rönkkö et al., 2013). As the sulfuric acid vapor con-

centration was increasing, the volatile nucleation mode con-

centration was also increasing.

insulation
wool

internal fluid

external fluid

dilution air

raw
exhaust

symmetry axis
PTD

aging chamber

100 mm

20
 m

m

1000 mm

Figure 4. The computational domain. It is an axial symmetric ge-

ometry where the raw exhaust is input from the left, and the dilution

air is supplied radially from a cylindrical boundary in the PTD re-

gion. The PTD is insulated but the latter part lies in stagnant external

fluid. Only the ends of the aging chamber are shown, but the length

of it is 1 m in reality. The figure is scaled vertically with a factor of

5. The yellow (PTD) and the green (aging chamber) boxes present

the regions in which the contour plots are plotted in the following

figures.

3.2 Computational domain

The sampling system seen in Fig. 3 consists of a PTD, an ag-

ing chamber, and an ejector diluter. Ejector diluters are used

to stop the aerosol processes that alter the particle distri-

bution and to obtain the conditions of the sample required

for measurement devices. According to the measurements of

Lyyränen et al. (2004) and Giechaskiel et al. (2009), an ejec-

tor diluter has only a minor effect on the nucleation mode

particle concentration. Therefore, particle distribution at the

outlet of aging chamber can be considered the measured par-

ticle distribution, though the measurements were done after

the ejector diluter in reality. The computational domain for

the simulations (Fig. 4) was selected to consist of the PTD

and the aging chamber only.

The domain was divided into ∼ 0.5 million computational

cells, of which the major part was located inside the PTD

where the smallest cells are needed due to the highest gradi-

ents. The smallest cells were 5 µm in side lengths and were

located in the beginning of the porous section, where the hot

exhaust and the cold dilution air meet.

Internal fluid was modeled as a mixture of air, water va-

por, sulfuric acid vapor, and the hydrocarbon mixture. Par-

ticle scalars were also within the internal fluid but were not

connected to the fluid properties. The external fluid was mod-

eled as air, the insulation zone as wool, and the solid zones

of the PTD and the aging chamber as steel.
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Table 1. Boundary conditions for the simulations.

Boundary Temperature sa mole fraction w mole fraction hc mole fraction Flow rate Ncore Nsoot

(◦C) (ppmC1) (SLPM) (cm−3) (cm−3)

Exhaust inlet ∼ 430 7× 10−11–4× 10−8 a 0.085 3–8.5 (fitted) 4.5 0–5× 106 0–4× 106

Dilution air inlet ∼ 30 0 ∼ 0.004 (10 %RH) 0 50 0 0

Inner walls Coupled Zero fluxb 0c or zero fluxb 0c or zero fluxb 0 0 0

a Corresponds to 7× 108–4× 1011 cm−3. b When saturation ratio is below unity, vapor is not depositing. c When saturation ratio is over unity, vapor is depositing.

3.3 Boundary conditions and simulation parameters

The boundary conditions are described in Table 1. Eight

cases from Rönkkö et al. (2013) measurements and nine

cases from Arnold et al. (2012) measurements with differ-

ent sulfuric acid vapor mole fractions were simulated. For

R cases, nonvolatile nucleation mode (core mode, subscript:

core) and soot mode (subscript: soot) concentrations vary de-

pending on the case. For A cases, core and soot modes were

not observed, and they were therefore omitted from the sim-

ulations. Other parameters remained nearly constants in dif-

ferent cases.

The water vapor mole fraction in exhaust was calculated

from combustion reaction stoichiometry and with a lambda

value (the fraction of injected air mass compared to the air

mass required for the stoichiometric combustion) of 1.54.

The water vapor concentration in dilution air was obtained

by assuming that dilution air RH was 10 %. RH was not mea-

sured, but RH= 10 % can be considered an upper limit, be-

cause the pressure of the compressed air (maximum RH is

100 %) used for the dilution air was 10 bar. Total hydrocar-

bon mole fractions (except the most volatile hydrocarbons)

in the raw exhaust were set to values that produce the mea-

sured volatile nucleation mode particle sizes (the diameter of

a particle with the average volume) at the outlet.

Deposition was implemented in the CFD model by set-

ting the mole fraction for a depositing vapor at the bound-

ary to 0; for non-depositing vapor, a zero flux at the bound-

ary was implemented. A vapor was considered depositing

when its saturation ratio exceeded unity near the boundary

and non-depositing otherwise. For sulfuric acid vapor, satu-

ration never exceeded unity in these simulations; hence the

zero flux assumption was always used. In reality, dilution air

cools the PTD; however, the cooling was not simulated be-

cause it would require the modeling of the dilution air outside

the dilution air inlet boundary. This would have increased the

complexity of the simulation due to the porousness of the di-

luter and due to the requirement for a three-dimensional sim-

ulation. We estimate that exhaust temperatures in the sam-

pling pipe of the PTD would be lower and the dilution air

temperatures higher near the boundary where the hot exhaust

and cold dilution air are mixed. Hence, sulfuric acid vapor

might condense on the cooled inner walls of the sampling

pipe of the PTD. A saturation ratio of more than unity for

hydrocarbons was calculated as a fraction of condensing hy-

drocarbons fhc described in Appendix A. All particles were

modeled as depositing; thus, all moments were set to 0 on the

walls.

For the volatile nucleation mode, GSDvol was varied be-

tween 1 and 2 to ensure it remaining in a reasonable range.

Nucleation produces a monodisperse particle distribution, for

which GSD is 1 when a constant cluster size is used. The

measured values of GSDvol after the aging chamber were

in the range of between 1.2 and 1.3. For the core and soot

modes, constant values GSDcore =∼ 1.13 and GSDsoot =

2.16 were used, corresponding to measured values. Hence,

the surface moments for the core and soot modes could be

omitted from the model. The core mode was initially a solid

particle (CMDcore = 10nm) distribution, onto which vapors

could condense and which are coagulated with volatile nu-

cleation mode particles. The soot mode was modeled as a

distribution of spherical particles with a constant CMDsoot of

49 nm, which is the measured CMD of the mobility diame-

ter of soot particles. The reasoning behind using a constant

value was due to the assumption, based on measurements,

that soot particles do not grow by condensation, but instead

vapors condense into the empty spaces of the fractal particles

(Lemmetty et al., 2008). Therefore, the mobility diameter re-

mains constant, but the effective density increases. The value

of ρsoot = 380kg m−3 was used as the effective density of

a dry soot particle (Virtanen et al., 2002), assuming 49 nm

particle with the fractal dimension of 2.5 and the primary

particle diameter of 5 nm. The validity of the assumption was

tested by calculating the mobility diameter in the case where

condensation is most dominant: if all the empty spaces of the

fractal particles were filled with the condensing vapors and

the coagulation from the volatile nucleation mode were taken

into account, CMDsoot would increase to the value of about

60 nm in maximum. Therefore, the assumption that CMDsoot

remains as the value of 49 nm could be a valid approxima-

tion.

Due to steady-state simulations, all governing equations

were Reynolds-averaged, i.e., time-averaged. The averag-

ing of the momentum transport equations causes additional

terms, called Reynolds stresses, to appear. Turbulence mod-

els are used to model the Reynolds stresses, but the calibra-

tion of the turbulence models has been done with experi-

mental data, and the calibration may not be suitable in cases
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with different geometries, fluid mixture, and boundary con-

ditions. In this case, shear-stress-transport–k–ω with low-Re

correction (ANSYS, 2011) was used as a turbulence model.

It produced the most reliable results of the available turbu-

lence models using Reynolds stresses based on the pressure

drop in the porous section. The modeled turbulence levels

have, however, a high influence on the results, mainly on

the deposition rates: an overestimated turbulence level will

overestimate deposition rates and the output particle concen-

trations will, therefore, be underestimated. Particle concen-

tration measurements in both boundaries of the simulation

domain would have provided advantageous information on

validating the turbulence model for this case, but that kind

of measurement has not yet been done. Enhanced turbulence

models, such as large eddy simulation or direct numerical

simulation, could produce more reliable results, but the com-

putational cost of them is significantly higher compared to

Reynolds stress models.

All cases were simulated with two nucleation exponents

for sulfuric acid vapor: nsa = 0.25 and nsa = 1. Relatively

low nucleation exponents were chosen due to our previous

findings (Olin et al., 2014), implying that the nucleation ex-

ponents obtained from CNT are too high. The nucleation ex-

ponent for water vapor nw was assumed to be unity in all

cases due to the lack of detailed information specifying oth-

erwise. Thus, the nucleation rates used were the following:

J =
5.01× 10−15 Pacm0.75 s−1

psa
◦(T )

[H2SO4]
0.25
[H2O], (11)

J =
7.63× 10−23 Pacm3 s−1

psa
◦(T )

[H2SO4][H2O], (12)

where the units are cm−3 s−1, Pa, and cm−3 for nucleation

rate, vapor pressure, and vapor concentrations, respectively.

The proportionality constants were chosen by fitting the sim-

ulated particle concentrations with the measured ones. Ac-

cording to the first nucleation theorem (Kashchiev, 1982), the

composition of the critical cluster is connected to the nucle-

ation exponents. However, the composition of newly formed

particles did not follow the first nucleation theorem in this

case, because, firstly, nucleation exponents lower than unity

would lead to a cluster containing an indiscrete amount of

molecules. Secondly, the critical cluster composition and nu-

cleation exponents have recently been found to be uncon-

nected (Kupiainen-Määttä et al., 2014). Therefore, we chose

to define the newly formed particle as a particle with a di-

ameter of 1.5 nm, which is a relevant size of a particle from

which atmospheric aerosol formation starts (Kulmala et al.,

2007). However, the atmospherically relevant size may not

be simply transferred to the clearly different conditions (such

as temperature and vapor concentrations) prevailing in vehi-

cle exhaust, but it is used here due to a lack of detailed infor-

mation on that. A particle of the estimated size would need to

contain 15 sulfuric acid and 20 water molecules to remain in

water equilibrium in temperature of 100 ◦C and RH of 10 %.

dilution air

Figure 5. Temperature in the PTD region. The gray lines represent

the path lines used in the Lagrangian simulation. Blue and red lines

in the beginning of the path lines are the color coding of them. The

figure is scaled vertically with a factor of 10.

dilution air

dilution air

nsa = 0.25

nsa = 1

Figure 6. Nucleation rate in the PTD region when there is

[H2SO4] = 1.47× 1011 cm−3 in raw exhaust of R case with differ-

ent nucleation exponents. The figure is scaled vertically with a fac-

tor of 10.

Hence, the cluster formed by nucleation had the following

masses of the components:

m∗sa = 15×
98.079gmol−1

NA

m∗w = 20×
18.015gmol−1

NA

, (13)

where NA is the Avogadro constant.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Spatial examination of particle formation in the

sampling system

Figures 5 and 6 show that nucleation begins at the boundary

where the hot exhaust and the cold dilution air meet. With

a higher nucleation exponent nsa, the nucleation rate reaches

higher maximum values, but it also diminishes faster. This

can be seen clearer from Fig. 7, where the nucleation rate

with the nucleation exponent of unity also has a higher maxi-

mum on the axis and decreases faster compared to the nucle-

ation exponent of 0.25. Due to low nucleation exponents and
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Figure 7. Temperature and nucleation rate at the axis when there is

[H2SO4] = 1.47× 1011 cm−3 in raw exhaust of R case with differ-

ent nucleation exponents.

Figure 8. The volatile nucleation mode concentration in the aging

chamber region when there is [H2SO4] = 1.47×1011 cm−3 in raw

exhaust of R case with nsa = 0.25. The figure is scaled vertically

with a factor of 10.

a low dilution ratio, DR= 12, the nucleation rate remains

high in the aging chamber where the dilution process has al-

ready finished. According to the simulations, over 99 % of

the particles were formed in the aging chamber in all cases,

which can be seen from Fig. 8 in which the volatile nucle-

ation mode concentration increases approximately 2 orders

of magnitude during the aging chamber.

In R cases, the volatile nucleation mode number con-

centration was decreased by 3–9 % due to coagulation, de-

pending on the case. Cases with the smallest particles had

the highest coagulation losses due to higher coagulation co-

efficients. Coagulation to the soot mode contributed over

70 % of the total coagulation loss. Deposition onto the in-

ner surfaces of the PTD and the aging chamber decreased the

volatile nucleation mode concentration by 8–14 %, depend-

ing on the case. Cases with the smallest particles had also

the highest deposition losses due to the increased diffusion

coefficient. About 25 % of core and soot particles were de-

posited. The fraction of the deposited particles was lower for

the volatile nucleation mode, because the major depositing

region is the expander at the beginning of the aging chamber

(due to increased turbulence), where only a small fraction

Figure 9. The volatile nucleation mode CMD in the aging chamber

region when there is [H2SO4] = 1.47×1011 cm−3 in raw exhaust of

R case with nsa = 0.25. The figure is scaled vertically with a factor

of 10.

Figure 10. The core mode CMD in the aging chamber region when

there is [H2SO4] = 1.47×1011 cm−3 in raw exhaust of R case with

nsa = 0.25. The figure is scaled vertically with a factor of 10.

of all volatile nucleation mode particles had been formed al-

ready.

Figures 9 and 10 present CMD for the volatile and non-

volatile nucleation modes in the aging chamber region. Val-

ues of CMDvol are about 1 nm lower than measured (Fig. 11),

because modeled GSDvol values are higher (around 1.5) than

measured (below 1.3). The error is probably caused by the

simultaneous nucleation and condensation processes, which

both affect the volatile nucleation mode distribution that is

modeled as log-normal in this model. In reality, the distri-

bution will not remain log-normal when nucleation and con-

densation occur simultaneously.

Modeled values of CMDcore are about 4 nm higher than

measured. This could be due to overestimated dry solid core

particle size or overestimated condensation to the nonvolatile

nucleation mode. The particle distribution was not, however,

measured after the aging chamber but after the ejector di-

luter, which was omitted from the model. Because particle

sizes can, in principle, also increase in the ejector diluter,

the measured CMDcore values might be slightly lower if the

measurement was done before the ejector diluter. In that case,

the measured CMDvol values would be decreased more than

CMDcore values due to smaller particle size because of the in-

versely proportionality of the growth rate to the particle size.

Therefore, modeled values for the both CMD might be over-

estimated, and thus scaling of the hydrocarbon amount could
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Figure 11. Measured and simulated CMDvol and CMDcore and hy-

drocarbon vapor amount in raw exhaust as a function of raw exhaust

sulfuric acid vapor concentration in R cases. Measurement data are

obtained from Rönkkö et al. (2013).

reduce the discrepancy between the modeled and the mea-

sured values.

The required hydrocarbon vapor amount is also shown in

Fig. 11, from which it can be seen that an increased amount

of hydrocarbon vapors was required with increasing sulfuric

acid vapor concentration. This corresponds with the observa-

tion of Arnold et al. (2012): the amount of acidic vapors other

than sulfuric acid correlates with the amount of sulfuric acid

vapor. These acidic vapors are mainly organic vapors that

have lower saturation vapor pressures compared to alkanes.

Due to increased amount of low-volatile hydrocarbon vapors,

the fraction of condensing hydrocarbon vapors would be in-

creased; however, because the change of the composition of

hydrocarbon mixture was not modeled, higher total hydro-

carbon vapor amount was required. For A cases, a constant

value of 3 ppmC1 was used for hydrocarbon vapor amount,

which produced CMDvol values between 4.8 and 5.2 nm.

In A cases with nsa = 1, only 0.5–4 % of sulfuric acid va-

por condensed onto the particle phase (Table 2), but in R

cases with nsa = 0.25 about 80 % condensed. The difference

is caused by the condensation sinks of solid particles, mainly

due to the soot mode. Table 3 shows the composition of the

liquid-phase compounds present in the particles, which are in

agreement with the results of Pirjola et al. (2015) with the ex-

ception of the water content, which is approximately the half

of the water content in the results of Pirjola et al. (2015). Hy-

drocarbons dominate the particle mass in the cases of lower

raw exhaust sulfuric acid vapor concentrations. Table 3 also

shows the maximum saturation vapor pressures of the hydro-

carbons that are condensed onto the particle phase. The val-

ues correspond to low-volatile or semi-volatile organic com-

pounds.

In reality, the shape of the region of highest nucleation

rates would be different and probably transferred towards the

Table 2. Modeled proportions of sulfuric acid existing in different

modes and remaining in the gas phase (%) at the end of the aging

chamber.

Mode A, nsa = 1 R, nsa = 0.25

Vol 0.5–4 0.2–4

Soot – 72–74

Core – 1.3–4.5

Gas 96–99.5 19–22

inner wall of the sampling pipe of the PTD due to the cooling

of exhaust gas by dilution air, which was not modeled. DBP

nucleation simulations of Pyykönen et al. (2007) show that

nucleation occurs in two regions: (1) right before the perfo-

rated section and (2) during the perforated section. If nucle-

ation exponents are higher in reality, nucleation rate will di-

minish steeply in the PTD region; therefore, the major part of

nucleation would occur in the PTD region. This could be ex-

amined by measuring particle concentrations inside the aging

chamber or with aging chambers of different lengths. When

the major part of nucleation occurs in the aging chamber, it is

not obvious that the nucleation process will be quenched in-

side the secondary dilution. The position of nucleation region

is also dependent on the effects of T and RH, but they cannot

be observed from these simulations. Further investigations in

which T and RH are varied and particle concentrations mea-

sured are required to examine these effects.

4.2 Comparison between Eulerian and Lagrangian

models

A simulation performed by the Eulerian model of A case

with raw exhaust sulfuric acid vapor concentration of 4.6×

1010 cm−3 and with the nucleation exponent nsa = 1 was

modeled with the Lagrangian model as well. The simulations

were done for two path lines shown in Fig. 7. Temperature,

gas species concentrations, and particle dilution profiles as

a function of time were exported from the Eulerian CFD

model on the path lines. The blue path begins near the in-

ner wall of the sampling tube and the red path near the axis.

Due to cylindrical symmetry, the blue path has a higher rele-

vance on the output particle flux compared to the red path.

Both lines have a total residence time of about 1.6 s. The

time domain was divided into 106 time steps, resulting in

a much higher resolution compared to the Eulerian simula-

tion, in which the paths pass through 6000–8000 computa-

tional cells.

Figure 12 shows the nucleation rates and the particle con-

centrations along the path lines. The nucleation rate on the

blue path develops slower than on the red path. That is be-

cause the blue path travels near the wall, and thus the velocity

is lower due to friction. To reach the mixing region 21 ms is

required, which is a longer time than for the red path (7 ms).

In spatial coordinates, the nucleation rate on the blue path

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 5305–5323, 2015 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/5305/2015/
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Table 3. Particle liquid part composition (mass %) and the maximum saturation vapor pressures of hydrocarbons at the end of the aging

chamber.

A, nsa = 1 R, nsa = 0.25

Mode sa w hc sa w hc

Vol 2.4–14 0.5–8 77–97 0.6–9.4 0.14–6.2 84–99

Soot – – – 0.6–16 0.17–4.7 79–99

Core – – – 0.4–11 0.62–7.3 82–99

phc
◦(298K) < 5× 10−7 Pa < 5× 10−6–< 2× 10−5 Pa
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Figure 12. Nucleation rate and particle concentration as a function

of time on the path lines. Nucleation rate profiles are the same in

both simulations. Note the different timescales; the left plots show

the very beginning of the curves as zoomed.

develops closer to the start, because it is nearer to the bound-

ary where the hot exhaust and the cold dilution air meet, and

the nucleation rate has the highest values. For the times when

the path lines are inside the mixing region, some fluctuations

in the nucleation rate and in the particle concentration are

seen, especially on the blue path. The fluctuations are caused

by transition from the laminar exhaust flow to a turbulent

flow as the dilution air accelerates the flow. The fluctuation

of variables can be seen also in Figs. 5 and 6 at the end of the

porous section.

Comparing the particle concentrations between the Eule-

rian and the Lagrangian simulations, it can be observed that

the concentrations in the Eulerian simulations are higher in

the beginning. That is caused by the diffusion influx of the

particles from the surrounding areas of a path, which can-

not be modeled with the Lagrangian model but is modeled

in the Eulerian model. The region where the particle concen-

tration jumps rapidly to a high level is the expander region

of the aging chamber. The diffusion influx to the paths in

that region can be seen in Fig. 13, which shows the particle

Figure 13. Particle concentration in the aging chamber region when

there is [H2SO4] = 4.6× 1010 cm−3 in raw exhaust of A case with

nsa = 1 and when turbulent diffusion for particles is neglected. The

path lines are also shown. The figure is scaled vertically with a fac-

tor of 10.

concentration in the case where turbulent diffusion has been

omitted. Omitting turbulent diffusion shows that a high par-

ticle concentration is formed in the expander due to a lower

flow velocity in that section, which corresponds to a higher

residence time. Because the Lagrangian model cannot model

the diffusion influx from the high concentration area, the par-

ticle concentration remains lower in the model. When turbu-

lent diffusion is modeled, high turbulence in the expander

region transfers particles in all directions, which is seen as

flattened particle concentration fields as seen in Fig. 8.

The concentrations at the ends of all the paths are, how-

ever, almost the same, except for 20 % lower values in the

Lagrangian simulation. The concentrations develop nearly to

the same values because the major part of the nucleation oc-

curs in the aging chamber where the paths experience almost

the same nucleation rates.

It can be seen from Fig. 14 that some fluctuations exist in

CMD and GSD values in the Eulerian simulation as in the

case of nucleation rate and particle concentration. The same

time delay of the values on the blue path as for the nucleation

rate can also be seen for CMD and GSD values. The jumps

to higher values of CMD and GSD in the Eulerian simulation

are also caused by the diffusion influx from the expander re-

gion. Figure 15 presents CMD for the case of no turbulent

diffusion. Due to a higher residence time in the expander re-

gion, particles grow larger; hence, a flow of larger particles

by diffusion from the expander region to the path line area
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Figure 14. CMDvol and GSDvol as a function of time on the path

lines. Note the different timescales.

Figure 15. CMD in the aging chamber region when there is

[H2SO4] = 4.6×1010 cm−3 in raw exhaust of A case with nsa = 1

and when turbulent diffusion for particles is neglected. The path

lines are also shown. The figure is scaled vertically with a factor of

10.

occurs. Adding larger particles rapidly to the initial particle

distribution formed by nucleation causes rapidly increasing

CMD and GSD values. At the end, all GSD values approach

nearly the same value, but CMD values appear to be about

0.5 nm lower in the Lagrangian simulation during the whole

time domain.

Although the behavior of the Eulerian model during the

fluctuating flow is not very smooth, the model is capable of

approaching realistic values after that region. The fluctuation

behavior can probably be smoothed by increasing the spatial

resolution in that region. However, the values at the inlet and

the outlet are of the main interest in this study; therefore, as

the modeled outlet values for both models are approximately

the same, the spatial resolution may be sufficient.

The Lagrangian model appears to produce almost equal re-

sults compared to the Eulerian model, when the output parti-

cle distribution is of interest only, despite the path line chosen

for the simulation. However, in the inner areas of the sam-

pling system, the Lagrangian model may produce unrealistic

results if diffusion fluxes have strong effects on the particle

distribution, which is especially seen in a turbulent flow. The

Lagrangian model can be executed with very high time reso-

lution without being computationally expensive. However, it

requires cooling and dilution profiles obtained from the CFD

model, if proper results are required. Additionally, the cou-

pling of the fluid species with the aerosol dynamics is re-

quired to be modeled when the aerosol processes are limited

by the vapor concentrations, not by time. Conversely, the Eu-

lerian model can produce more detailed spatial information

compared to the Lagrangian model, and the diffusion is also

included in simulations. However, it is computationally more

expensive and, therefore, the spatial resolution may remain

too low to be able to produce realistic results when the same

computational effort as for the Lagrangian model is consid-

ered.

4.3 Dependence of volatile nucleation mode

concentration on sulfuric acid vapor concentration

It can be seen from Fig. 16 that the nucleation exponent

nsa = 0.25 fits better for R cases and the nucleation expo-

nent nsa = 1 better for A cases. The nucleation exponent 0.25

could also fit to A cases equally well in the sulfuric acid va-

por concentration range between 2×1010 and 3×1011 cm−3.

For R cases, there is also one measurement point with the

lowest vapor concentration that fits well with the nucleation

exponent 1.

However, particle concentrations in A cases may have

been underestimated because of very low particle sizes

(CMD≈ 4 nm) for which detection efficiency for particle

measurement devices is low. The effect of the detection ef-

ficiency was tested by multiplying the modeled particle dis-

tributions by the detection efficiency curve for the particle

counter TSI CPC 3025 used in the measurements. The detec-

tion efficiency curve is defined by Mordas et al. (2008) for the

same CPC model but for silver particles. The calculated de-

tected particle number concentration is shown in Fig. 16 with

gray lines. This decreased the particle concentrations and in-

creased the slopes of the particle concentration very slightly

compared to the modeled total particle concentrations. The

increase of the slopes is obviously not enough for the nucle-

ation exponent 0.25 to fit in all A cases. However, detailed

particle size data from A measurements are not available, but

they range between 4 and 5.5 nm (Arnold et al., 2012). Addi-

tionally, particle losses inside the particle measurement setup

and devices increase with decreasing particle size, which can

affect the slopes also.

The nucleation exponent nsa can be estimated directly

from the measurement data through the slope of Nvol vs.

[H2SO4], which are also 0.25 and 1. It is not always pos-

sible to estimate the nucleation exponent in this manner be-

cause particle number concentration is dependent not only

on nucleation rate but on other aerosol processes too. Con-
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Figure 16. The measured and simulated volatile nucleation mode

concentrations as a function of raw exhaust sulfuric acid vapor con-

centration. Particle concentrations are normalized to raw exhaust by

dilution ratio 12. Measurement data for R cases are obtained from

Rönkkö et al. (2013) and for A cases from Arnold et al. (2012).

densation and coagulation sinks have effects on the number

concentration, especially for the case where soot particles ex-

ist, due to increased sinks. In these cases, the sinks resulting

from solid particles were not sufficient to cause the slope to

differ from the nucleation exponent, although about 77 % of

sulfuric acid vapor was condensed onto the solid particles.

The effect of the sinks can be seen by comparing the particle

number concentration levels in Fig. 16, where R cases have

lower values compared to A cases. However, the soot parti-

cle sinks may be underestimated, because soot particles were

modeled as spherical particles which have different surface

areas compared to fractal particles.

For our cases, the nucleation exponents nsa between 0.25

and 1 seem to produce the best results. Due to low nucle-

ation exponents, especially when they are below unity when

the nucleated cluster would have less than one sulfuric acid

molecule according to the first nucleation theorem, it is prob-

able that there are other compounds accounting in the nu-

cleation process. Such other compounds could be, e.g., low-

volatile hydrocarbon vapors because they are also found in

the particles. More realistic nucleation exponents may be ob-

tained if a separate nucleation mechanism for hydrocarbon

nucleation is modeled, e.g., the equation

J =K1[H2SO4]
2
+K2[H2SO4][org], (14)

where [org] is some organics accounting in nucleation, has

provided the most reliable results compared to BHN, activa-

tion, or kinetic nucleation (Pirjola et al., 2015). Highly oxi-

dized biogenic organic vapors are also found to have an ef-

fect on nucleation rate in atmospheric research of Riccobono

et al. (2014). Validating attempts to model organic nucleation

in vehicle exhaust would need both sulfuric acid vapor and

comprehensive hydrocarbon measurements in raw exhaust

with particle distribution measurements.

The reason for different nucleation exponents between

A and R cases is not obvious, and further research is required

to examine that. The difference could be accounted for by

different sulfuric acid vapor concentration ranges, different

particle size ranges, or another reason that cannot be seen

from the measurements or the simulations studied here. Sul-

furic acid vapor concentration range could cause the differ-

ence if the nucleation exponent were dependent on the sulfu-

ric acid vapor concentration in a way that the nucleation ex-

ponent decreases with increasing sulfuric acid vapor concen-

tration, which is actually seen in CNT. Different particle size

range could explain the difference due to decreased counting

efficiency with decreasing particle size; particle sizes were

lower in A cases compared to R cases.

5 Conclusions

The CFD-TUTEAM model was used to simulate the particle

formation process in a laboratory-scale diesel exhaust sam-

pling system, consisting of a porous tube-type diluter and an

aging chamber. Eulerian- and Lagrangian-type sub-models

were used, and both models produced almost the same par-

ticle distributions at the outlet of the aging chamber, but it

was seen that the Lagrangian model may not produce realis-

tic results in the inner areas of the sampling system. The La-

grangian model is computationally less expensive compared

to the Eulerian model; thus, it can be modeled with a higher

temporal resolution with the same computational cost. How-

ever, cooling and dilution profiles from the Eulerian model

are required as inputs for the Lagrangian model. Conversely,

the Eulerian model produced more detailed spatial informa-

tion inside the sampling system, and it includes diffusion

modeling. The main advantage of the modal aerosol model

is that it can be used to examine particle formation spatially

with lower computational cost compared to sectional aerosol

models. The drawback of it relates to the assumption that the

particle distributions remain log-normal, which is not true,

especially when nucleation and condensation occur simulta-

neously.

The highest nucleation rates were found to exist in the re-

gion where hot exhaust and cold dilution air encounter. How-

ever, due to low dilution ratio and low nucleation exponents,

the nucleation rate remains high in the aging chamber where

the dilution process is already finished. Hence, the major part

(over 99 %) of the volatile nucleation mode particles was

formed in the aging chamber. With a higher nucleation ex-

ponent, the nucleation rate would diminish more steeply in

the dilution region; thus, the major part of nucleation would

occur in the diluter. Additional experimental data for examin-

ing the nucleation exponent could be obtained by measuring

particle concentrations inside the aging chamber or with ag-

ing chambers of different lengths. If nucleation exponents are
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low in reality, the major part of nucleation will occur in the

aging chamber; therefore, it is not obvious that the nucleation

process will be quenched inside the secondary dilution.

The nucleation exponents for sulfuric acid vapor in the

range from 0.25 to 1 appeared to fit best with the measure-

ment data, according to the simulations. In this range of con-

densation and coagulation sinks resulting from solid parti-

cles, the nucleation exponents can be estimated directly from

the measurement data through the slope of the volatile nucle-

ation mode number concentration vs. the raw exhaust sulfu-

ric acid vapor concentration. Due to the nucleation exponents

below unity, it is probable that there are other compounds,

such as organics, affecting the nucleation rate. The reason

for different nucleation exponents between the cases is not

obvious, and further research is required to examine that.

According to the simulations, the major part of deposition

occurs in the region of the expander of the aging chamber.

Turbulence increases in the expander, which increases the

effective diffusion coefficient; therefore, deposition rate in-

creases. The expander had higher influence on the core and

soot mode compared to the volatile nucleation mode, because

the major part of the volatile nucleation mode particles was

formed after the expander.
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Appendix A: Detailed description of condensation

modeling

A1 Mass growth rate equation

Modeled particle diameters range from a molecule diame-

ter to below 1 µm. This range participates in free-molecular,

transition, and continuum regions. The Fuchs–Sutugin cor-

rection factor βi (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006) in the growth

rate equation allows smooth behavior of condensation in all

the regions. Especially for hydrocarbons, the growth rate cal-

culation requires the molecule diameter di with very small

particles, which is included in the equation as (dp+ di)

(Lehtinen and Kulmala, 2003).

The mass growth rate of a single particle in mode j by

a condensing vapor i becomes

∂mp,j,i

∂t
=

2πmi

kBT
(dp+ di)βi(Dp,lam+Di,lam)

× (pi −pi,p), (A1)

where mi , Di,lam, pi , and pi,p are the molecule mass, diffu-

sion coefficient, partial pressure, and vapor pressure on the

particle surface of a vapor i, respectively. For water and sul-

furic acid vapors, pi,p is calculated by

pi,p =
Asa-w

Ap

0iKipi
◦, (A2)

where Asa-w is the surface area of sa-w phase in a particle,

and Ap is the surface area of the whole particle. 0i , Ki , and

pi
◦ are activity (Taleb et al., 1996), Kelvin factor, and satu-

ration vapor pressure of vapor i. For hydrocarbon vapors, the

last term of Eq. (A1) is computed as

(pi −pi,p)= fhcphc. (A3)

Kelvin factor for water and sulfuric acid is calculated by

Ki = exp

(
4σsa-wmi

kBT ρsa-wdp

)
, (A4)

where σsa-w and ρsa-w are surface tension (Vehkamäki et al.,

2003) and density (Vehkamäki et al., 2002) of sa-w solution.

A2 Phase interactions

Liquid parts in particles are considered two immiscible

phases: sulfuric-acid–water phase (sa-w) and hydrocarbon

(hc) phase. The phase with lower volume fraction is assumed

to form a lens on the surface of the other phase (Ziemann

and McMurry, 1998) as shown in Fig. 2. The surface area

of the whole particle, Ap, is considered the area onto which

condensation occurs, regardless of the particle composition.

However, e.g., sulfuric acid does not evaporate from a par-

ticle from the area of hc phase. Therefore, the fraction Asa-w

Ap

is used in Eq. (A2). The fraction can be obtained from geo-

metrical calculations, and the following fitting functions are

used for it:

Aminor

Ap

= 0.237

(
Vminor

Vp

)
+ 0.539

(
Vminor

Vp

)1/2

(A5)

for the volatile nucleation mode. Subscript minor presents

the phase with the minority of the volume V in the particle.

For the core mode, the fraction is

Aminor

Ap

=0.237

[
Vminor

Vp

(
1− d ′

3
)]

+0.539

[
Vminor

Vp

(
1− d ′

3
)]1/2

(A6)

if

Vminor

Vp

<

(
1− d ′

)2 (
2+ d ′

)

4
(

1− d ′3
) (A7)

and

Aminor

Ap

=

(
0.336d ′

1.602
+ 0.667

)(
Vminor

Vp

)

−0.168d ′
1.602
+ 0.167 (A8)

otherwise. In the equation, d ′ = dcore

dp
, where dcore denotes the

solid core diameter in the nonvolatile nucleation mode parti-

cle. Due to more complex geometry of soot particles, a con-

stant value of unity, as an approximation, for the fraction is

used for the soot mode.

A3 Fraction of condensing hydrocarbons

Due to a wide range of different hydrocarbons in diesel ex-

haust, it is not reasonable to model them all. A new method

to model hydrocarbons is implemented in the model. Accord-

ing to Donahue et al. (2006), hydrocarbons in diesel exhaust

can be partitioned to bins with different volatilities. Hydro-

carbons with partial pressure higher than corresponding va-

por pressure on the particle are considered the condensing

hydrocarbon vapor fraction. These hydrocarbons satisfy the

equation

phc >
Ahc

Ap

0hcphc
◦(T ), (A9)

where Kelvin factor calculation is neglected due to a wide

range of the properties of different hydrocarbons. Unity is

used as a value for activity of hydrocarbons 0hc.

Assuming the diesel exhaust organic aerosol volatility dis-

tribution measured by May et al. (2013), with a temperature

T in Kelvins and partial pressure of total hydrocarbons phc

in Pascals, the mass fraction of

fhc(phc,T )=

[
1+p−0.7

hc exp

(
−

5457

T
+ 11.83

)]−1

(A10)
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of hydrocarbons satisfies Eq. (A9). The volatility distribution

is measured from the aerosol phase, but it is used here as the

volatility distribution of the gas phase due to the lack of such

a distribution. The side of the lowest volatilities of the dis-

tribution is, however, approximately equal for the gas-phase

distribution too (Donahue et al., 2006). Therefore, Eq. (A10)

is valid only when fhc . 0.5. In this study, fhc is always

below 0.4. Modeled hydrocarbons exclude volatile organic

compounds because they are not present in the aerosol phase

volatility distribution. However, during the condensation pro-

cess, the hydrocarbon distribution is changed due to the as-

sumption that condensation consumes hydrocarbon vapors

with the highest saturation ratios first. Therefore, the frac-

tion of condensable hydrocarbon vapors is decreasing during

the condensation process. This is included in the model by

subtracting the fraction of already condensed hydrocarbon

vapors fhc,cond from Eq. (A10), and it is defined as

fhc,cond =

∑
j

Mj,1,hc

∑
j

Mj,1,hc+Chc

, (A11)

where Chc is the mass concentration of hydrocarbon mixture

remaining in the gas phase.

The properties of tetracosane (C24H50) are used as the

properties of hydrocarbon mixture because 24 is the average

carbon chain length of the alkanes in the diesel exhaust parti-

cles, according to Schauer et al. (1999). The mass fraction of

condensable hydrocarbon vapors is used instead of the mole

fraction because the hydrocarbon mixture is modeled as the

average carbon chain and the condensation rate is modeled

as mass basis.

A4 Water equilibrium computation procedure

A particle in water equilibrium is defined as a particle onto

which no condensation occurs and from which no evapora-

tion of water vapor occurs. Therefore, the following equation

is satisfied:

RH=
Asa-w

Ap

(
T ,Y eq

)
0w

(
T ,Y eq

)
Kw

(
T ,Y eq,dp

)
, (A12)

where Y eq denotes the particle composition in water equilib-

rium.

The factor for water equilibrium κj in Eq. (8) is altered

after every iteration of CFD software until the volatile and

nonvolatile nucleation mode particles in the whole computa-

tional domain are in water equilibrium. Ensuring water equi-

librium is performed by checking that the particles satisfy

Eq. (A12). Initially κj = 1; thus, the composition Y eq solved

from Eq. (A12) is as an initial guess for the iterative proce-

dure of water equilibrium.

For the Lagrangian model, water equilibrium is main-

tained by altering water content in the particles artificially

after every time step in such a manner that Eq. (A12) is sat-

isfied.
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Abstract. We present the combined power law and log-
normal distribution (PL+LN) model, a computationally ef-
ficient model to be used in simulations where the particle
size distribution cannot be accurately represented by log-
normal distributions, such as in simulations involving the ini-
tial steps of aerosol formation, where new particle formation
and growth occur simultaneously, or in the case of inverse
modeling. The model was evaluated against highly accurate
sectional models using input parameter values that reflect
conditions typical to particle formation occurring in the at-
mosphere and in vehicle exhaust. The model was tested in
the simulation of a particle formation event performed in a
mobile aerosol chamber at Mäkelänkatu street canyon mea-
surement site in Helsinki, Finland. The number, surface area,
and mass concentrations in the chamber simulation were
conserved with the relative errors lower than 2 % using the
PL+LN model, whereas a moment-based log-normal model
and sectional models with the same computing time as with
the PL+LN model caused relative errors up to 17 and 79 %,
respectively.

1 Introduction

Particle size distribution is the most important characteristic
of nanoparticles, as it controls their deposition to the human
respiratory system, their behavior in the atmosphere, and the
properties of engineered nanoparticles. The rates of several
aerosol processes, such as condensation, coagulation, and de-
position, are affected by particle size; thus, the particle size
distribution controls also the evolution of the aerosol. While

the rates of the aerosol processes depend on the particle size,
different particles within a particle size mode have differ-
ent rates of aerosol processes and, thus, they evolve with
different rates. This causes also the shape of the size dis-
tribution to evolve. Because particle size distributions usu-
ally contain particles with the diameters of several orders
of magnitude rather than being monodisperse, i.e., equally
sized, an accurate representation of aerosol properties and
evolution requires that particle sizes are expressed as distri-
butions. Due to a high count of particles with different sizes,
shapes, and compositions within a volume of interest, com-
putational costs to model them separately are extremely too
high. Therefore, aerosol models typically model one or more
parameter of the size distribution, such as particle number
or mass concentration of the total particle size range or of
several size ranges separately. Simplifications made for size
distributions in aerosol models cause unrealistic shapes for
the distributions.

Methods that model a particle size distribution the most
realistically are sectional methods, in which the size distri-
bution is split into separate size sections. The accuracy of a
sectional model can be controlled by the number of the size
sections. Increasing the number of sections increases accu-
racy, but the computational cost is also increased. In multi-
dimensional simulations, such as in computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) and in climate simulations, computational ef-
ficiency is a key property of the model. Simulations involv-
ing inverse modeling (Verheggen and Mozurkewich, 2006),
where the values of model input parameters (e.g., new parti-
cle formation rate or condensational growth rate) are varied
systematically to find out the values that most exactly pro-
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duce the measured results, may suffer from long computing
times even in one-dimensional cases.

Sectional methods vary depending on the conserved prop-
erty of the aerosol. Only a single property, e.g., particle num-
ber, particle surface area, or particle mass concentration, can
be conserved in the simulation but other properties will suffer
from numerical diffusion, which is seen as the overestima-
tion of the non-conserved properties (Wu and Biswas, 1998).
Less numerical diffusion can be obtained, e.g., by using a
moving-center fixed-sectional (MC) method, in which size
sections have fixed boundaries but the centers of the sections
are allowed to vary so that number and mass concentrations
are conserved better (Jacobson, 1997). However, implement-
ing the MC method in Eulerian simulation, such as in CFD
simulation, with simultaneous new particle formation, con-
densation, coagulation, and transportation is challenging due
to discontinuous behavior of the section variables (all parti-
cles of a section are transferred to an adjacent section when
the center of a section exceeds a section boundary during
growth), computationally time consuming due to the transfer
of the particles between the sections, and memory consum-
ing due to the requirement of storing also the center values
of the sections. Wang and Zhang (2012) have modeled si-
multaneous new particle formation and growth within diesel
exhaust plumes using the MC method in three-dimensional
CFD simulation and have obtained promising results for par-
ticle size distributions compared to the measured distribu-
tions with only eight size sections in a particle diameter
decade. However, they did not report a comparison between
their model and any highly accurate aerosol model; thus, the
effect of numerical diffusion to their results is unknown. An-
other method to decrease numerical diffusion is the TwO-
Moment Aerosol Sectional (TOMAS) model, in which both
the number and the mass concentrations are stored for all size
sections (Adams and Seinfeld, 2002). The TOMAS model
provides conservation for both the number and the mass con-
centrations of the total distribution, but the memory con-
sumption in multidimensional simulations can be too high
due to a high number of variables to be stored in every com-
putational cell.

Other approaches to model the particle size distribution are
methods based on the moments of the distribution (Whitby
and McMurry, 1997), which are both computationally effi-
cient (Mitrakos et al., 2007) and have continuous behavior
of the variables. The number of the conserved properties of
the aerosol is controlled by the number of the modeled mo-
ments; e.g., conserving number, surface area, and mass con-
centrations can be obtained by modeling the corresponding
three moments. The number of the variables being stored
during the simulation is the number of the modeled moments,
which is significantly less compared to sectional methods, in
which the number of the variables can be several hundreds.
The major drawback in the methods based on moments is
that the size distribution needs to be presented with a pre-
defined function, unless the quadrature method of moments

(QMOM; McGraw, 1997) is used. QMOM provides accurate
results (Barrett and Webb, 1998) but the reconstruction of the
distribution parameters from the moments is not unique (Mi-
trakos et al., 2007). The typical choice for the size distribu-
tion function is the log-normal (LN) distribution or the com-
bination of several LN distributions. They correspond well
with many laboratory aerosols and aged aerosols, but during
the initial steps of the formation and growth of aerosol the
size distribution can differ significantly. For example, Tam-
met and Kulmala (2014) recommend two-power law for the
size distribution of atmospheric aerosols measured at least in
Northern Europe. Two-power law distribution has four pa-
rameters, which implies that four moments are required for
the reconstruction of the parameters from the moments if the
distribution is modeled using the moment method. However,
there is no analytical solution for the system of equations of
the two-power law approach, and solving the system of equa-
tions with four variables numerically is computationally very
expensive.

The general dynamic equation (GDE) for the number con-
centration of a size section j , with new particle formation and
condensational growth without any other aerosol processes,
is (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006)

dNj
dt
=




J (t)−

g(t,Dp)

1Dj
Nj , j = 1

g(t,Dp)

1Dj−1
Nj−1−

g(t,Dp)

1Dj
Nj , j > 1

, (1)

where Nj and 1Dj are the number concentration and the
diameter width of the size section, respectively. J (t) is new
particle formation rate as a function of time t , and g(t,Dp)

is condensational growth rate dDp
dt , where Dp is the particle

diameter. In the case of simultaneous new particle formation
and condensation with time- and size-independent rates, the
analytical solution for the GDE provides the particle size dis-
tribution

dN
dlnDp

=





J
g
Dp, D1 ≤Dp ≤D2

0, otherwise
, (2)

where D1 is the diameter of the newly formed particle (as-
sumed constant) and D2 is the largest diameter. Equation (2)
is in the form of a power law (PL) where the power of Dp
is unity. In a realistic particle formation process, J (t) and
g(t,Dp) do not remain constants and other aerosol processes
affect also; thus, the power of Dp can differ and LN features
will appear in the distribution. Here, we present a method to
express the particle size distribution as a combination of a PL
and a LN distribution. This moment-based combined PL and
LN distribution model was evaluated against highly accurate
sectional models using theoretical test cases and a real-world
case, which represents a simulation of a particle formation
event occurred in a mobile aerosol chamber.
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2 Model description

The combined PL and LN distribution model (PL+LN) is
based on the sum of these distributions. The PL distribution
handles the formation and the initial growth of new particles;
the LN distribution represents the log-normal shape of the
distribution and it is formed by coagulation and condensation
from the PL distribution.

2.1 Particle size distributions

2.1.1 Power law distribution

The formulation of the PL distribution originates from
Eq. (2), where the power of Dp is allowed to vary:

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL
=





NPLα
Dα2−D

α
1
Dαp , D1 ≤Dp ≤D2, α 6= 0

NPL
ln(D2/D1)

, D1 ≤Dp ≤D2, α = 0

0, otherwise

, (3)

where NPL is the total particle number concentration, α is
the slope parameter, D1 is the smallest diameter, and D2
is the largest diameter of the PL distribution. In this form,
the PL distribution has four parameters, which leads to nu-
merical challenges for the reconstruction of the distribution
parameters from four moments. Nevertheless, by fixing one
parameter, only three moments are required to be modeled
and the reconstruction will simplify. Here, the value of D1
is fixed to the diameter of a newly formed particle, which is
also physically sensible because that value is not expected
to vary significantly; in atmospheric particle formation, the
value is about 1.5± 0.3nm (Kulmala et al., 2013).

Three moments required in the modeling of the PL distri-
bution with parameters NPL, α, and D2 are, in this article,
number, NPL, surface area, SPL, and mass, MPL, concentra-
tions:

NPL =NPL, (4)

SPL =

∞∫

−∞

sp
dN

dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL

dlnDp

= s1NPL
α

α+ 2

(
D2
D1

)α+2
− 1

(
D2
D1

)α
− 1

, (5)

MPL =

∞∫

−∞

mp
dN

dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL

dlnDp

=m1NPL
α

α+ 3

(
D2
D1

)α+3
− 1

(
D2
D1

)α
− 1

, (6)

where sp and mp are the surface area and the mass of a parti-
cle, respectively, and s1 and m1 are the surface area and the

mass of a newly formed particle, respectively. All particles
are assumed to be spherical. Equations (5) and (6) have sin-
gularities at α values of −3, −2, and 0. In those cases, the
equations have different formulations, and, from now on, the
singularity equations are not shown here due to the fact that α
will never equal a singularity value precisely in a simulation.
To model the composition of particles can be done by sepa-
rating the mass concentration to different components using
the assumption that the particles are internally mixed; i.e., the
composition does not vary with particle diameter. Modeling
of the particle composition is, however, outside of the scope
of this article.

The reconstruction of the distribution parameters from the
moments NPL, SPL, and MPL is performed as follows. The
zeroth moment NPL is already one of the distribution pa-
rameters, but SPL and MPL are not. The latter are converted
to the system of equations of two unknown variables α and
d =D2/D1:





MPL
NPL

1
m1
=

(
α
α+3

)(
dα+3
−1

dα−1

)

MPL
SPL

s1
m1
=

(
α+2
α+3

)(
dα+3
−1

dα+2−1

) . (7)

However, there is no analytical solution for this system
of equations, but solving two variables numerically is suf-
ficiently fast for this purpose. A pre-calculated interpola-
tion table is used in the numerical solution, with which a
more rapid calculation is obtained. The interpolation table
increases the memory cost of the model, but as the table
is unique (independent on temporal or spatial coordinate) it
needs to be stored in one memory location only.

2.1.2 Log-normal distribution

The LN distribution is expressed by the equation

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
LN
=

NLN
√

2π lnσ
exp

[
−

ln2 (
Dp/Dg

)

2ln2σ

]
, (8)

where NLN is the total particle number concentration, σ the
geometric standard deviation, and Dg the geometric mean
diameter of the LN distribution. The LN distribution is also
modeled as three moments, NLN, SLN, and MLN. Following
the method of Whitby and McMurry (1997), the reconstruc-
tion of the distribution parameters from the moments can be
performed using the equations

NLN =NLN, (9)

Dg = 6−2/3π−5/6 ρ2/3N
−5/6
LN S

3/2
LN M

−2/3
LN , (10)

ln2σ = ln
(

62/3π1/3 ρ−2/3N
1/3
LN S−1

LNM
2/3
LN

)
, (11)

where ρ is the particle density.
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Figure 1. Left pane shows examples of power law distributions
with different values of the slope parameter α. Right pane shows
the combination of a power law (PL) and a log-normal (LN) distri-
bution (PL+LN).

2.1.3 Connection between the distributions

The combined particle distribution is modeled as the super-
position of the PL and the LN distributions:

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL+LN

=
dN

dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL
+

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
LN
. (12)

Figure 1 presents examples of the PL+LN distribution. PL
distributions with different values of α are shown in the
left pane; N = 106 cm−3, D1 = 1.5nm, and D2 = 5nm are
equal in all four distributions. The right pane shows the PL
distribution with values N = 106 cm−3, α = 1,D1 = 1.5nm,
and D2 = 3nm, the LN distribution with values N = 5×
105 cm−3, Dg = 4nm, and σ = 1.1, and the combination of
them.

A schematic presentation of the connections between the
distributions is shown in Fig. 2. Particles in the PL distribu-
tion, formed by new particle formation and grown by conden-
sation and coagulation (Fig. 3), are transferred to the LN dis-
tribution through three intermodal processes: coagulational
transfer, intermodal coagulation, and condensational trans-
fer. The coagulational transfer is accounted by intramodal
coagulation, i.e., self-coagulation, which is basically an in-
tramodal process, but in this model it is used to initiate the
LN distribution by transferring the coalesced resultant parti-
cles larger than D2 to the LN distribution. The coagulational
transfer is described in more detail in Sect. 2.2.5. After the
LN distribution is initiated, particles of the both distributions
begin to collide intermodally (the intermodal coagulation).
In that case, the resultant particles are always assigned to the
LN distribution, which is thought to consist of larger particles
than the PL distribution.

The coagulational transfer remains the only process initiat-
ing the formation of the LN distribution if the condensational
transfer is neglected. Therefore, in the case of low particle

𝐷1
𝑔Δ𝑡

Condensational
transfer

PL LN

Coagulational
transfer

LNPL

Intermodal
coagulation

LNPL

𝐷2

𝐷1 𝐷2

𝐷1 𝐷2𝐷coag

Figure 2. Intermodal processes between the PL and the LN distribu-
tions. Particles larger than Dcoag (green area) form particles larger
than D2 by the intramodal coagulation in the PL distribution; the
coalesced resultant particles are transferred to the LN distribution.
When the LN distribution exists, particles of the both distributions
begin to coagulate intermodally; the resultant particles are assigned
to the LN distribution. Condensation grows the largest particle di-
ameter by g1t in a time step of 1t , but the condensational transfer
transfers a part of the particles larger than D2 (blue area) to the LN
distribution.

number concentration, i.e., low intramodal coagulation rate,
the formation rate of the LN distribution is slow; thus, the
combined distribution would be mainly in a power law form.
However, in realistic particle formation events, log-normal
features in the size distribution are widely observed (Hinds,
1999). This is due to the fact that the aerosol processes have
normally time- and size-dependent rates and that the parti-
cles can be multicomponent and due to the intramodal coag-
ulation that eventually results in self-preserving log-normal
distribution (Friedlander, 2000). The model described here
connects the formation of the LN distribution with the in-
tramodal coagulation only. Therefore, LN features can be
generated artificially to the PL+LN distribution by transfer-
ring some of the particles from the PL distribution to the LN
distribution. This transfer is calculated through condensation
(the condensational transfer). Particles that are to be grown
beyond the diameterD2 are transferred to the LN distribution
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Figure 3. Intramodal processes. New particle formation forms par-
ticles with the diameter of D1 to the PL distribution. Condensation
and intramodal coagulation grow particles within a distribution.

by the condensational transfer instead of keeping them in the
PL distribution and increasing the value of D2. The conden-
sational transfer is described in more detail in Sect. 2.2.5.

2.2 Aerosol processes

The general dynamic equation for a particular moment X
(=NPL, SPL, MPL, NLN, SLN, or MLN) in a one-dimensional
(temporal coordinate only) simulation is

dX
dt
=npfX + condX + coagX + losscoag

X + lossdep
X

+ transfercoag
X + transfercond

X , (13)

where terms on the right-hand side denote new particle for-
mation, condensation, coagulation, coagulational losses, de-
positional losses, coagulational transfer, and condensational
transfer, respectively. The formulation of the terms is de-
scribed next.

2.2.1 New particle formation

New particle formation is modeled by a term

npfX =





J (t), X =NPL

J (t) s1, X = SPL

J (t)m1, X =MPL

0, X =NLN, SLN, or MLN

, (14)

where J (t) can be calculated, e.g., through any nucleation
theory, in which J (t) depends also on vapor concentrations
and temperature, for example. However, finding the correct
formulation for J (t) is outside of the scope of this article;
thus, we decided to use formation rate as an input parameter
that can be either a constant, J , or a time-dependent function,
J (t). Additionally, inverse modeling is done to obtain J (t)
from measured particle number concentrations.

The sizes of a newly formed particle (D1, s1, and m1) can
be obtained from nucleation theories, but they are assumed to
be constants here. In the case where J (t) suddenly drops to
zero but condensation still continues, concentration of parti-
cles with diameters around D1 would subsequently decrease

down to zero due to the growth of newly formed particles
to larger diameters. Therefore, D1, as a parameter of the PL
distribution, should be a variable to model the distribution
accurately. However, this would change the distribution back
to a more complex four-parameter distribution that is outside
of the scope of this article. In that case or with smoothly de-
creasing J (t), α has a tendency to increase.

2.2.2 Condensation

Condensation rate [kg m−3s] of vapor v on a particle distri-
bution, PL or LN (denoted with i), can be modeled as (Olin
et al., 2015)

condMi
=

∞∫

−∞

dmp,v

dt
dN

dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
i

dlnDp, (15)

where dmp,v
dt is the mass growth rate of a particle [kgs−1] due

to vapor v (Lehtinen and Kulmala, 2003):

dmp,v

dt
= 2π(Dp+Dv)(Dp+Dv)(Cv,∞−Cv,p)

·
Kn+ 1

0.377Kn+ 1+ 4
3φ (Kn

2+Kn)
, (16)

where Dv is the diameter of a vapor molecule. Dp and Dv
are the diffusion coefficients of a particle and of a vapor
molecule, respectively. Cv,∞ and Cv,p are the mass concen-
tration of the vapor in the far-field and over the particle sur-
face, respectively. Kn and φ are the Knudsen number and the
mass accommodation coefficient, respectively. The concen-
tration Cv,p is

Cv,p = 0vCv,sat exp
(

4Smv
kBTρDp

)
, (17)

where 0v , Cv,sat, and mv are activity, the saturation concen-
tration, and the molecule mass of the vapor, respectively, S
is surface tension, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
temperature.

If all the parameters in Eq. (16) do not depend on the spa-
tial location, as is the case in a one-dimensional simulation,
the mass growth rate can be considered a function of time
and the particle diameter only. Here, the mass growth rate
(single-component case) is expressed using condensational
growth rate g(t,Dp):

dmp

dt

(
t,Dp

)
=

dmp

dDp
·

dDp

dt

(
t,Dp

)
=
π

2
ρD2

p g(t,Dp). (18)

Hence, the condensation rate for a particle distribution be-
comes

condMi
=
π

2
ρ

∞∫

−∞

D2
p g(t,Dp)

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
i

dlnDp, (19)
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which has an analytical solution for the both distributions,
PL and LN, when g(t,Dp) can be expressed with a poly-
nomial of Dp. The mass growth rate is proportional to D2

p
when the following conditions are met: (1) the particle size
is in free-molecular regime, (2) Dp�Dv , 3) Cv,∞� Cv,p.
The last one applies when the particle size is large or when
the vapor has low saturation vapor pressure. Since particle
sizes near the molecular size are modeled in this article, only
the first condition applies satisfactorily. Nevertheless, this ar-
ticle concentrates mainly in cases where the mass growth
rate is assumed to be proportional to D2

p . Additionally, a sin-
gle test case, where the mass growth rate is calculated us-
ing Eqs. (16)–(17), is presented. The main point in this arti-
cle is not to provide the correct formulation for g(t,Dp), but
rather to compare different models, and additionally to per-
form inverse modeling to obtain g(t) from the time evolution
of measured aerosol size distributions. Due to the assumption
of the proportionality of the mass growth rate, the condensa-
tional growth rate becomes size-independent, and finally, the
condensation terms used in Eq. (13) become

condX =





0, X =Ni

2π g(t)
∫
∞

−∞
Dp dNi , X = Si

π
2 ρ g(t)

∫
∞

−∞
D2

p dNi , X =Mi

(20)

where dNi is an abbreviation of

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
i

dlnDp. (21)

The analytical solution for Eq. (20) is

condX =Xg(t) ·





0, X =NPL
2
D1

(
α+2
α+1

)(
dα+1
−1

dα+2−1

)
, X = SPL

3
D1

(
α+3
α+2

)(
dα+2
−1

dα+3−1

)
, X =MPL

0, X =NLN
2
Dg

exp
(
−

3
2 ln2σ

)
, X = SLN

3
Dg

exp
(
−

5
2 ln2σ

)
, X =MLN

(22)

when α is not −3, −2, or −1.
When the mass growth rate is calculated from the vapor

concentrations and the properties of the vapor and the par-
ticles using Eqs. (16)–(17), it rarely can be expressed with
a polynomial of Dp, unless polynomial fits are done for the
function. However, if the vapor concentrations or the other
properties are allowed to vary during the simulation, fits for
the mass growth rate function may become inconvenient. In
that case, the integral in Eq. (19) cannot be solved analyti-
cally. Therefore, numerical integration is required, in which
Eq. (19) is calculated in a form of

condMi
=
π

2
ρ

n∑

j=1
D2
j g(t,Dj )

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
i

ln
Dj+1

Dj
, (23)

where Dj is the particle diameter of the size section j used
in numerical integration when the particle diameter range is
split into n sections. Computational cost of numerical inte-
gration is, however, higher compared to analytical solution of
the integrals. Therefore, Gaussian quadratures are used here
to reduce the associated computing time; they provide the op-
timal particle diameters and their weights for efficient evalu-
ation of the integrals. The details of the Gaussian quadratures
are described in Appendix A.

2.2.3 Coagulation

Coagulation is modeled as intramodal coagulation within the
PL distribution and within the LN distribution and as inter-
modal coagulation from the PL distribution to the LN distri-
bution. The coagulation terms derived from the equations of
Whitby and McMurry (1997) are

coagNPL
=−

1
2

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

β(Dp,D
′
p)dNPL dN ′PL

−

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

β(Dp,D
′
p)dNPL dN ′LN (24)

coagSPL
=−

1
2

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

[
2sp−

(
s

3
2
p + s

′
p

3
2

) 2
3
]

·β(Dp,D
′
p)dNPL dN ′PL

−

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

sp β(Dp,D
′
p)dNPL dN ′LN (25)

coagMPL
=−

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

mp β(Dp,D
′
p)dNPL dN ′LN (26)

coagNLN
=−

1
2

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

β(Dp,D
′
p)dNLN dN ′LN (27)

coagSLN
=−

1
2

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

[
2sp−

(
s

3
2
p + s

′
p

3
2

) 2
3
]

·β(Dp,D
′
p)dNLN dN ′LN

+

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

[(
s

3
2
p + s

′
p

3
2

) 2
3
− s′p

]

·β(Dp,D
′
p)dNPL dN ′LN (28)

coagMLN
=

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

mp β(Dp,D
′
p)dNPL dN ′LN, (29)
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where β(Dp,D
′
p) is the coagulation coefficient of particles

with the diameters ofDp andD′p calculated with the equation

β(Dp,D
′
p)= 2π(Dp+D

′
p)(Dp+D′p)f (Kncoag), (30)

where f (Kncoag) is the transition regime function of Dah-
neke (1983),

f (Kncoag)=
1+Kncoag

1+ 2Kncoag+ 2Kn2
coag

, (31)

and Kncoag is the Knudsen number for coagulation,

Kncoag =
4(Dp+D′p)

(Dp+D′p)
√
c̄2+ c̄′2

. (32)

c̄ and c̄′ are the mean thermal velocities of particles with the
diameters of Dp and D′p.

The integrals in Eqs. (24)–(29) cannot be solved analyti-
cally in the transition regime because Eq. (31) cannot be pre-
sented in a polynomial form. Therefore, the integrals are cal-
culated numerically or by using quadratures in the same man-
ner as with the condensation term described in Appendix A.

2.2.4 Particle losses

The losses due to coagulation of the particles in the PL+LN
distribution to the background distribution excluded from the
PL+LN distribution are considered the coagulational losses.
Particles in the background distribution are assumed to be
significantly larger than the particles in the PL+LN distribu-
tion. Therefore, the particle diameters of the background dis-
tribution can be approximated with a single diameter value,
e.g., CMDbg (count median diameter). According to Kermi-
nen and Kulmala (2002), the coagulation coefficient will then
become

β(Dp,CMDbg)≈ β(D1,CMDbg)

(
Dp

D1

)lbg

, (33)

where lbg is the exponent depending on CMDbg. The value
of lbg ranges between−2 and−1 (Lehtinen et al., 2007). The
coagulational loss term, e.g., for a number concentration is

losscoag
Ni
=−Nbg

∞∫

−∞

β(Dp,CMDbg)dNi

≈−Nbg β(D1,CMDbg)D
−lbg
1

∞∫

−∞

D
lbg
p dNi, (34)

in which the last integral can be solved analytically. The an-
alytical solutions for the coagulational loss terms are

losscoag
X =−XNbg

·





β(D1,CMDbg)
(

α
α+lbg

)(
d
α+lbg−1
dα−1

)
, X =NPL

β(D1,CMDbg)
(

α+2
α+2+lbg

)(
d
α+2+lbg−1
dα+2−1

)
, X = SPL

β(D1,CMDbg)
(

α+3
α+3+lbg

)(
d
α+3+lbg−1
dα+3−1

)
, X =MPL

β(Dg,CMDbg)exp
[

1
2 l

2
bgln2σ

]
, X =NLN

β(Dg,CMDbg)exp
[(

1
2 l

2
bg+ 2lbg

)
ln2σ

]
, X = SLN

β(Dg,CMDbg)exp
[(

1
2 l

2
bg+ 3lbg

)
ln2σ

]
, X =MLN

(35)

when α is not 0 or −lbg.
The losses to walls due to diffusion of particles are con-

sidered the depositional losses. They are modeled with the
method of Hussein et al. (2009), in which the deposition rate
of particles in a test chamber is

λ=
1
V

∑

w

Awu, (36)

where V is the volume of the chamber,Aw is the surface area
of the wall w, and u is the deposition velocity of particles.
A simple approximation for the deposition velocity is used
here:

u∝D−1
p , (37)

which is valid for particles smaller than 100 nm according to
Lai and Nazaroff (2000). The depositional loss term, e.g, for
a number concentration, now becomes

lossdep
Ni
=−

∞∫

−∞

λdNi =−kdep

∞∫

−∞

D−1
p dNi, (38)

where all effects, except the effect of the diameter, are in-
cluded in the deposition coefficient kdep. The last integral
can be solved analytically, from which the depositional loss
terms become

lossdep
X =−Xkdep

·





D−1
1

(
α
α−1

)(
dα−1
−1

dα−1

)
, X =NPL

D−1
1

(
α+2
α+1

)(
dα+1
−1

dα+2−1

)
, X = SPL

D−1
1

(
α+3
α+2

)(
dα+2
−1

dα+3−1

)
, X =MPL

D−1
g exp

(
1
2 ln2σ

)
, X =NLN

D−1
g exp

(
−

3
2 ln2σ

)
, X = SLN

D−1
g exp

(
−

5
2 ln2σ

)
, X =MLN

(39)

when α is not 0 or 1.
The effect of particle losses on the PL distribution is seen

as decreased α. In the trivial case, as in Eq. (1), α becomes
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less than zero when kdep > g. This effect is due to increased
losses with increasing particle diameters because larger parti-
cles have longer residence times from the moment since their
formation. However, Eq. (37) counteracts in this effect by de-
creasing the deposition velocity with increasing particle size,
but with small g, the effect of increased residence time dom-
inates over the effect of decreased deposition velocity. Addi-
tionally, α is further decreased due to coagulational losses.

2.2.5 Intermodal particle transfer

The intermodal coagulation is included together with the in-
tramodal coagulation in the coagulation terms (coagX) seen
in Eqs. (24)–(29). The coagulational (transfercoag

X ) and con-
densational (transfercond

X ) transfer are modeled as follows.
Particles with the diameter higher than the cut diameter,

Dcoag =
(
D3

2 −D
′
p

3
)1/3

, (40)

form particles with the diameter higher than D2 after coagu-
lating with a particle having a diameter of D′p, assuming full
coalescence (Fig. 2). Those resultant particles are transferred
from the PL distribution to the LN distribution, because their
particle diameters will correspond with the form of a LN dis-
tribution rather than a PL distribution, which can be observed
using a highly accurate sectional model. The coagulational
transfer terms are negative for the PL distribution and pos-
itive for the LN distribution to conserve the moments, and
they are expressed as

transferNPL =−transferNLN

=−
1
2

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

lnDcoag

β(Dp,D
′
p)dNPL dN ′PL, (41)

transferSPL =−transferSLN

=−
1
2

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

lnDcoag

(
s

3
2
p + s

′
p

3
2

) 2
3
β(Dp,D

′
p)dNPL dN ′PL, (42)

transferMPL =−transferMLN

=−
1
2

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

lnDcoag

(
mp+m

′
p

)
β(Dp,D

′
p)dNPL dN ′PL, (43)

which are calculated using the quadrature or numerical inte-
gration as in the case of the coagulation terms.

Considering a time step of 1t in a Lagrangian simulation,
particles with the diameters larger than Dcond =D2− g1t

will grow due to condensation to have the diameters larger
than D2 (Fig. 2). Modeling condensation only, the value of
D2 at the next time step would increase to D2+ g1t . The
condensational transfer is used to transfer the particles in the
PL distribution with the diameters of Dcond <Dp <D2 to
the LN distribution. However, if the condensational transfer

were modeled fully,D2 would never increase and all conden-
sation would affect the LN distribution only. In that case, the
distributions would separate from each other. For this reason,
the effect of condensational transfer is dampened using a fac-
tor γ as a multiplier in the condensational transfer equations.
The factor can obtain values between zero and unity, and it
describes how the particles will be distributed between the
PL and the LN distributions. The value γ = 0 produces a dis-
tribution that will be mainly in a power law form; the value
γ = 1 produces a log-normal distribution only. To choose a
suitable value for γ for a simulation, the user should con-
sider how well the aerosol formation event follows the ap-
proximations of the theory described here. The value 0 is
suitable only when the aerosol processes follow the theory
exactly. To simulate a realistic particle formation event, the
value has to be increased towards unity using the following
guidelines. The more the following conditions are met, the
higher γ should be used: (1) particle formation or growth
are multicomponent processes; (2) the particle formation rate
or the condensation growth rate vary significantly with time;
(3) the condensational growth rate varies significantly with
the particle size; (4) the background aerosol acting as a co-
agulation sink does not remain in a nearly constant state dur-
ing the time domain of the simulation; (5) particle sizes in
the background aerosol are not significantly higher than in
the PL+LN distribution; (6) the depositional losses cannot
be approximated with as simple form as described here, e.g.,
in the case of complex geometry or turbulent flow. In real at-
mospheric particle formation events, γ should rarely has the
value of less than 0.5, which can also be used as an initial
guess should figuring the previous guidelines problematic.
If the shapes of the distributions to be modeled are initially
known, the value of γ can be adjusted to obtain a proper
model output, e.g., in the case of inverse modeling. The fac-
tor γ can also be considered a time-dependent function or
a spatially varying variable, but here we concentrate only to
constant values of γ because the theory behind the value of
γ is currently unknown.

The number of particles in the PL distribution to be trans-
ferred to the LN distribution due to the condensational trans-
fer in the time step of 1t is

NPL→LN = γ

lnD2∫

lnDcond

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL

dlnDp. (44)

Considering infinitesimally small time step (1t→ 0), Dcond
approaches D2 and NPL→LN approaches

γ
g1t

D2

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL, Dp=D2

. (45)

The transferred amounts for S and M are obtained in the
same approach as in Eq. (20), and they are negative for the
PL distribution and positive for the LN distribution. Hence,
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the term for the condensational transfer becomes

transfercond
X =γ

g(t)

D2

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL, Dp=D2

·





−1, X =NPL

−s2, X = SPL

−m2, X =MPL

+1, X =NLN

+s2, X = SLN

+m2, X =MLN

, (46)

where s2 and m2 are the surface area and the mass of the
particle with the diameter ofD2. The condensational transfer
does not alter the moments of the total distribution because
particles are not altered in the transfer, it only transfers the
particles between the distributions; therefore, the value of γ
has a minor effect only on the moments but a noticeable ef-
fect on the shape of the PL+LN distribution.

3 Simulation setup for the evaluation of the PL+LN
model

The PL+LN model was evaluated with the simulations of
theoretical test cases and a real particle formation case. The
evaluation was done against sectional models that yield accu-
rate results due to a high number of size sections. Two types
of sectional models were used: fixed-sectional (FS) and MC
models. The models are further subdivided depending on the
amount of size sections they use. FS models provide the best
accuracy for the particle number concentration and MC mod-
els for the mass concentration, when a high number of size
sections is modeled. The results from different models and
from measurement data are examined by comparing the dis-
tributions, the moments (N , S, and M), and the variables,
GMD (geometric mean diameter) and GSD (geometric stan-
dard deviation). GMD and GSD can be calculated from a
continuous or a discrete total distribution with the equations

lnGMD=
1
N

∞∫

−∞

lnDp dN =
1
N

∑

j

Nj lnDp,j (47)

ln2GSD=
1
N

∞∫

−∞

ln2
(
Dp

GMD

)
dN

=
1
N

∑

j

Nj ln2
(
Dp,j

GMD

)
, (48)

where Dp,j is the geometric average particle diameter of the
size section j . Relative errors of the moments and the vari-
ables compared to the reference models are calculated with

δX =
X−Xref

Xref
, (49)

where X and Xref are the moment or the variable from the
model in examination and from the reference model, respec-
tively. FS models are considered the reference models, with
the exception of the mass moment, M , in a real particle for-
mation case, for which the reference model is an MC model,
because it provides the best mass conservation.

The capability of the PL+LN model in inverse modeling
is also tested using the real measurement data from the par-
ticle formation event. The best estimates of the new particle
formation rates, J (t), and the condensational growth rates,
g(t), obtained from the different models, are compared with
each other. These values for J (t) and g(t) are later used in
the simulation that is used to examine the output accuracies
and computational costs of different models.

The diameter of a newly formed particle was assumed to
be a constant, D1 = 1.6nm, in all cases. The value was cho-
sen because it is in the range of a relevant size of a particle
from which atmospheric aerosol formation starts (Kulmala
et al., 2007) and of a size of a smallest particle that can be
detected with the Airmodus Particle Size Magnifier (PSM)
with the detection efficiency of nearly unity (Vanhanen et al.,
2011). Single-component modeling was performed assuming
a mixture with the particle bulk density of ρ = 1.4gcm−3 as
the component. The value was chosen because it is a relevant
density of small particles in the atmosphere (Kannosto et al.,
2008).

3.1 Theoretical test cases

Theoretical test cases were used to compare the PL+LN
model output with a highly accurate FS model. The FS model
had 1000 size sections between 1.6 and 10 nm (FS1000),
which is sufficiently dense to produce accurate results. Ad-
ditionally, the PL+LN model was compared with the model
having a LN distribution only. All cases were simulated using
constant and equal time steps to obtain a reliable comparison;
the simulated time domains (tmax) were split into 3000 time
steps.

The input parameters of the test cases are presented in
Table 1. The Atm and Exh cases represent particle forma-
tion cases using input parameter values that reflect condi-
tions typical to the atmosphere and to vehicle exhaust, re-
spectively. Typical new particle formation rates in the at-
mosphere range from 0.01 to 10 cm−3 s−1 and condensa-
tional growth rates from 0.1 to 20 nm h−1 (Kulmala et al.,
2004). In vehicle exhaust, new particle formation rates
can reach up to 1010 cm−3 s−1 and condensational growth
rates up to 20 nm s−1 (Rönkkö et al., 2006; Uhrner et al.,
2007; Olin et al., 2015). To test the PL+LN model in a
wide range of J and g, low values for Atm cases (J =
0.1cm−3 s−1, g = 1nm h−1) and high values for the Exh
case (J = 108 cm−3 s−1, g = 5nm s−1) were chosen. In ad-
dition to constant J and g values, a case having time-
dependent J (t) and a case having time-dependent J (t) and
size-dependent g(Dp) were simulated.
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Table 1. Input parameters for the test cases. Case names with Atm have the parameter sets related to atmospheric particle formation and
the Exh case related to particle formation occurring in vehicle exhaust. J and g are the new particle formation rate and the condensational
growth rate, respectively. Nbg is the concentration of the background aerosol distribution having a count median diameter of CMDbg. The
coagulational loss exponent lbg depends on the value of CMDbg. Wall deposition is modeled using the deposition coefficient kdep. The length
of the simulated time domain is tmax.

Case J g T Coagulation Nbg CMDbg lbg kdep γ tmax
(cm−3 s−1) (K) (cm−3) (nm)

Atm1 0.1 1 nmh−1 280 intra, inter 0 – – 0 0 5 h
Atm2 0.1 1 nmh−1 280 intra, inter 0 – – 1.8 nmh−1 0 5 h
Atm3 0.1 1 nmh−1 280 intra, inter, bg 103 100 −1.6 1.8 nmh−1 0 5 h
Atm4 Eq. (50) 1 nmh−1 280 intra, inter, bg 103 100 −1.6 1.8 nmh−1 0 5 h
Atm5 Eq. (50) Eqs. (16)–(18) 280 intra, inter, bg 103 100 −1.6 1.8 nmh−1 0.25 5 h
Exh 108 5 nms−1 500 intra, inter, bg 106 60 −1.5 0.07 nms−1 0 1 s

The Atm1 case includes simultaneous new particle forma-
tion, condensation, intramodal-, and intermodal coagulation.
For the Atm2 case, depositional losses were also added. The
deposition coefficient kdep = 1.8nmh−1 was calculated by
assuming that particle formation takes place in a test cham-
ber with the dimensions of 3m× 2m× 2m and with the
deposition velocities of salt particles measured by Hussein
et al. (2009). For the Atm3 case, a background distribution
was added to act as the coagulation sink. The chosen val-
ues for the number concentration Nbg = 103 cm−3 and count
median diameter CMDbg = 100nm of the background distri-
bution have been observed, e.g., in a boreal forest area (Riip-
inen et al., 2007). The value for the coagulational loss expo-
nent lbg =−1.6 was obtained from Lehtinen et al. (2007) us-
ing CMDbg = 100nm. In the Atm4 case, a bell-shaped time-
dependent function for the new particle formation rate (a
bell-shaped form in the function of the number concentration
between 3 and 6 nm is seen in studies of Sihto et al., 2006,
and Riipinen et al., 2007) was modeled with

J (t)= J0 e
−

(
t−t0
τJ

)2

, (50)

where t0 = 1000s is the time at which the highest new parti-
cle formation rate J0 = 0.1cm−3 s−1 occurs and τJ = 5000s
represents the width of the bell-shaped curve.

The applicability of the PL+LN model using size-
dependent condensational growth rates was evaluated with
the Atm5 case, where g(Dp) was modeled using Eqs. (16)–
(18). In this case, particles were assumed to consist of the
mixture of sulfuric acid and water. The growth is modeled
as the growth due to sulfuric acid,

dmp,H2SO4
dt , calculated us-

ing the sulfuric acid vapor concentration [H2SO4] = 0.8×
107 cm−3, following the growth due to water vapor:

dmp,H2O

dt
=

[
1

YH2SO4

(
Dp

) − 1

]
·

dmp,H2SO4

dt
, (51)

where YH2SO4(Dp) is the mass fraction of sulfuric acid in a
particle in water equilibrium, i.e., a particle having the com-

Figure 4. Size-dependent condensational growth rate of sulfuric
acid-water particles with the sulfuric acid vapor concentration of
0.8× 107 cm−3, temperature of 280 K, and relative humidity of
60 % as a function of the particle diameter, used in the Atm5 case.

position with which no condensation or evaporation of water
vapor occurs in temperature of 280 K and relative humidity
of 60 % when the particle diameter isDp. The approximation
of water equilibrium is reasonable because, with these en-
vironmental values, ∼ 2× 1010 times more water molecules
than sulfuric acid molecules exist and thus there are proba-
bly a sufficient amount of water molecules to condense on
the particle to reach the equilibrium state before the next sul-
furic acid molecule condenses on it. The properties of the
vapors and the particles were calculated, using the equilib-
rium composition, as described in Olin et al. (2015). These
environmental values were chosen because they are relevant
values met in the atmosphere and they cause the condensa-
tional growth rate function that is far beyond a constant value
in the particle diameter range of this case (from 1.6 nm to
8 nm), as seen in Fig. 4, which provides a beneficial test to
examine how the model behaves with size-dependent g.

The Exh case represents simultaneous new particle for-
mation, condensation, intramodal and intermodal coagula-
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Measured

Figure 5. Number (N ), surface area (S), and mass (M) concentrations of the nucleation mode in the chamber event. The measured concen-
trations and the concentrations produced during inverse modeling using different models are nearly equal. The data are shown for the centers
of the Nano-SMPS scans only, because those values only are used in inverse modeling. FS400 denotes the fixed-sectional model with 400
size sections and MC100 denotes the moving-center fixed-sectional model with 100 size sections.

tion, coagulational losses, and depositional losses occurring
in diesel vehicle exhaust inside the ageing chamber of a lab-
oratory sampling system. The values Nbg = 106 cm−3 and
CMDbg = 60nm were obtained from the measurements of
Rönkkö et al. (2013) and the corresponding lbg =−1.5 from
Lehtinen et al. (2007) using CMDbg = 60nm. The deposition
coefficient kdep = 0.07nms−1 was calculated using the age-
ing chamber dimensions of 5cm(diameter)×100cm (length)
and the deposition velocities of salt particles measured by
Hussein et al. (2009).

Because the test cases are purely theoretical, the need for
constructing log-normal features to the distributions through
the condensational transfer artificially is minimal. In the
Atm4 case, a time-dependent new particle formation rate
suggests using the condensational transfer, but, according to
the analysis of the shapes and the moments of the distribu-
tions, the output is not very sensitive to the value of γ , which
is probably due to the bell-shaped function for the new parti-
cle formation rate that produces distributions containing both
power law and log-normal features. In the Atm5 case, a size-
dependent condensational growth rate outputs size distribu-
tions having features of a different kind, and thus the PL+LN
distribution does not fit very satisfactorily in this case. Ac-
cording to the analysis of the shapes and the moments of the
distributions in the Atm5 case, the best estimate for γ is 0.25,
which was used in the Atm5 case; γ = 0 was used in all the
other cases.

3.2 Mobile aerosol chamber particle formation event

The mobile aerosol chamber is a Teflon bag with the dimen-
sions of 3 m×2m×2m. The chamber is operated in a batch
process; i.e., firstly, the chamber is filled with the air sam-
ple and, secondly, the sample is measured from the chamber.

UV lights with the wavelength of 254 nm (UVC) are used in
the chamber to initiate new particle formation and to boost
the aging of the aerosol through photochemical processes.
The chamber simulates a particle formation event occurring
in the atmosphere, but with shorter timescale due to the UV
lights. The chamber is designed to be mobile; therefore, it is
fit to a car trailer.

The particle formation event measurement was per-
formed at a street canyon measurement site of Helsinki Re-
gion Environmental Services Authority (HSY) located in
Mäkelänkatu, Helsinki, Finland. The street had dense traf-
fic during the measurement in 22 April 2015. The chamber
was firstly filled with urban air and, once filled, the air sam-
ple was sucked with the measurement devices located in the
mobile laboratory vehicle. The details of processing the ex-
perimental data to obtain the moments (N , S, andM) and the
variables, GMD and GSD, are described in Appendix B.

3.2.1 Obtaining J(t) and g(t) through inverse
modeling

Obtaining the values for the new particle formation rate,
J (t), and for the condensational growth rate, g(t), for the
particle formation event, occurred in a mobile aerosol cham-
ber, was performed through inverse modeling. A time do-
main, starting from 152 s before switching the UV lights
on and ending at 1663 s after switching the UV lights on,
including 13 Nano-SMPS (Nano Scanning Mobility Parti-
cle Sizer) measurement scans, was simulated using differ-
ent values for J (t) and g(t). Following the approach of Ver-
heggen and Mozurkewich (2006), the least squares method
was used to minimize the errors of the concentrations N , S,
and M at 13 time moments which represent the middles of
the Nano-SMPS scans. The values for J (t) and g(t) were
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Fit

Figure 6. Time series for the new particle formation rates in the
chamber event that produce the measured concentrations, N , S, and
M , the most accurately compared to the measured ones, using dif-
ferent models. The fit denotes a bell-shaped function fitted to the
values from the FS400 model.

assumed constants within a time step of a Nano-SMPS scan,
150 s. The condensational growth rate was assumed also size-
independent due to the lack of knowledge of the vapors par-
ticipating in the condensation process. ODE45 solver was
used in the simulations, and it provides the time steps that
are sufficiently short to keep the result from altering more
than 1 % compared to a previous time step but sufficiently
long to keep the total computing time convenient.

Coagulation within the nucleation mode was included in
the simulations, but the coagulational losses to the back-
ground mode were neglected because low number concen-
tration of the background mode would have a minor effect
only on the nucleation mode. The particles formed in this
case are possibly multicomponent due to the origin of the
vapors, the new particle formation rate seems to vary sig-
nificantly with time, and the measured distributions are wide
(GSD up to 2). Therefore, a high value for the condensational
transfer factor γ is expected to produce the best results using
the PL+LN model. A constant value γ = 0.8 was used in
the simulations because it produces the results that are the
closest to the results of highly accurate sectional models, in
this case. Due to a high value of γ , the coagulational transfer
would had a minor effect only, and therefore it was neglected
in the simulations. The depositional losses were modeled us-
ing the deposition coefficient kdep = 3780nm h−1 which is
obtained by fitting the simulated number concentrations with
the measured ones after particle formation and growth were
quenched (t > 1500s).

Firstly, inverse modeling was performed using the PL+LN
model. The time series of J (t) and g(t), which produced
the most corresponding concentrations compared to the mea-
sured ones (Fig. 5), are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. Secondly,
inverse modeling was performed using both an FS model
having 400 size sections between 1.6 and 100 nm (FS400)

Fit

Figure 7. Time series for the condensational growth rates in the
chamber event that produce the measured concentrations, N , S, and
M , the most accurately compared to the measured ones, using dif-
ferent models. The fit denotes a linear function fitted to the values
from the FS400 model.

and an MC model having 100 size sections between 1.6 and
100 nm (MC100), separately. The computing times of the
FS400 and the MC100 models are significantly longer than
of the PL+LN model; therefore, the time series of J (t) and
g(t), obtained using the PL+LN model, were used as ini-
tial guesses when inverse modeling was performed using the
FS400 or the MC100 model in order to reduce the computing
times. The associated computing time of the automatic in-
verse modeling procedure using the PL+LN model was ap-
proximately 2 orders of magnitude shorter than that of the
FS400 or the MC100 model, which implies that a signif-
icant improvement in the computing time can be obtained
using the PL+LN model in the case of inverse modeling. In-
verse modeling was also performed using the computation-
ally more efficient LN model.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that there are only minor dif-
ferences in the values of J (t) between the different models
used in inverse modeling. The PL+LN model seems to need
higher new particle formation rates compared to the accu-
rate models, the FS400 and the MC100 models. Conversely,
the LN model seems to need lower new particle formation
rates. These denote that the PL+LN model has a tendency
to underestimate the number concentrations and that the LN
model has a tendency to overestimate the number concen-
trations, because the output number concentrations of the
models are nearly equal (Fig. 5). The values of g(t), seen
in Fig. 7, have also only minor differences between the dif-
ferent models. The values of J (t) and g(t) before the UV
lights (t < 0s) seem unphysically high. That is caused be-
cause the simulation begins with no particles at t =−252s
but the measurement data include some nucleation mode par-
ticles at that time, even though the background aerosol distri-
bution was subtracted from the measured distribution. All the
particles are not subtracted because the subtraction was done
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Measured

Figure 8. Geometric mean diameter (GMD) and geometric stan-
dard deviation (GSD) of the nucleation mode in the chamber event,
obtained through inverse modeling, using different models.

with a purely log-normal distribution, which is exactly not
the case for measured data. Therefore, the simulation time
range −252s< t <−152s was used to produce the mea-
sured nucleation mode at the time of the first Nano-SMPS
scan, t =−152 s.

The effect of the choice for the lowest particle diameter,
D1, for the PL+LN model was also examined by performing
inverse modeling withD1 = 1nm andD1 = 3nm, in addition
to D1 = 1.6nm. Approximately 40 % higher values for J (t)
were needed to produce the measured concentrations when
D1 = 1nm was used compared toD1 = 3nm. This deviation
occurs because smaller particles have higher losses, and with
higher value for D1 the smallest particles do not exist. The
situation is the same for sectional models, because the small-
est particle size needs to be chosen for them too. The choice
for D1 does not have significant effect on the condensational
growth rate, in this case, due to size-independent g(t).

The effect of the choice for the value of the condensational
transfer factor, γ , for the PL+LN model was also examined
by performing inverse modeling with the values between 0
and 1, in addition to γ = 0.8. With the values between 0.4
and 0.9, the times series of J (t) obtained from inverse mod-
eling deviate within 3 % on average. However, with the val-
ues outside of that range, the deviation increased up to 36 %.
The highest new particle formation rates are needed when
the value of γ is low because the PL distribution dominates
the number of particles, which leads to more small particles,
which have high losses. Only a minor effect (the deviations
within 4 %) was seen on the time series of the condensational
growth rate when the value of γ was altered between 0 and
1. In conclusion, choosing the value of 0.5 for γ when a bet-
ter guess of its value is lacking, as mentioned earlier, would
produce reasonable results.

Figure 8 presents the time series of GMD and GSD of the
nucleation mode, obtained from the different models used in

inverse modeling and from the measured data. It can be ob-
served that the models output these variables relatively well
compared to the measured data, although they were not se-
lected as the variables, of which errors are to be minimized,
in inverse modeling. However, underestimations of GSD are
seen with the LN model. The measured values of GMD and
GSD before the UV lights are inaccurate due to the assump-
tion of a log-normal background aerosol distribution men-
tioned before.

3.2.2 Simulation setup for the examination of the
accuracy and the computational cost of the
PL+LN model

To examine the accuracy and computational cost of the
PL+LN model, the simulations using different models were
performed using equal time series of J (t) and g(t) and equal
time stepping. The time series obtained using the FS400
model are considered the best estimates to produce the mea-
surement results due to the highest number of size sections
modeled. Therefore, they were used as the time series for
all the models used here, PL+LN, LN, FS400, MC100,
FS35, and MC10. FS35 and MC10 denote a fixed-sectional
model having 35 size sections and a moving-center fixed-
sectional model having 10 size sections between 1.6 and
300 nm, respectively. These section number were used be-
cause they provide approximately the same computing times
as the PL+LN model. Higher upper diameter limit for the
FS35 and the MC10 models were chosen due to higher nu-
merical diffusion associated to these models, which causes
higher concentrations in large particle diameters compared to
more accurate models. The time series of J (t) and g(t) used
here are presented as fits in Figs. 6 and 7. The fitted functions
were used rather than the time series because the time se-
ries with sharp edges would produce distributions with sharp
edges as well, which would be unphysical. Here, the time se-
ries have sharp edges due to a very limited number of data
points (Nano-SMPS scans) within the time domain. It is ob-
vious that because the fits are not very near the time series,
the outputs of the models will not be very near the measured
data. Nevertheless, the fits were used because the purpose
here is to examine the accuracy and the computational cost of
the PL+LN model, which is done against the highly accurate
models, the FS400 and the MC100 models. This comparison
is the most properly done when all the models have the same
functions for J (t) and g(t). The time domain to be simulated
was split into 7953 time steps for all the models. The time
splitting was obtained from the ODE45 solver used with the
FS400 model. The time steps had the lengths of between 0
and 0.5 s, the shortest ones being in the beginning of the time
domain.

The accuracy of the PL+LN model is examined by com-
paring the relative errors (δX) of the moments, N , S, and
M , and the variables, GMD and GSD. The reference dis-
tributions used in the comparison are the distributions pro-
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duced by the FS400 model and by the MC100 model, which
are considered the models that most accurately conserve the
number and the mass concentrations, respectively. The distri-
butions from the FS400 model are used as the reference dis-
tribution when calculating δX for all the moments and vari-
ables, with the exception of the mass concentration, M , for
which the MC100 model is used as the reference model. Be-
cause the distributions produced by the sectional models are
considered here the correct ones rather than the measured
distributions, the modeled distributions are used as the ref-
erence distributions. In this manner, the differences of the
model outputs are caused by the models itself, e.g., due to nu-
merical diffusion or some simplifications used in the model,
not by how accurately they correspond with the measured
data. The accuracies of the LN, FS35, and MC10 models are
also examined.

All the other input parameters were the same as those used
with the inverse modeling. The simulations used to examine
the model accuracies provide also the possibility of compar-
ing the computational costs of different models, because all
the simulations were run using the same computer (Intel Core
i5-3470 processor at 3.2 GHz) and had equal time stepping
and, therefore, equal number of computations of the general
dynamic equation per a moment or a size section. Addition-
ally, the sensitivity of the value of γ was examined using also
the values of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9, in addition to the value of 0.8.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Theoretical test cases

Figure 9 shows the size distributions at the ends of the theo-
retical test simulations using different models. The distribu-
tions of the Atm cases during the whole time domain are pre-
sented as a video in the Supplement and can also be accessed
via http://dx.doi.org/10.5446/18564. It can be observed that
the shape of the distribution produced by the PL+LN model
is nearly equal to the reference distribution (FS1000). The
largest deviations between the PL+LN distributions and the
reference distributions are the gap between the PL and the
LN distribution and the sharp peak in the PL distribution.
These are most clearly seen in the Atm4 case where α is the
highest. In the Atm5 case, the shape of the distribution pro-
duced by the FS1000 model is different: the distribution of
the smallest particles does not follow a power law form due
to low condensational growth rates near the particle diam-
eter of D1. Consequently, the PL+LN model is not able to
express the distribution correctly at very small particle sizes.
The effect of γ is also seen with the Atm5 case where the
ratio of the concentrations of the LN distribution and of the
PL distribution is higher due to higher γ . Conversely, the dis-
tributions produced by the LN model are far beyond the ref-
erence distributions. In the Atm4 and the Atm5 cases where
new particle formation rates decrease towards the end of the

Table 2. Relative errors, δX (%), of the variables at the ends of
the test case simulations using the PL+LN model compared to the
variables produced by the fixed-sectional model with 1000 size sec-
tions. The input parameter sets are shown in Table 1. N , S, and M
are the number, the surface area, and the mass concentration of the
total particle distribution, respectively. GMD and GSD are the ge-
ometric mean diameter and the geometric standard deviation of the
distribution.

Case N S M GMD GSD

Atm1 −0.001 −0.310 −0.573 +0.068 −0.193
Atm2 −0.052 −0.481 −0.838 −0.083 −0.039
Atm3 +0.173 −0.884 −1.296 −0.086 −0.505
Atm4 +0.202 −0.816 −1.518 +0.933 −1.251
Atm5 +6.957 −2.384 −7.666 −3.511 −2.879
Exh +0.007 −0.356 −0.680 +0.084 +0.011

simulation, the LN model begins to act better while the ref-
erence distribution transforms towards a log-normal shape.

The effect of the depositional losses can be seen as a de-
creased α in the Atm2 case compared to the Atm1 case. Be-
cause kdep > g, the value of α becomes negative. Comparing
the Atm3 case with the Atm2 case, it can be seen that the
coagulational losses decrease α further. In the Atm4 and the
Atm5 cases, the values of α are again increased compared to
the Atm3 case. This occurs because J (t) decreases with in-
creasing time but g remains constant, in time, and thus there
will be less small particles with increasing time. The distribu-
tion of the Exh case is mainly comparable to the Atm1 case
with the exception of higher concentration levels in the Exh
case due to higher J

g
. It can be also observed that the ratio

of the concentrations of the LN distribution and of the PL
distribution is higher in the Exh case than in the Atm1 case.
This is due to increased coagulational transfer in the Exh case
because it is calculated through the intramodal coagulation,
of which rate is proportional to N2

PL. The depositional and
coagulational losses do not have significant effect on the dis-
tribution in the Exh case because kdep� g and Nbg�N .

Figure 10 shows the relative errors of the moments (δX)
in the PL+LN model compared to the reference model,
FS1000, as a function of time, and Table 2 at the ends of the
test simulations. The highest relative errors of the total con-
centrations, N , S, and M , are usually met at the ends of the
simulated time domains, and they are less than 2 % in all the
cases, except the Atm5 case, the total number concentration
N being the most accurately conserved moment. In the Atm5
case, |δX| for the moments are 17 % at the highest. The er-
rors of this high level are caused by the reference distribution
having features that do not fit well neither with the PL dis-
tribution nor with the LN distribution. The form of the size
dependence of the condensational growth rate in the Atm5
case represents, however, one of the worst cases simulated
with the PL+LN model. For comparison, the parameters of
the Atm5 case would cause |δX| to reach the levels of 24 %
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Figure 9. Particle size distributions at the ends of the test case simulations produced by different models. The input parameter sets are shown
in Table 1. FS1000 denotes the fixed-sectional model with 1000 size sections. Note the different scales in the vertical axes on the bottom row.

when the condensational transfer is neglected, the levels of
19 % when only the PL distribution is simulated, and the lev-
els of 90 % when only the LN distribution is simulated. GMD
and GSD have |δX| of less than 0.5 % in the cases with the
constant parameters, but for the Atm4 and the Atm5 cases the
errors are higher (around ±4%). All the cases, with the ex-
ception of the Atm5 case, can be simulated with the PL distri-
bution only to achieve the levels of the relative errors as with
the PL+LN distribution, but the need of the LN distribution
in addition to the PL distribution arises with the Atm5 case.
However, visually inspecting the LN distribution is needed
in all the cases to obtain distributions that have the correct
shapes in the highest particle sizes.

The total computing time of the Atm5 case with the
PL+LN model compared to the Atm4 case is approximately
2-fold, which is mainly caused by the need of numerical inte-
gration in calculation of the condensation terms in the Atm5
case. The associated computing time, and the accuracy, can
be controlled by the number of size sections used in numer-
ical integration or by using a polynomial form for the con-
densational growth rate. Because condensation is calculated
using size sections with the FS1000 model, regardless of the
size dependency of the condensational growth rate, the to-
tal computing time increases only about 7 % when switching
from size-independent condensational growth rates to size-
dependent ones. The increase of the total computing time, in
that case, is related to additional computations to obtain the
values for the condensational growth rate itself.

4.2 Mobile aerosol chamber particle formation event

Particle size distributions obtained from the FS400, the LN,
and the PL+LN models are shown as contour plots in Fig. 11
together with the measured distributions. Comparing the
plots of the LN and the PL+LN models with the plot of the
FS400 model, it can be seen that the PL+LN model behaves
better for small diameters than the LN model. However, there
is a sharp discontinuity between the PL and the LN distribu-
tions in the PL+LN model. In this case, the discontinuity
is mainly formed due to the condensational transfer that is
separating the distributions from each other. It is also seen
that the PL+LN model is capable in vanishing the PL dis-
tribution when the aerosol ages and begins to have mainly a
LN-like form. Particle distributions 378 and 978 s after the
UV lights were switched on are also shown in Fig. 12. The
time t = 378s presents the center of the Nano-SMPS scan
where the new particle formation rate is at the highest. At the
time t = 978s, new particle formation was mostly quenched
but growth still occurred. The shapes of the distributions pro-
duced by the PL+LN model are near the reference distribu-
tions (FS400) with the exception of the gaps between the PL
and the LN distributions. The shapes of the distributions at
the largest particles produced by the LN model correspond
better with the measured distributions than at the smallest
particles. In the simulation using the FS35 model, a high
numerical diffusion that widens the distribution towards the
larger particles is seen. The distributions produced by the MC
models, MC100 and MC10, have sharp features but follow
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Figure 10. The relative errors of the moments (δX) in the test cases produced by the PL+LN model. The input parameter sets are shown in
Table 1.

Figure 11. Contour plots of particle distributions measured by the Airmodus Particle Size Magnifier (PSM), TSI Ultrafine Condensation
Particle Counter (CPC), and TSI Nano Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (Nano-SMPS) and simulated by different models in the chamber
event. The value of 0.8 was used for γ with the PL+LN model. The UV lights were switched on at time t = 0s. Note that the background
particle distribution seen in the measured data was excluded from the simulations.
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Measured

Figure 12. Particle size distributions in the chamber event 378 and 978 s after the UV lights were switched on. The top row shows the accurate
model outputs together with the measured distribution. The bottom row shows the less accurate model outputs together with the accurate
FS400 model output. The measured distributions include also the background distributions around 30 and 50 nm which were excluded from
the simulations. The abbreviations are explained in Table 3.

Figure 13. Number (N ) and mass (M) concentrations, GMD, and GSD of the nucleation mode and the relative errors of the concentrations
(δN and δM ) in the chamber event, produced by different models. The outputs of the FS400 and the MC100 models are nearly equal, and
thus they are difficult to distinguish in the figure.
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Table 3. Computational costs of different models and relative errors of number (N ) and mass (M) concentrations obtained from the time of
1663 s after the UV lights were switched on in the chamber simulation. The number of variables compared to size sections in MC models is
2-fold because the centers of the size sections need to be stored in addition to the concentrations of the sections. Relative values are calculated
using a model with (ref.) as the reference model.

Model Method Size Variables Relative Error in N Error in M
name sections computing time (%) (%)

FS35 fixed-sectional 35 35 1.0 +1.6 +79
MC10 moving-center 10 20 1.0 +18 +29
LN log-normal – 3 0.09 +17 +6.4
PL+LN combined PL and LN – 6 1.0 (ref.) +0.48 −1.2

FS400 fixed-sectional 400 400 170 0 (ref.) +3.4
MC100 moving-center 100 200 200 +0.31 0 (ref.)

Figure 14. Particle size distributions 978 s after the UV lights were
switched on, with the different values for the condensational trans-
fer factor γ using the PL+LN model compared to the FS400 model.

the distributions produced by the FS400 model. The number
of size sections in the MC10 model is obviously too low to
obtain size distributions that are near the reference distribu-
tions. The modeled distributions at the time t = 978s are not
very near the measured distribution due to the fitted functions
used for J (t) and g(t).

Table 3 presents the computational costs and the accura-
cies of the models. Computing times are reported relative
to the computing time of the PL+LN simulation, 24 s. The
PL+LN model has the best accuracy for the total number (N)
and mass (M) concentrations compared to the sectional mod-
els with approximately the same computing time (FS35 and
MC10) and to the LN model. The FS35 model is relatively
accurate in N output but suffers from high numerical diffu-
sion seen as high relative error (79 %) in M . The PL+LN
model has also low memory consumption due to a low num-
ber of variables. The LN model is, however, the most com-
putationally efficient but the relative errors are high too (up
to 17 % in N ).

The development of N , M , GMD, GSD, and the relative
errors ofN andM are shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that the
PL+LN model has nearly the same output for N as the ref-
erence models during the whole time domain. The beginning
of the overestimation of N in the LN and in the MC10 mod-
els are clearly seen at the region where the new particle for-
mation has the highest rate (t ≈ 400s). The LN model func-
tions better in M , but overestimations are encountered with
the MC10 model. In addition to the MC10 model, the FS35
model overestimates M clearly. The PL+LN model outputs
M very accurately during the whole time domain. GMD is
overestimated slightly with the FS35 and the MC10 mod-
els due to numerical diffusion, but the PL+LN and the LN
models output it accurately during the whole time domain.
The highest error in GMD produced by the PL+LN model is
the underestimation of 1.3 % compared to the FS400 model
which occurs at the time of the highest new particle forma-
tion rate. The highest deviations between the models are seen
in the development of GSD. The PL+LN model underes-
timates GSD with 3 % at the end of the time domain, but
the FS35 model overestimates it significantly and the MC10
model and the LN model underestimate it significantly. Addi-
tionally, the MC10 model suffers from uneven behavior due
to its low number of size sections. The relative errors of the
moments, δN and δM , are at the highest levels mostly at the
ends of the simulations. The models having at least the same
computational efficiency as the PL+LN model (the FS35, the
MC10, and the LN models) fail to produce N and M accu-
rately: the relative errors can be up to tens of percent. The
relative errors with the PL+LN model are below 2 % during
the whole time domain. In conclusion, the PL+LN model
has the best accuracy for the production of N ,M , GMD, and
GSD during the whole time domain compared to the other
models having at least the same computational efficiency.

Figure 14 presents the particle distribution at the time of
t = 978s using the PL+LN model with different values of
γ . It can be seen that the PL distribution in the total distri-
bution is mostly dominating when a low value for γ is used
(left pane). Conversely, using a high value of γ (right pane)
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Figure 15. Contour plots of particle distributions simulated by the PL+LN models with different values of γ in the chamber event.

Table 4. Relative errors (%) of the variables in the chamber sim-
ulation with the PL+LN model using different values for the con-
densational transfer factor γ . The errors are compared to the FS400
model, except for M that is compared to the MC100 model.

γ N M GMD GSD

0.1 −1.2 −7.8 +2.6 −5.8
0.5 +0.75 −2.7 −3.7 +3.4
0.8 +0.48 −1.2 −0.33 −2.8
0.9 +2.6 −0.43 −0.11 −6.0

produces a more LN-like form, which, at least in this case,
corresponds best with the measured distribution. However,
a gap between the PL and the LN distributions is larger in
cases of high values of γ . The sensitivity of the value of γ is
also shown in Table 4, in which the relative errors of N , M ,
GMD, and GSD are reported. It can be seen that a value near
0.8 provides the most accurate results, depending on the vari-
able of the main interest. By comparing the errors of N and
M produced by the PL+LN model with the errors produced
by different models reported in Table 3, it can be seen that
the lowest errors for N and M simultaneously are produced
by the PL+LN model regardless of the value of γ used. Con-
tour plots with different values of γ are shown in Fig. 15. By
visual inspection, it can be seen that the values 0.5 and 0.8

produce the contour plots being the closest to the measured
contour plot in Fig. 11.

5 Conclusions

The combined power law and log-normal distribution
(PL+LN) model was developed to represent a particle size
distribution in simultaneous new particle formation and
growth situation, in which log-normal distributions do not
represent the aerosol sufficiently well. The PL+LN distribu-
tion combines a power law form typical to simultaneous new
particle formation and growth situation at the initial steps
of aerosol formation with a log-normal form typical to aged
aerosols. The PL+LN model is useful in simulations involv-
ing the initial steps of aerosol formation where a sectional
representation of the size distribution causes too high com-
putational cost, such as in multidimensional simulations or
in the case of using inverse modeling to obtain the best esti-
mates for parameters used as input in the model. These pa-
rameters can be, e.g., the new particle formation rate or the
condensational growth rate that the most accurately produce
the distributions as the measured ones. The model uses six
moment variables to model the distribution, denoting lower
memory consumption compared to sectional models which
require tens or hundreds variables. The model includes si-
multaneous new particle formation, condensation, coagula-
tion, coagulational loss, and depositional loss processes.
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The PL+LN model was evaluated using theoretical test
simulations and a real-world particle formation event simu-
lation. The test cases represented particle formation events
with the parameters related to the atmosphere and to ve-
hicle exhaust. The real-world case was the simulation of a
particle formation event measurement performed in a mobile
aerosol chamber at Mäkelänkatu street canyon measurement
site in Helsinki, Finland. The evaluation was done against
highly accurate sectional models using fixed-sectional and
moving-center fixed-sectional methods. The accuracy of the
total number, surface area, and mass concentrations simu-
lated by the PL+LN model was examined: the relative er-
rors of the concentrations were lower than 2 % compared to
the highly accurate sectional models, with the exception of
a theoretical test case having size-dependent condensational
growth rate with which the relative errors were up to 17 %
due to the shape of the size distribution produced. The per-
formance of producing GMD and GSD of the total distribu-
tions using different models was also examined: the highest
relative error with the PL+LN model was 3.5 % for GMD
when size-dependent new particle formation rate was mod-
eled in a theoretical test case. The shapes of the distributions
produced by the PL+LN model were noticeably more sim-
ilar to the reference distributions than produced by a simple
log-normal distribution model.

Considering the same computing time as the PL+LN
model in the chamber event simulation, only 35 size sections
for a fixed-sectional model and 10 size sections for a moving-
center fixed-sectional model were allowed to be modeled.
With these section numbers, the results for the number and
mass concentrations, for GMD, and for GSD were not as ac-
curate as using the PL+LN model: the relative errors were up
to tens of percent. Additionally, a simple log-normal distri-
bution model seemed to output GMD relatively well in this
case, but the number concentration was overestimated and
GSD was underestimated during almost the whole time do-
main, especially at times when new particle formation and
growth occurred simultaneously.

The new particle formation rates, J (t), and the conden-
sational growth rates, g(t), used in the chamber simulation
were obtained through inverse modeling. Firstly, the PL+LN
and the LN models were used to obtain the best estimates
for J (t) and g(t) that produce the measured concentrations
the most accurately. Secondly, the time series of J (t) and
g(t) obtained using the PL+LN model were used as ini-
tial guesses in the inverse modeling with the highly accu-
rate models. Only minor differences were found in the time
series of J (t) and g(t) obtained using different models: the
PL+LN model overestimates and the LN model underesti-
mates J (t) slightly. The associated computing times using
the highly accurate sectional models are approximately 2 or-
ders of magnitude longer compared to the PL+LN model.
Therefore, the PL+LN model provides a rapid and accurate
solution to obtain input parameters, such as new particle for-
mation and condensational growth rates, from the measured
data through inverse modeling.
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Appendix A: Gaussian quadratures

The Hermite–Gauss quadrature (Steen et al., 1969) is used
in the integrals involving the LN distribution, as the density
function of the LN distribution, Eq. (8), is in the form of the
weight function of the Hermite–Gauss quadrature e−x

2
. For

example, an integral

∞∫

−∞
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dlnDp
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becomes, using the Hermite–Gauss quadrature,
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√
π
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2
p g(t,Dj ), (A2)

where Dj and wj are the abscissa and the weight for the bin
j obtained from the quadrature, and n is the degree of the
quadrature. In this article, the degree of n= 5 is used for the
LN distribution denoting that the integrals are calculated with
five diameter values. The integrals involved in the PL distri-
bution are in the form of Dαp , which is not a weight function
of any specific quadrature; therefore, a Gaussian quadrature
for this purpose was developed. For example, an integral
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becomes, using the quadrature developed here,
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2
p g(t,Dj ), (A4)

where Dj and wj are the abscissa and the weight for the bin
j obtained from the quadrature. The degree of n= 4 is used
for the PL distribution.

The degree of the quadrature developed here, n= 4, is rel-
atively low, but by using higher degrees, internal equations
in the quadrature will become more complicated, which re-
sults in increased computing time. In the cases described in
this article, the degree of 4 results in the absolute relative er-
rors of the condensation and the coagulation terms less than
10−2 compared to a very high degree numerical integration
or, when it exists, to an analytical solution, but only when
α > 0.5, in the case of the condensation terms, and when
d < 3, in the case of the coagulation terms. A drawback of
the quadrature with a low degree is that with the values of

α < 0.5 (condensation) and d > 3 (coagulation), errors in-
crease, which causes numerical problems during a simula-
tion. Therefore, the quadrature is used only with the values
of α < 0.5 (condensation) or d < 3 (coagulation), but numer-
ical integration as in Eq. (23) otherwise, or, when it exists, an
analytical solution for the condensation terms as in Eq. (22).
In numerical integration, n= 200 size sections are used for
condensation calculation, which is required to produce the
absolute relative errors less than 10−2. When calculating co-
agulation using numerical integration, n= 20 is used. How-
ever, with only 20 size sections, relative errors increase up
to 30 % when d increases towards 100 and α towards ±5.
Nevertheless, a higher degree is not used due to increasing
computing time, which is squarely proportional to the num-
ber of size sections due to double integrals in the coagula-
tion terms. Therefore, the degrees are kept low to maintain
computational efficiency. To produce the same accuracy by
using numerical integration with n size sections as by using
the quadrature with the degree of 4 for the PL distribution,
with the values of α and d where the quadrature is applica-
ble, about 1 or 2 orders of magnitude longer computing time
is consumed. The degree for the Hermite–Gauss quadrature,
n= 5, can be increased easily without encountering steep in-
creases to computing time; nevertheless, in the cases of this
article, n= 5 produces the absolute relative errors of less
than 10−4 for the condensation and the coagulation terms.

Appendix B: Processing the experimental data

The aerosol sample was measured using Airmodus PSM,
TSI Ultrafine Condensation Particle Counter (CPC), TSI
Nano-SMPS, TSI Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer (EEPS), and
Dekati Electrical Low-Pressure Impactor (ELPI+). PSM in
fixed saturator flow setting detects particles with the diame-
ters of higher than about 1.6 nm (Vanhanen et al., 2011), CPC
higher than about 3.6 nm (Mordas et al., 2008), and Nano-
SMPS from about 7 to 64 nm, with the detection efficiency
of 50 % or higher. These cut diameters, DPSM = 1.6nm,
DCPC = 3.6nm, and DNano-SMPS = 7nm, are used to com-
bine the data of PSM, CPC, and Nano-SMPS to obtain to-
tal aerosol size distributions for the diameter range of 1.6 –
64 nm with

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
measured

(B1)

=





max{NPSM−NCPC,0}
ln(DCPC/DPSM)

, DPSM ≤Dp <DCPC

max{NCPC−NNano-SMPS,0}
ln(DNano-SMPS/DCPC)

, DCPC ≤Dp <DNano-SMPS

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣
Nano-SMPS

, Dp ≥DNano-SMPS

,

where NPSM, NCPC, and NNano-SMPS are the total
number concentrations measured by the devices, and

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣
Nano-SMPS

is the particle size distribution measured
by Nano-SMPS. The maximum functions prevent the size
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distribution to become negative. Before the concentrations
were input into Eq. (B1), the concentrations output by the
devices were synced. Because particle sizes are well within
the range of high detection efficiency of all three devices
after the particle formation event, the device outputs would
be equal in that moment if the maximum detection efficien-
cies of all the devices were equal. However, because there
are differences in the maximum detection efficiencies and
the time responses of the devices, the output concentrations
were multiplied and the output time vectors were synced so
that all the time series of the concentrations are overlapping
after the event. Nano-SMPS measures diameters down to
2 nm but, due to its low accuracy for those diameters, all
Nano-SMPS data below 7 nm were neglected. EEPS and
ELPI+ having time resolutions of only 1 s were used to
ensure the stability of the aerosol distribution during a
Nano-SMPS scan lasting 150 s: no rapid changes in the
aerosol distribution were observed in the timescales shorter
than 150 s.

Initially, the aerosol in the chamber consisted of a back-
ground aerosol mode with CMD of 15 nm and the concentra-
tion of about 4000 cm−3, according to the Nano-SMPS data
shown in Fig. 11. No major changes in the distribution were
observed until the UV lights were switched on (t = 0s). Af-
ter switching the UV lights on, a nucleation mode begins to
form, which is seen as the appearance of new particles at
small particle diameters. It can be also seen that small parti-
cles exist though the growth process proceeds, which implies
continuing new particle formation. The total distributions

were altered from a power law shape towards a log-normal
shape. After about 500 s, particle concentration finished in-
creasing (Fig. 5), which occurs because the gaseous precur-
sors initiating new particle formation began to expire. The
decreasing trend of particle number concentration after 500 s
was accounted by coagulation and deposition. The particles
of the nucleation mode and of the background mode grew
to about 25 nm and to about 60 nm during the event, respec-
tively. The total number, surface area, and mass concentra-
tions of the measured nucleation mode were calculated from
the total measured size distributions, Eq. (B1), subtracted by
log-normal distributions fitted to the background aerosol, as-
suming spherical particles with the density of 1.4 gcm−3.
GMD and GSD of the measurement data were calculated also
from the nucleation mode size distribution, using Eqs. (47)
and (48), although the accuracy of the measured distribution
for the diameters below the Nano-SMPS measurement range
is poor.
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Abstract. The homogeneous sulfuric acid–water nucleation
rate in conditions related to vehicle exhaust was measured
and modeled. The measurements were performed by evap-
orating sulfuric acid and water liquids and by diluting and
cooling the sample vapor with a sampling system mimick-
ing the dilution process occurring in a real-world driving
situation. The nucleation rate inside the measurement sys-
tem was modeled inversely using CFD (computational fluid
dynamics) and the aerosol dynamics code, CFD-TUTMAM
(Tampere University of Technology Modal Aerosol Model
for CFD). The nucleation exponents for the concentrations of
sulfuric acid and water and for the saturation vapor pressure
of sulfuric acid were found to be 1.9± 0.1, 0.50± 0.05, and
0.75±0.05, respectively. These exponents can be used to ex-
amine the nucleation mechanisms occurring in exhaust from
different combustion sources (internal combustion engines,
power plant boilers, etc.) or in the atmosphere. Additionally,
the nucleation rate can be expressed with the exponents as a
function of the concentrations of sulfuric acid and water and
of temperature. The obtained function can be used as a start-
ing point for inverse modeling studies of more complex nu-
cleation mechanisms involving extra compounds in addition
to sulfuric acid and water. More complex nucleation mech-
anisms, such as those involving hydrocarbons, are observed
with real vehicle exhaust and are also supported by the re-
sults obtained in this study. Furthermore, the function can be
used to improve air quality models by using it to model the
effect of sulfuric acid-emitting traffic and power generation
on the particle concentration in urban air.

1 Introduction

Airborne particles are related to adverse health effects
(Dockery et al., 1993; Pope et al., 2002; Beelen et al., 2014;
Lelieveld et al., 2015) and various effects on climate (Ar-
neth et al., 2009; Boucher et al., 2013). In particular, adverse
health effects are caused by the exposure to vehicle emis-
sions which increase ultrafine particle concentration in urban
air (Virtanen et al., 2006; Johansson et al., 2007; Pey et al.,
2009) in the size range with high probability of lung deposi-
tion (Alföldy et al., 2009; Rissler et al., 2012).

Vehicles equipped with internal combustion engines gen-
erate nonvolatile particles (Rönkkö et al., 2007, 2014; Sgro
et al., 2008; Maricq et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2017); however,
volatile particles are also formed after the combustion pro-
cess during exhaust cooling (Kittelson, 1998; Lähde et al.,
2009), i.e., when the exhaust is released from the tailpipe.
Thus, volatile particles are formed through the nucleation
process; hence, they are called nucleation mode particles
here.

An important characteristic of fine particles is the particle
size distribution, as it determines the behavior of particles
in the atmosphere and particle deposition to the respiratory
system. Modeling studies provide information on the forma-
tion and evolution of exhaust-originated particles in the at-
mosphere (Jacobson et al., 2005; Stevens et al., 2012). To
model the number concentration and the particle size of the
nucleation mode, the governing nucleation rate needs to be
known.

The detailed nucleation mechanism controlling particle
formation in cooling and diluting vehicle exhaust is cur-
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rently unknown (Keskinen and Rönkkö, 2010). The nucle-
ation mode particles contain at least water, sulfuric acid
(H2SO4), and hydrocarbons (Kittelson, 1998; Tobias et al.,
2001; Sakurai et al., 2003; Schneider et al., 2005). There-
fore, it is likely that these compounds are involved in the nu-
cleation process, but, on the other hand, some of them can
end up in the nucleation mode through the initial growth
of the newly formed clusters. The most promising candi-
date for the main nucleating component in the particle for-
mation process occurring in diesel exhaust is H2SO4, as it
has been shown that the H2SO4 vapor concentration in ve-
hicle exhaust (Rönkkö et al., 2013; Karjalainen et al., 2014),
fuel sulfur content (Maricq et al., 2002; Vogt et al., 2003;
Vaaraslahti et al., 2005; Kittelson et al., 2008), lubricating
oil sulfur content (Vaaraslahti et al., 2005; Kittelson et al.,
2008), and the exhaust after-treatment system (Maricq et al.,
2002; Vogt et al., 2003) correlate with nucleation mode num-
ber concentration, at least in the cases when the test vehicle
has been equipped with an oxidative exhaust after-treatment
system. The sulfur contents of fuel and lubricating oil are
connected to the H2SO4 vapor concentration in the exhaust
because the combustion of sulfur-containing compounds pro-
duces sulfur dioxide (SO2) that is further oxidized to sulfur
trioxide (SO3) in an oxidative exhaust after-treatment sys-
tem (Kittelson et al., 2008), and SO3 finally produces H2SO4
when coming into contact with water (H2O) vapor (Boulaud
et al., 1977).

Particle formation due to H2SO4 in real vehicle exhaust
plumes and in laboratory sampling systems has been pre-
viously simulated by several authors (Uhrner et al., 2007;
Lemmetty et al., 2008; Albriet et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011;
Arnold et al., 2012; Li and Huang, 2012; Wang and Zhang,
2012; Huang et al., 2014), but all of them have modeled nu-
cleation as binary homogeneous nucleation (BHN) of H2SO4
and water. Other possible nucleation mechanisms include
activation-type (Kulmala et al., 2006), barrierless kinetic
(McMurry and Friedlander, 1979), hydrocarbon-involving
(Vaaraslahti et al., 2004; Paasonen et al., 2010), ternary
H2SO4–H2O–ammonia (Meyer and Ristovski, 2007), and
ion-induced nucleation (Raes et al., 1986) mechanisms. The
choice of binary homogeneous H2SO4–H2O nucleation in
studies involving vehicle exhaust is mainly made because it
has been the only nucleation mechanism for which an ex-
plicitly defined formula for the nucleation rate (J ) can be
presented (Keskinen and Rönkkö, 2010). An explicit defini-
tion is required when the nucleation rate in cooling exhaust
is modeled, as the nucleation rate has a steep temperature
dependency, according to theory (Hale, 2005) and experi-
ments (Wölk and Strey, 2001). The nucleation rate of BHN
is derived from classical thermodynamics; thus, the theory
is called the classical nucleation theory (CNT). The nucle-
ation rate according to the CNT is explicitly defined as a
function of H2SO4 and H2O vapor concentrations ([H2SO4]
and [H2O]) and temperature (T ). The derivation of the CNT
contains, however, a lot of assumptions, and it is thus quite

uncertain (Vehkamäki and Riipinen, 2012). The largest un-
certainty rises from the capillarity approximation; i.e., the
physical properties of small newly formed critical clusters
can be expressed as the properties of bulk liquid (Wyslouzil
and Wölk, 2016). Comparing experimental and theoretical
nucleation rates, the CNT underestimates the temperature de-
pendency (Hung et al., 1989) and overestimates the sensitiv-
ity of J to [H2SO4] (Weber et al., 1996; Olin et al., 2014).
These discrepancies entail that theoretically derived nucle-
ation rates need to be corrected with a factor, ranging in sev-
eral orders of magnitude, to agree with experimental nucle-
ation rates.

Conversely, the nucleation rates of the other nucleation
mechanisms are typically modeled as (Zhang et al., 2012)

J = k[H2SO4]
n, (1)

where k is an experimentally derived coefficient and n

is the nucleation exponent presenting the sensitivity of
J to [H2SO4]. According to the first nucleation theorem
(Kashchiev, 1982), n is also connected to the number of
molecules in a critical cluster; however, due to assump-
tions included in the theorem, n is not exactly the num-
ber of molecules in a critical cluster in realistic conditions
(Kupiainen-Määttä et al., 2014). The value for k is typically
a constant that includes the effect of T and [H2O], i.e., rel-
ative humidity (RH; Sihto et al., 2009; Stevens and Pierce,
2014). A constant coefficient can be a satisfactory approxi-
mation in atmospheric nucleation experiments, where T and
RH nearly remain constants. However, T and RH in cool-
ing and diluting exhaust are highly variable; thus, a constant
coefficient cannot be used. The nucleation exponents, n, for
H2SO4 obtained from the atmospheric nucleation measure-
ments (Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007) and from the
atmospherically relevant laboratory experiments (Brus et al.,
2011; Riccobono et al., 2014) usually lie between 1 and 2;
these are much lower than the theoretical exponents (n&5,
Vehkamäki et al., 2003).

The first step in examining nucleation mechanisms, other
than the CNT, in vehicle exhaust using experimental data was
performed by Vouitsis et al. (2005). They concluded that nu-
cleation mechanisms with n= 2, including the barrierless ki-
netic nucleation mechanism, can predict nucleation rates in
vehicle exhaust. Later, Olin et al. (2015) and Pirjola et al.
(2015) focused on obtaining nucleation rates inversely; i.e.,
an initial function for J acts as an input to the model and is
altered until the simulated particle concentration and distri-
bution correspond with the measured ones. These modeling
studies are based on the experiments (Vouitsis et al., 2005;
Arnold et al., 2012; Rönkkö et al., 2013) where the exhaust
of a diesel engine was sampled using a laboratory setup con-
taining an engine dynamometer and a diluting sampling sys-
tem (Ntziachristos et al., 2004).

Inverse modeling is a preferable method in obtaining nu-
cleation rates in a diluting domain over the method based
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on calculating J by dividing the measured number concen-
tration with an estimated volume of a nucleation region be-
cause the volume of a nucleation region also depends on n.
In the case of inverse modeling, there is no need to estimate
the nucleation region because the model simulates J at every
time step, in a model using temporal coordinates, or in every
computational cell, in a model using spatial coordinates. Pir-
jola et al. (2015) modeled the dilution system with an aerosol
dynamics model using temporal coordinates and concluded
that hydrocarbons could be involved in the nucleation mech-
anism, and n lies between 1 and 2. However, because particle
formation in diluting vehicle exhaust involves strong gradi-
ents in temperature and the concentrations of the compounds
involved, information in spatial dimensions is also required
to fully understand the particle formation process. For this
reason, Olin et al. (2015) simulated aerosol dynamics using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and concluded that n is
0.25 or 1, depending on whether solid particles acting as an
condensation sink for sulfuric acid are emitted or not, respec-
tively. These values are very low compared to other studies
and to the first nucleation theorem that restricts n to at least 1.
Values below unity imply that there can be other compounds
involved in the nucleation mechanism in addition to H2SO4.

Ammonia (NH3) involved in H2SO4–H2O nucleation
(ternary H2SO4–H2O–NH3 nucleation) has a notable effect
if the H2SO4 concentration is low and the NH3 concentra-
tion is high (Lemmetty et al., 2007; Kirkby et al., 2011). The
H2SO4 concentration in the atmosphere is low enough for
the effect of NH3 to be relevant (Kirkby et al., 2011), but in
vehicle exhaust, higher H2SO4 concentrations make the ef-
fect of NH3 probably negligible. However, more recent vehi-
cles are equipped with the selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
system which decreases nitrogen oxide emissions but, on the
other hand, increases NH3 emissions. Therefore, NH3 can be
involved in the nucleation process occurring in vehicle ex-
haust of vehicles equipped with the SCR system (Lemmetty
et al., 2007). The SCR system was not included in the ex-
periments of Arnold et al. (2012) and Rönkkö et al. (2013)
mentioned earlier; thus, other compounds involved in the nu-
cleation process in those experiments are more likely to be
hydrocarbons than NH3.

In this paper, an improved aerosol dynamics model,
CFD-TUTMAM (Tampere University of Technology Modal
Aerosol Model for CFD), based on our previous model,
CFD-TUTEAM (Tampere University of Technology Exhaust
Aerosol Model for CFD), which is described in Olin et al.
(2015), is presented. The main improvement in the model
is its capability to model the initial growth of the newly
formed clusters modally using our novel representation of the
particle size distribution, the PL+LN (combined power law
and log-normal distribution) model described in Olin et al.
(2016).

Laboratory experiments designed for nucleation rate mod-
eling purposes are presented in which the examination of
the nucleation rate was aimed towards pure H2SO4–H2O

nucleation instead of nucleation associated with some un-
known compounds existing in real vehicle exhaust. Although
the pure binary nucleation seems not to be the principal
nucleation mechanism in real exhaust (Saito et al., 2002;
Vaaraslahti et al., 2004; Meyer and Ristovski, 2007; Pirjola
et al., 2015), neglecting the unknown compounds is reason-
able at this stage of nucleation studies because the knowledge
of the nucleation mechanism of the pure binary nucleation
is still at a very low level, and it should be examined more
to better understand the nucleation process in real exhaust.
Adding only one additional compound to nucleation exper-
iments would cause one additional dimension to the mea-
surement matrix of all changeable parameters considered and
would thus increase the complexity of the experiments. Sim-
ilarly, adding the concentration of an additional compound
to inverse modeling, the complexity and the computational
cost of the simulations would increase significantly. There-
fore, it is reasonable to begin the inverse modeling studies
using only the pure binary nucleation mechanism. Addition-
ally, although there are studies suggesting that other com-
pounds are involved in the nucleation process in real vehicle
exhaust, it has not yet been directly shown that the nucleation
rate would be lower or higher with the absence of those com-
pounds. Comparing the experiments with pure H2SO4–H2O
nucleation to the experiments with real exhaust can provide
information on that.

The pure H2SO4–H2O nucleation was generated by evapo-
rating H2SO4 and H2O liquids and using the dilution system
that mimics a real-world dilution process of a driving vehicle
(Ntziachristos et al., 2004). A similar principle of generating
H2SO4 by evaporating it from a saturator has been used in
the study of Neitola et al. (2015), where the concentrations
of H2SO4 and H2O and temperatures were kept in an atmo-
spherically relevant range. In this study, they were kept in a
vehicle exhaust-relevant range; thus, the output is an explic-
itly defined formula for the H2SO4–H2O nucleation rate in
exhaust-related conditions. The formula is in the form of

J ([H2SO4], [H2O],T )= k
[H2SO4]

nsa[H2O]nw

psa◦(T )msa
, (2)

which is based on the formula hypothesized by Olin et al.
(2015), but with an additional exponent msa for the satura-
tion vapor pressure of sulfuric acid (psa

◦) to also take tem-
perature into account. In Eq. (2), nsa and nw represent the
nucleation exponents for [H2SO4] and [H2O], respectively.
The exponents may also depend on the concentration levels,
but due to the unknown dependency, only constant values are
considered in this study.

The formulation obtained from this study helps in finding
the nucleation mechanisms occurring in real vehicle exhaust
or in the atmosphere. Similarly, it can be used to examine
particle formation in coal-fired power plant exhaust, which is
also known to contain H2SO4 (Stevens et al., 2012). For ex-
ample, the values of the nucleation exponents obtained in this
study can provide information on the nucleation mechanisms
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Figure 1. The experimental setup used to generate artificial exhaust
and sample it with a diluting sampling system. The top part of the
figure represents the artificial raw exhaust generation, which con-
tains mixing and heating H2SO4 and H2O vapors evaporated from
liquids. The bottom part of the figure represents the raw exhaust
sampling system, which consists of a porous tube diluter (PTD), an
aging chamber, and an ejector diluter. The computational domain of
the CFD simulation is also shown in the figure.

because the values differ with respect to different nucleation
mechanisms. Another use of the formulation is in improving
air quality models by using it to model the effect of sulfu-
ric acid-emitting traffic and power generation on the particle
concentration in urban air.

2 Laboratory experiments

Laboratory experiments were designed to enable the exam-
ination of the effects of three parameters ([H2SO4], [H2O],
and T ) on the H2SO4–H2O nucleation rate. The experimen-
tal setup is presented in Fig. 1.

2.1 Artificial raw exhaust generation

The artificial raw exhaust sample was generated (the top part
of Fig. 1) by evaporating 98 % H2SO4 liquid and deionized

Milli-Q water. H2SO4 was held in a PTFE container, and wa-
ter was held in a glass bottle. The liquids were heated to tem-
peratures Tsa and 43 ◦C, respectively, which determine the
concentrations in the gas phase theoretically through the sat-
uration vapor pressure. Dry and filtered compressed air was
flown through the evaporators and mixed before heating to
350 ◦C; 2.7 % of carbon dioxide (CO2) was also mixed with
a sample to act as a tracer to determine the dilution ratio of
the diluters. CO2 was selected because it has no effect on
the particle formation process and because it exists in real
exhaust as well.

The computational domain in the CFD simulation shown
in the bottom part of Fig. 1 begins before the sample en-
ters the porous tube diluter (PTD); thus, the concentrations
of H2SO4 and H2O, temperature, pressure (p), and flow rate
need to be known at that point due to the requirement of the
boundary conditions in the CFD simulation. T and p were
measured at that point, [H2O] was calculated from the mea-
sured RH, and the flow rate was calculated from the dilution
ratio of the PTD with the aid of measured CO2 concentra-
tions.

The temperature of the raw sample was 243 ◦C and the
mole fraction of H2O (xw) was 0.036, on average. The tem-
perature before the PTD was lower than the heater tem-
perature, 350 ◦C, because the sample cooled in the sam-
pling lines, but the temperature of 243 ◦C corresponds
well with the temperature of real exhaust when released
from the tailpipe. In NTP (normal temperature and pres-
sure) conditions, xw = 0.036 corresponds with [H2O] =
9.0×1017 cm−3. The mole fractions in real diesel or gasoline
exhaust range between 0.06 and 0.14, but the values higher
than 0.036 with this experimental setup were not used be-
cause a more humid sample caused the water vapor to con-
dense as liquid water in the sampling lines.

The temperature of the H2SO4 evaporator, Tsa, was var-
ied between 85 and 164.5 ◦C which correspond with the
mole fractions (xsa) between 2.2× 10−7 and 1.1× 10−5 in
the raw sample. In NTP conditions, this range corresponds
with the [H2SO4] values between 5.7×1012 cm−3 and 2.8×
1014 cm−3. These concentrations are higher than concen-
trations in real vehicle exhaust (typically between 108 and
1014 cm−3) because particle formation was not observed with
the concentrations below 5.7× 1012 cm−3. However, with
real vehicle exhaust, in the same sampling system used here,
particle formation has been observed even with the concen-
tration of 2.5×109 cm−3 (Arnold et al., 2012), indicating that
other compounds are involved in the nucleation process.

The determination of [H2SO4] in the raw sample in our
experiment was not straightforward due to the uncertain-
ties involved in the measurement of [H2SO4]. The de-
tailed information on measuring it, using a nitrate-ion-based
(NO−3 -based) chemical ionization atmospheric pressure in-
terface time-of-flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF; Joki-
nen et al., 2012) and ion chromatography (IC; Sulonen et al.,
2015), is described in the Supplement. Estimating [H2SO4]
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theoretically through the saturation vapor pressure in the
temperature of Tsa provides some information on the depen-
dency of [H2SO4] on Tsa in the raw sample. However, the
absolute concentrations cannot be satisfactorily estimated,
firstly because diffusional losses of H2SO4 onto the sam-
pling lines between the H2SO4 evaporator and the PTD are
high and uncertain and secondly because measuring H2SO4
is generally a challenging task due to high diffusional losses
onto the walls of the sampling lines between the measure-
ment point and the measurement device. High diffusional
losses are caused by a high diffusion coefficient of H2SO4.
Additionally, a low flow rate from the H2SO4 evaporator
(0.5 slpm) increases the diffusional losses before the mea-
surement point. The diffusional losses before the measure-
ment point, according to the equations reported by Gormley
and Kennedy (1948) and to the humidity-dependent diffusion
coefficient of H2SO4 reported by Hanson and Eisele (2000),
are 98 % if the walls of the sampling lines are assumed to
be fully condensing. However, some parts in the sampling
lines have high concentrations of H2SO4 with high tempera-
tures, especially with high Tsa values. Therefore, these lines
are probably partially saturated with H2SO4, which can act
to prevent H2SO4 condensation onto the walls. Thus, the ac-
tual diffusional losses are estimated to be between 0 % and
98 %, and they can also depend on Tsa and on the saturation
status of the sampling lines during a previous measurement
point. In conclusion, the determination of [H2SO4] in the raw
sample was done through inverse modeling using measured
particle diameter information (see Sect. 4.5). The output of
the concentrations from inverse modeling denotes the diffu-
sional losses of 43 %–95 % depending on Tsa.

2.2 Raw exhaust sampling system

The sampling system used to dilute and cool the raw exhaust,
presented in the bottom part of Fig. 1, was a modified partial
flow sampling system (Ntziachristos et al., 2004) mimicking
the dilution process occurring in a real-world driving situa-
tion. It consists of a PTD, an aging chamber, and an ejector
diluter. The PTD dilutes and cools the sample rapidly, which
leads to new particle formation. The aging chamber is used
to grow the newly formed particles to detectable sizes and to
continue the nucleation process. The ejector diluter is used to
stop the particle formation and growth processes and to ob-
tain the conditions of the sample required for measurement
devices.

Dilution air used with the PTD and the ejector diluter
was filtered compressed air. The ejector diluter used only
dry (RH≈ 3.6%) and unheated (T ≈ 20 ◦C) dilution air, but
the dilution air for the PTD was humidified (RHPTD = 2 %–
100 %) and heated (TPTD = 27.5–70 ◦C). Humidifying the
dilution air of the PTD was done by directing the compressed
air flow through a container filled with deionized Milli-Q wa-
ter. RHPTD and TPTD are the variable parameters used in ex-
amining the effect of [H2O] and T on J , which represent

the conditions of the outdoor air acting in a dilution process
in a real-world driving situation. The range of TPTD repre-
sents higher temperatures compared to the temperature of the
outdoor air, but lower temperatures were not used because
27.5 ◦C was the coldest temperature available with the labo-
ratory setup with no cooling device.

In this experiment, the residence time in the aging cham-
ber was made adjustable by a movable sampling probe inside
the aging chamber. The sampling probe was connected to the
ejector diluter with a flexible Tygon hose. The residence time
from before the PTD to after the ejector diluter was altered
within a range of 1.4–2.8 s. Using a movable probe to alter
the residence time has only a minor effect on the flow and
temperature fields compared to altering the residence time
with changing the flow rate in the aging chamber. Maintain-
ing constant flow and temperature fields when studying the
effect of the residence time is important because variable
fields would alter the turbulence level and temperatures in
the aging chamber, both having effects on the measured par-
ticle concentration and thus causing difficulties in separating
the effect of the residence time from the effect of turbulence
or temperature on measured particle concentrations.

The dilution ratio of the PTD was controlled by the ex-
cess flow rate after the aging chamber and calculated by the
measured [CO2] before the PTD and after the aging chamber.
The dilution ratio was kept at around 20 in all measurements.
The dilution ratio of the ejector diluter was controlled by the
pressure of the dilution air used with the diluter and calcu-
lated also using CO2 measurements. The calculated dilution
ratio was around 10. Because the dilution ratios varied be-
tween different measurement points, all the aerosol results
are multiplied by the total dilution ratio, thus making the re-
sults comparable.

2.3 Particle measurement

Particle number concentration and size distribution were
measured after the ejector diluter using Airmodus PSM
A11 (Airmodus Particle Size Magnifier A10 using Airmodus
Condensation Particle Counter A20 as the particle counter),
TSI CPC 3775 (Ultrafine Condensation Particle Counter),
and TSI Nano-SMPS (Nano Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
using TSI CPC 3776 as the particle counter). The PSM and
the CPC 3775 measure the particle number concentration
(NPSM andNCPC) by counting particles with diameters larger
than ∼ 1.15 nm (PSM) or ∼ 2.15 nm (CPC 3775). The D50-
cut size (the particle diameter having the detection efficiency
of 50 %) of the PSM can be altered by adjusting its saturator
flow rate within the diameter range of 1.3–3.1 nm. Addition-
ally, the CPC 3775 has the D50-cut size of 4.0 nm, and the
CPC 3776 has the D50-cut size of 3.4 nm. The detection ef-
ficiency curves of the particle counters used are presented in
Fig. 2. The Nano-SMPS measured, with the settings used in
this experiment, the particle size distribution within the di-
ameter range of 2–65 nm; however, particles with diameters
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Figure 2. The detection efficiencies of the PSM, with five different
saturator flow rates used in this experiment, and of the condensa-
tion particle counters (CPCs). The curves are exponential fittings
based on the detection efficiencies reported by the manufacturers of
the devices, excluding the CPC 3776 curve, which is based on the
efficiency measured by Mordas et al. (2008).

smaller than ∼ 6 nm are weakly detectable due to very low
charging efficiency of the radioactive charger, low detection
efficiency of the particle counter, and high diffusional losses
inside the device for very small particles. Nevertheless, using
the data from the different saturator flow rates of the PSM to-
gether with the data from the CPC 3775, information on the
particle size distribution around the range of 1.15–6 nm is
also obtained.

Due to particle number concentrations that are too high for
the PSM, aerosol measured with the PSM and the CPC 3775
was diluted with a bridge diluter. It dilutes the concentration
of larger particles (Dp > 10nm) with the ratio of 250, but the
dilution ratio increases with decreasing particle size due to
diffusional losses to the ratio of 1200 (Dp = 1.15nm) finally.
The dilution ratio was measured with aerosol samples with
the count median diameters (CMDs) of 2–25 nm. The ratio
of the sampling line length and the flow rate of the bridge
diluter, a partially unknown variable, used in the diffusional
losses function reported by Gormley and Kennedy (1948),
was fitted to correspond with the dilution ratio measurement
results; the obtained dilution ratios are presented in Fig. 3.

2.4 Measurement sets

By varying [H2SO4] of the artificial raw exhaust sample and
[H2O] and T of the dilution air separately and measuring the
aerosol formed in the sampling system, the effects of the pa-
rameters on J can be examined. The effects of the parameters
are included in Eq. (2) simply, with the exponents nsa, nw,
and msa. To obtain these three yet unknown values, at least
three parameters were required to be varied in the experi-
ments. Nevertheless, a fourth parameter, the residence time,

Figure 3. The dilution ratio of the bridge diluter with different par-
ticle diameters.

was also varied to provide some validation for the obtained
exponents. [H2O] and T of the dilution air were varied sim-
ply by humidifying and heating the dilution air flowing to the
PTD and measuring RH and T from the dilution air. Varying
[H2SO4] of the raw sample was done by varying Tsa, and the
values for [H2SO4] in the raw sample were obtained through
inverse modeling.

The varied conditions of the measurements are presented
in Table 1, where all the measurement points are divided ac-
cording to the main outputs (nsa, nw, msa, and ∂J/∂t) that
measurement sets were designed to provide. Examining the
effect of temperature (msa) was performed with the measure-
ments of two types: varying TPTD while keeping RHPTD as
a constant (set 3a) and varying TPTD while keeping the mole
fraction of H2O in the dilution air of the PTD (xw,PTD) as a
constant (set 3b). The time dependence of the nucleation rate
(∂J/∂t) or, in the other words, the diminishment rate of J in
a diluting sampling system, is mainly the product of the ex-
ponents nsa andmsa in the following way: [H2SO4] decreases
steeply due to dilution, losses to walls, and condensation to
particles, resulting in diminishing J with the power of nsa; si-
multaneously, T decreases due to dilution and cooling of the
sampling lines, resulting in strengthening J with the power
ofmsa. Examining the diminishment rate provides validation
for the relation of nsa andmsa obtained from the simulations.
We waited 2–40 min for the particle size distributions to sta-
bilize after the conditions were changed between the mea-
surement points. When the particle formation process was
satisfactorily stabilized, measurement data for each measure-
ment point were recorded for 5–40 min, depending on the
stability of the particle generation.
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Table 1. The varied conditions of the measurement points.

Set Main output Tsa (◦C) TPTD (◦C) xw,PTD (10−3) RHPTD (%) Residence time (s)

1 nsa 85–164.5 27.5 7.7 22 2.8
2 nw 150 30 0.7–42 2–100 2.8
3a msa 150 30–70 9–65 22 2.8
3b msa 150 30–70 44 22–100 2.8
4 ∂J/∂t 135.5–164.5 27.5 7.7 22 1.4–2.8

3 Experimental results

Figure 4 represents examples of particle size distributions
measured with different H2SO4 evaporator temperatures, Tsa.
The PSM+CPC data are calculated using the number con-
centrations measured with different saturator flow rates of
the PSM and with the CPC 3775, i.e., with different D50-cut
sizes. To properly compare the data measured with different
dilution ratios and sampling line lengths, the comparison re-
quires backwards-corrected data; i.e., all data in the figure are
corrected with the dilution ratio of the bridge diluter and with
the diffusional losses caused by the sampling lines between
the ejector diluter and the measurement devices. However,
correcting the distributions backwards from the measured
data to the distributions after the ejector diluter is not sim-
ple because it requires the shapes of the distributions within
the whole diameter range to be known. The data of the PSM
and the CPC 3775 cannot always provide real size distribu-
tions because the cumulative nature of the method using par-
ticle counters as the size distribution measurement can suffer
from noise in the measured concentration. For example, the
PSM+CPC data with Tsa = 157.2 ◦C shown in Fig. 4 imply
that the concentration could increase with decreasing particle
size, but the placing of the data points can be caused by the
noise in the measured concentrations. On the other hand, the
data imply that there are no particles smaller than ∼ 2.5 nm
in diameter, but the data of the smaller particles can be in-
visible due to the noise in the measured concentrations (see
the Supplement for the detailed uncertainty estimation of the
size distributions). Hence, the unknown concentration of the
particles smaller than∼ 2.5 nm in diameter can have a signif-
icant effect on the total number concentration after the ejec-
tor diluter calculated from the measured data because these
particles play the major role in the effect of the diffusional
losses in the sampling lines and in the bridge diluter. Due
to these uncertainties, the backwards-corrected data (denot-
ing the distributions right after the ejector diluter) are not
used when comparing the measured results with the simu-
lated results later in this paper. Nevertheless, the backwards-
corrected data are used when presenting the distributions
from all the aerosol devices together because the distribu-
tions cannot be presented without correcting them backwards
due to different particle losses in the sampling lines of the
different devices.

Figure 4. Examples of particle size distributions after the ejector
diluter, measured with different H2SO4 evaporator temperatures in
measurement set 1. The data are corrected with the dilution ratio
of the bridge diluter and with the diffusional losses in the sampling
lines after the ejector diluter. The concentrations are multiplied by
the total dilution ratio of the sampling system. See the Supplement
for error bars.

It can be observed that, though the Nano-SMPS data are
in a nearly log-normal form, there are also size distributions
in the PSM+CPC diameter range. Particles generated with
lower Tsa are lower in concentration and smaller than ones
with higher Tsa; also a higher fraction of particles are in the
PSM+CPC diameter range with lower Tsa. The smaller diam-
eter edges of the log-normal size distributions measured by
the Nano-SMPS do not connect with the distributions mea-
sured by the PSM and the CPC 3775 due to the weak de-
tection efficiency of very small particles by the Nano-SMPS.
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Thus, the smaller diameter edges of the measured log-normal
size distributions are not accurate. Similar disagreements of
the data from these devices have also been observed else-
where, both in exhaust-related (Alanen et al., 2015; Rönkkö
et al., 2017) and in atmospherically related studies (Kulmala
et al., 2013). By examining the combination of the size dis-
tributions measured by the PSM and the CPC 3775 and the
size distributions measured by the Nano-SMPS, the real size
distributions are not in a log-normal form. The detailed un-
certainty estimation of the measured distributions and discus-
sion on this disagreement can be found in the Supplement.

The particle number concentrations measured with the
highest saturator flow rate of the PSM (NPSM), i.e., the par-
ticles with diameters larger than ∼ 1.3 nm, and the diame-
ters with the average mass (Dm) of measurement set 1 are
presented in Fig. 5. Dm values are calculated using the size
distributions measured with the combination of the PSM, the
CPC 3775, and the Nano-SMPS, which are corrected with
the diffusional losses in the sampling lines. Fig. 5 consists
of data measured on two different days. It can be observed
thatNPSM increases steeply with increasing [H2SO4]raw with
lower [H2SO4]raw values, but the steepness decreases with an
increasing [H2SO4]raw due to an increasing self-coagulation
rate. With lower [H2SO4]raw values, the slope of NPSM ver-
sus [H2SO4]raw in a log–log scale,

nNPSM vs. [H2SO4]raw =
∂ lnNPSM

∂ ln [H2SO4]raw
, (3)

is approximately 10 but decreases to approximately 0.4 with
decreasing [H2SO4]raw. The slope of J versus [H2SO4] is,
by the definition of J (Eq. 2),

nJ vs. [H2SO4] =
∂ lnJ

∂ ln [H2SO4]
= nsa, (4)

which is also the nucleation exponent for [H2SO4]. The slope
nNPSM vs. [H2SO4]raw can provide a rough estimate of the slope
nsa, but due to the other aerosol processes, especially co-
agulation, having effects on the particle concentrations, the
estimated slope can differ a lot from the real nsa in the nu-
cleation rate function. The slope at higher [H2SO4]raw val-
ues is usually decreased due to coagulation, and the slope at
lower [H2SO4]raw values can be increased due to decreased
particle detection efficiency of smaller particles. Therefore,
nsa is expected to be within the range of 0.4–10. Addition-
ally, the estimated slope can also differ from nsa because
nNPSM vs. [H2SO4]raw is based on [H2SO4] in the raw sam-
ple rather than the value of [H2SO4] in a specific location:
[H2SO4] decreases from the concentration in the raw sample
by several orders of magnitude during the dilution process.

The effect of humidity on the particle concentration (set
2) is shown in Fig. 6. The slope of NPSM versus RHPTD in a
log–log scale,

nNPSM vs.RHPTD =
∂ lnNPSM

∂ ln RHPTD
, (5)

Figure 5. The measured number concentrations of the particles
larger than ∼ 1.3 nm and the diameters with the average mass of
measurement set 1 as a function of the simulated H2SO4 concen-
tration in the raw sample. The particle number concentrations are
multiplied by the total dilution ratio of the sampling system. The
error bars for these values are shown later, in Fig. 13. The H2SO4
concentrations are presented as the concentrations in NTP (normal
temperature and pressure) conditions rather than in a hot raw sam-
ple.

is roughly between 0.1 and 0.2. The slope nNPSM vs. RHPTD

nearly equals the slope of NPSM versus [H2O]PTD
(nNPSM vs. [H2O]PTD) because TPTD is nearly a constant. The
slope nNPSM vs. [H2O]PTD corresponds with the slope nw, with
the same uncertainties as those involved with the slopes
nNPSM vs. [H2SO4]raw and nsa. Nevertheless, the effect of de-
creased particle detection is not involved because, in this
case, particle size has only a weak dependency on RHPTD.
Additional uncertainty in estimating nw arises from the ori-
gin of H2O vapor in the system, which is both the dilution air
and the raw sample. Because [H2O] in the raw sample was
kept constant, it has a higher effect on the total [H2O] with
lower values of RHPTD; thus, the estimated nw is lower than
the real nw in the nucleation rate function.

The effect of TPTD can be observed in Figs. 6 and 7. Lower
temperatures result in higher concentrations of NPSM. How-
ever, the examination is problematic because keeping RHPTD
as a constant while increasing TPTD (set 3a) increases [H2O],
which results in lowerNPSM with lower temperatures. There-
fore, keeping xw,PTD as a constant (set 3b) is better for ex-
amining msa. One of the measurements with TPTD = 50 ◦C
is, however, a significant outlier in set 3b. Estimating the ex-
ponent msa from the slope in Fig. 7 is not straightforward
because temperature is also included in the concentrations
with exponents that are still unknown.
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Figure 6. The measured number concentrations of the particles
larger than ∼ 1.3 nm of measurement set 2 as a function of the RH
of the PTD dilution air. The concentrations are multiplied by the to-
tal dilution ratio of the sampling system. The error bars representing
the standard uncertainties of the measured concentrations are within
the marker sizes.

Figure 7. The measured number concentrations of the particles
larger than ∼ 1.3 nm of measurement set 3 as a function of the T
of the PTD dilution air. The concentrations are multiplied by the to-
tal dilution ratio of the sampling system. The error bars representing
the standard uncertainties of the measured concentrations are within
the marker sizes.

The effect of the residence time on the particle concentra-
tions is presented in Table 2. With Tsa = 135.5 ◦C, the ratio
of N with the residence times of 1.4 s and with the residence
time of 2.8 s is below unity, but it is above unity with higher

Table 2. The ratios of the measured number concentrations and
mass concentrations with the residence times of 1.4 and 2.8 s, in
measurement set 4. The values are corrected with the dilution ratio
of the bridge diluter and with the diffusional losses in the sampling
lines after the ejector diluter; thus, the values correspond with the
distributions existing after the ejector diluter.

Tsa (◦C) N(1.4 s)
N(2.8 s)

M(1.4 s)
M(2.8 s)

135.5 0.74 0.28
150 1.29 0.92
160 1.72 0.96
164.5 1.74 1.10

temperatures. The ratio below unity signifies that the nucle-
ation process is still not diminished at the time of 1.4 s; e.g.,
the ratio of 0.74 denoting 74 % of particles is formed within
the time range of 0–1.4 s, and the remaining 26 % is formed
within the time range of 1.4–2.8 s. With higher temperatures,
the ratio is above unity because self-coagulation begins to de-
crease the number concentration, especially at the later times
where the number concentration is the highest. The nucle-
ation process may continue after 1.4 s, but it cannot be easily
seen with higher temperatures. Because coagulation has no
effect on the mass concentrations (M), the ratios of M mea-
sured with the combination of the PSM, the CPC 3775, and
the Nano-SMPS with the residence time of 1.4 s and with the
residence time of 2.8 s are near unity with higher tempera-
tures. The effects of particle growth and wall losses, however,
have effects on the ratios, too. The temperature with which
the coagulation process would eliminate the effect of the nu-
cleation process, resulting in the number concentration ratio
of unity, is near 142 ◦C.

4 Simulations

Every measurement point presented in Table 1 was simu-
lated with the model consisting of four phases: (1) the CFD
simulations for solving the flow and the temperature field of
the sampling system, (2) the CFD-TUTMAM simulations for
solving the aerosol processes in the sampling system, (3) cor-
recting the particle sizes decreasing rapidly in the dry ejector
diluter, and (4) calculating the penetration of the particles due
to diffusional losses in the sampling lines after the sampling
system and the detection efficiencies of the particle counting
devices.

4.1 CFD model

The CFD simulations to solve the flow and the temperature
fields for every simulation case were performed with a com-
mercially available software, ANSYS Fluent 17.2. It is based
on a finite volume method in which the computational do-
main is divided into a finite amount of cells. Governing equa-
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tions of the flow are solved in every computational cell iter-
atively until sufficient convergence is reached. In this study,
the governing equations in the first phase are continuity, mo-
mentum, energy, radiation, and turbulence transport equa-
tions.

The computational domain in the CFD simulations is an
axial symmetric geometry consisting of the PTD, the aging
chamber, and the ejector diluter (Fig. 1). An axial symmet-
ric geometry was selected over a three-dimensional geometry
due to high computational demand of the model and a nearly
axial symmetric profile of the real measurement setup. The
domain was divided into ∼ 8× 105 computational cells, of
which the major part was located inside the PTD, where the
smallest cells are needed due to the highest gradients. The
smallest cells were 20 µm in side lengths and were located
in the beginning of the porous section, where the hot exhaust
and the cold dilution air meet.

In contrast to our previous study (Olin et al., 2015), the
ejector diluter was also included in the computational do-
main, though it has only a minor effect on nucleation (Lyyrä-
nen et al., 2004; Giechaskiel et al., 2009). Because the ejector
diluter has a high speed nozzle that cools the flow locally to
near −30 ◦C, including it in the domain provides partial val-
idation for msa in the following way: if too high a value for
msa were used, nucleation would be observed in the ejector
diluter, in contrast to the former studies. The internal fluid
inside the sampling lines is modeled as a mixture of air, H2O
vapor, and H2SO4 vapor. The sampling lines are modeled as
solid zones of steel or Tygon, and 10 cm of the external fluid,
modeled as air, is also included in the domain to simulate
natural cooling of the sampling lines.

Flow rate and temperature boundary conditions for the
simulated sampling system were set for the each simula-
tion case to the measured values. Due to steady-state con-
ditions and high computational demand, all governing equa-
tions were time averaged; thus, the simulations were per-
formed with a steady-state type. Turbulence was modeled us-
ing the SST-k-ω model, which is one of the turbulence mod-
els used with a steady-state simulation. It produced the most
reliable results of the available steady-state turbulence mod-
els based on the pressure drop in the porous section. Turbu-
lence, however, can play a significant role in the wall losses
of the vapors and the particles in the regions where the tur-
bulence level is high. In this sampling system, the turbulence
level is high in the upstream part of the aging chamber where
the diameter of the sampling line increases steeply. Validat-
ing the suitability of the turbulence model for this geome-
try would require a measurement of, for example, solid seed
particle concentrations after and before the sampling system
without any aerosol processes, such as nucleation, conden-
sation, and coagulation. However, that kind of measurement
has not been performed yet.

4.2 CFD-TUTMAM

The main functionality of the CFD-TUTMAM based on the
previous aerosol model, CFD-TUTEAM, is described by
Olin et al. (2015). However, because the measured distri-
butions are not in a log-normal form, the inclusion of the
PL+LN model (Olin et al., 2016) was beneficial. The PL+LN
model simulates the initial growth of newly formed very
small particles by modeling the particle size distribution with
the combination of a power law (PL) and a log-normal (LN)
distribution. Newly formed particles are first put to the PL
distribution, after which they are transferred to the LN distri-
bution by particle growth.

The CFD-TUTMAM adds three governing equations per
distribution (denoted by j ) to the CFD model using a modal
representation of the particle size distribution; i.e., the distri-
butions are modeled by three variables: number (Mj,0 =Nj ),
surface-area-related (Mj,2/3), and mass (Mj,1) moment con-
centrations. Mj,1 values are further divided into different
components in a multi-component system. Due to small par-
ticle size and low particle loading, the aerosol phase has only
a minor effect on the gas phase properties. Therefore, conti-
nuity, momentum, energy, radiation, and turbulence transport
equations can be excluded from the computation after the
flow and temperature fields are solved, and only gas species
equations and the aerosol model equations are solved. The
governing equation of the aerosol model for the concentra-
tion of a kth moment of a distribution j is

∂Mj,k

∂t
=−∇ · (Mj,ku)+∇ ·

(
ρfDj,k,eff∇

Mj,k

ρf

)

+nuclj,k + condj,k + coagj,k + transferj,k, (6)

where u, ρf, andDj,k,eff are the fluid velocity vector, the fluid
density, and the kth-moment-weighted average of the particle
effective diffusion coefficient, respectively. The last terms in
Eq. (6) represent source terms for nucleation, condensation,
coagulation, and intermodal particle transfer. In this study,
aerosol is modeled with two distributions: a PL distribution
(j = PL) and an LN distribution (j = LN). In this study, two
gas species equations, which model the internal fluid mixture
as the mass fractions of H2O and H2SO4, are built in the
CFD model, but the opposite numbers of the source terms of
nucleation and condensation are added to them to maintain
the mass closure of the species.

After each iteration step of the CFD-TUTMAM simula-
tion, the parameters of the distributions are calculated for
every computational cell by using three moment concentra-
tions. The parameters for the PL distribution are the number
concentration (NPL), the slope parameter (α), and the largest
diameter (D2). The smallest diameter (D1) has a fixed value
of 1.15 nm, which is the smallest detectable particle diam-
eter with the devices used. The density function for the PL
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distribution is

dN
dlnDp

∣∣∣∣
PL
=

{
NPL

(
Dp
D2

)α
β0, D1 ≤Dp ≤D2

0, otherwise
, (7)

where β0 is a function

βl

(
α,
D1

D2

)
=





α+l

1−
(
D1
D2

)α+l , α 6= −l

1
− ln

(
D1
D2

) , α =−l
. (8)

The parameters for the LN distribution are the number con-
centration (NLN), the geometric standard deviation (σ ), and
the geometric mean diameter (Dg). An analytical solution ex-
ists for the reconstruction of the parameters from the moment
concentrations for the LN distribution but not for the PL dis-
tribution; thus, it is solved numerically. A numerical solution
is obtained by using the Levenberg–Marquardt iteration algo-
rithm, in contrast to a slower method using a pre-calculated
interpolation table described by Olin et al. (2016).

The nucleation source terms in Eq. (6) for different mo-
ments are

nuclPL,0 = J,

nuclPL,2/3 = J
(
m∗sa+m

∗
w
)2/3

,

nuclPL,1,sa = Jm
∗
sa, (9)

nuclPL,1,w = Jm
∗
w,

nuclLN,k = 0,

where J is the nucleation rate as in Eq. (2) and m∗sa and m∗w
are the masses of H2SO4 and H2O in a newly formed parti-
cle. The value of D1 = 1.15nm was chosen for the diameter
of the newly formed particles. A particle of this diameter is
in equilibrium with water uptake in the temperature of 300 K
and in the relative humidity of 22 % if the mass fraction of
H2SO4 in the particle is 0.71. This constant value is used with
nucleation, though the mass fraction would vary between 0.5
and 1 if the whole temperature and humidity range were con-
sidered, but the major part of nucleation occurs in the condi-
tions with the equilibrium mass fraction of near 0.71. This
mass fraction and particle diameter correspond with a cluster
containing 5.7 H2SO4 molecules and 12.4 H2O molecules.

Diffusion, condensation, and coagulation are modeled as
described in Olin et al. (2015), and intermodal particle trans-
fer is modeled as described in Olin et al. (2016). Conden-
sation is modeled with the growth by H2SO4, which im-
mediately follows the water uptake until the water equilib-
rium is achieved. The water equilibrium procedure is also
described in Olin et al. (2015). The coagulation modeling in-
cludes intramodal coagulation within both distributions and
intermodal coagulation between the distributions.

Intermodal particle transfer includes condensational trans-
fer and coagulational transfer from the PL distribution to
the LN distribution. In contrast to a constant condensational

transfer factor γ of the PL+LN model described in Olin et al.
(2016), a function of α, D1/D2, and k is used in the CFD-
TUTMAM due to more complex particle growth modeling.
The function used here is

γ

(
α,
D1

D2
,k

)
=

{
0.1α+ 0.5, α ≥ 0

0, α < 0

×





3
β0
, k = 0

2
β1
+

1
β2
, k = 2

3
3
β2
, k = 1

. (10)

The functional form of γ is derived so that the condensational
transfer eliminates the effect of increasing α by the conden-
sation process and also tries to keep α positive because a PL
distribution with a negative α in combination with an LN
distribution represents a distribution with a nonphysical lo-
cal minimum between the distributions. The form of γ also
restricts α from increasing too much, which would cause nu-
merical difficulties. Particles are not lost or altered during
the intermodal particle transfer; it only controls the ratio of
particles represented in the PL distribution and in the LN dis-
tribution. Higher values of γ result in a lower NPL/N ratio.

Deposition of particles and condensation of vapors onto
the inner walls of the sampling lines have a direct effect
on the aerosol concentrations at the measurement devices.
The particle deposition was modeled by setting the bound-
ary conditions for the aerosol concentrations at the walls to
zero, which represents deposition driven by diffusion and tur-
bulence. Condensation of H2O and H2SO4 vapors onto the
walls was modeled by setting the boundary conditions for
the mass fractions of H2O and H2SO4 at the walls to satura-
tion mass fractions in an aqueous solution of H2SO4, in con-
trast to the simpler method in the previous study (Olin et al.,
2015). The simpler method caused H2SO4 to be completely
non-condensing onto the walls because the saturation ratio
of the pure vapor never exceeded unity. Instead, the method
using the saturation mass fractions in the solution induces
some condensation because the vapor pressure of a hygro-
scopic liquid over an aqueous solution is lower than over
a pure liquid. This method also provides smoother behav-
ior of the boundary conditions on the walls. The method is,
however, strongly dependent on the chosen activity coeffi-
cient functions of the vapors, which have large differences
between each other due to their exponential nature. Activ-
ity coefficients used here are based on the values reported by
Zeleznik (1991). However, due to the exponential and non-
monotonic nature of activity coefficients, they cause numeri-
cal difficulties in CFD modeling; thus, a monotonic van Laar-
type equation fitted by Taleb et al. (1996) from the data of
Zeleznik (1991) was used.
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4.3 Dry particle model

The main trend of the RH inside the sampling system is an
increasing trend due to decreasing temperature. This results
in an increasing water uptake rate during the particle growth
process, which can be modeled by the condensation rate of
H2O that is simply the condensation rate of H2SO4 multi-
plied by a suitable factor (the water equilibrium procedure
described by Olin et al., 2015). However, when the sam-
ple enters the ejector diluter, the RH decreases rapidly due
to dry dilution air, but the growth process by the conden-
sation of H2SO4 still continues. This results in an increas-
ing H2SO4 amount in the particles but a rapidly decreasing
H2O amount, which cannot be modeled with the water up-
take model. Hence, the particles after the ejector diluter sim-
ulated by the CFD-TUTMAM contain incorrectly too much
water.

All the simulated particle size distributions outputted by
the CFD-TUTMAM were corrected to correspond with the
water amount that would be in the conditions after the ejec-
tor diluter (T ≈ 23◦C and RH≈ 3.6%). These conditions are
mainly caused by the conditions of compressed air directed
to the ejector diluter. Additionally, the particle size mea-
surement device (Nano-SMPS) used room air, having nearly
equal conditions as compressed air, as the sheath flow air.
Dry sheath flow air also dries particles rapidly inside the de-
vice. The theory behind the dry particle model is the same
as the theory behind the water uptake model in the CFD-
TUTMAM, but the drying process is significantly faster and
in the opposite direction, in contrast to the water uptake
connected to the condensation rate of H2SO4 in the CFD-
TUTMAM. Figure 8 represents examples of particle diame-
ters in different humidities; e.g., a particle with the diameter
of 40 nm in the RH of 60 % shrinks to the diameter of 30 nm
when sampled with the ejector diluter.

4.4 Penetration and detection efficiency model

The particle size distributions outputted by the CFD-
TUTMAM and corrected with the dry particle model were
also corrected according to the penetration and detection ef-
ficiency model. Particle penetration in the sampling lines
between the ejector diluter and the measurement devices
was calculated with the equations of Gormley and Kennedy
(1948). All the internal diameters of the used sampling lines
were large enough to keep the flows laminar to minimize
the diffusional losses. The penetration-corrected size distri-
butions were multiplied by the detection efficiency curves
presented in Fig. 2 to simulate the measured number con-
centrations by the PSM and the CPC 3775 and the measured
size distribution by the Nano-SMPS.

Figure 8. Examples of particle diameters in different humidities in
the temperature of 23 ◦C. The lowest RH value represents the RH
of the dilution air of the ejector diluter.

4.5 Inverse modeling

The simulated number concentrations measurable by the
PSM with different saturator flow rates and by the CPC 3775
and the simulated size distributions measurable by the Nano-
SMPS were compared with the measured ones during inverse
modeling. The exponents nsa, nw, and msa were altered until
the simulated and the measured variables corresponded sat-
isfactorily in all simulated cases. The proportionality coeffi-
cient k in Eq. (2) is unknown and depends on the exponents.
Because the value of k affects the nucleation rate magnitude
directly, it was obtained by fitting until the simulated and the
measured number concentrations corresponded.

Due to the uncertainties involved in the measurement of
[H2SO4]raw (see the Supplement), the boundary conditions
for [H2SO4] in the CFD-TUTMAM simulations could not
be set initially. Hence, [H2SO4]raw was also considered to
be a fitting parameter. It was estimated by comparing the
aerosol mass concentrations because it has a direct effect
on the particle sizes but also affects J . Inverse modeling
of the vapor concentrations is possible due to the conden-
sational growth of particles. In conclusion, the inverse mod-
eling requires fitting all the five parameters (nsa, nw, msa,
k, and [H2SO4]raw) to obtain the function for J . The first
four parameters were fitted in a way in which they have the
same value for every simulation case, but the last parameter,
[H2SO4]raw, was fitted in every simulation case separately.
In the simulations related to the measurement sets 2–4, Tsa
was not altered between the measurement points; therefore,
the value of [H2SO4]raw in the simulations was constant. Be-
cause only one parameter was fitted separately, only one of
the outputs, the aerosol number or mass concentration, could
correspond with the measured value exactly. In this study, the
number concentration was chosen as the main output, where
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the correspondence of the number concentration is preferred
over the correspondence of the mass concentration because
the nucleation process is connected more directly to the num-
ber concentration.

The uncertainties involved in modeling turbulence and the
condensation of the vapors onto the walls affect the number
and mass concentrations in the measurement devices. Nev-
ertheless, these uncertainties become partially insignificant
because k and [H2SO4]raw are considered to be fitting pa-
rameters, which partially neglect uncertainly modeled losses
of particles and vapors.

5 Simulation results

In this section, the outputs of the simulations performed us-
ing the nucleation rate function with the best correspondence
between the measured and the simulated data are described
firstly. Finally, the used nucleation rate function is presented.

5.1 Sulfuric acid concentrations

Figure 9 represents the comparison of the inversely modeled
[H2SO4]raw with the theoretical concentrations. The simu-
lated concentrations vary between 0.05 and 0.57 times the
theoretical concentrations, where the lowest values are ob-
served with lower Tsa values, probably due to the effect of
increasingly saturating H2SO4 liquid onto the sampling lines
with higher temperatures that can decrease the diffusional
losses onto the sampling lines. All values lie between the the-
oretical level assuming full diffusional losses and the lossless
theoretical level. A weak agreement of the simulated con-
centrations with 0.15 times the theoretical curve can be seen,
which implies the diffusional losses of 85 % onto the sam-
pling lines between the H2SO4 evaporator and the PTD. Re-
sults and involved challenges of the additional [H2SO4]raw
measurements are presented in the Supplement.

5.2 Particle size distributions

Examples of measured and simulated particle concentrations
and size distributions of measurement set 1 are presented in
Fig. 10. Figure 10a and c represent the concentrations mea-
sured or measurable with the PSM and the CPC 3775. Be-
cause the concentrations decrease with an increasing cut di-
ameter in the case with Tsa = 102◦C (Fig. 10a), particle size
distribution exists within this diameter range, which is also
seen in the simulated data. However, the concentration mea-
sured with the cut diameter of 3.1 nm is twofold compared
to the simulated one, implying that the real distribution is
not a pure PL+LN distribution or that the shape of the dis-
tribution is modeled incorrectly near the diameter of 3.1 nm.
Conversely, in the case with Tsa = 157.2◦C (Fig. 10c), the
concentrations are in the same level, which implies no size
distribution within that diameter range.

Figure 9. Simulated sulfuric acid concentrations in the raw sample
compared to the theoretical concentrations with different sulfuric
acid evaporator temperatures. The concentrations are presented as
the concentrations in NTP (normal temperature and pressure) con-
ditions rather than in a hot raw sample.

Figure 10b and d represent examples of measured and
simulated Nano-SMPS data. The case with Tsa = 102 ◦C
(Fig. 10b) represents an example of one of the worst agree-
ments of measured and simulated size distributions. While
the simulated total number concentration agrees with the
measured one in that case, the particle diameter is underes-
timated with the factor of ∼ 1.6. The disagreement is dis-
cussed later in this section. Conversely, in the case with
Tsa = 157.2 ◦C (Fig. 10d), the distributions agree well, ex-
cept that the model predicts higher particle concentration in
the diameter range of 2.5–7 nm. This disagreement can be
due to lower particle detection efficiency of the Nano-SMPS
than that included in the inversion algorithm of the device
(see the Supplement). This is not included in the penetra-
tion and detection efficiency model and is thus not seen in
the simulated distributions. Because the detection efficiency
curve of the CPC 3776 is included in the model, the simu-
lated size distributions measurable with the Nano-SMPS de-
crease steeply with a decreasing particle diameter near the
particle diameter of D50 = 3.4 nm. The sharp peak at the di-
ameter of∼ 20 nm in the simulated distribution in Fig. 10d is
caused by the nature of the PL+LN model where the PL dis-
tribution ends at the diameter of D2 ≈ 20nm. While Fig. 10
represents the data at the measurement devices, Fig. 11 repre-
sents the example distributions after the ejector diluter. From
the latter figure, the PL distribution is seen as a whole, start-
ing from the diameter of D1 = 1.15 nm.
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Figure 10. Examples of measured and simulated (a) number concentrations from the PSM and the CPC 3775 with Tsa = 102◦C, (b) size
distributions from the Nano-SMPS with Tsa = 102 ◦C, (c) number concentrations from the PSM and the CPC 3775 with Tsa = 157.2 ◦C, and
(d) size distributions from the Nano-SMPS with Tsa = 157.2 ◦C. The D50 values in the range of 1.3–3.1 nm represent the cut sizes of the
PSM with different saturator flow rates, and the D50 value of 4.0 nm represents the cut size of the CPC 3775. The error bars in the measured
concentrations represent the standard uncertainties caused by instability in the particle generation.

The requirement of the PL+LN model can be observed
from Fig. 12, in which the particle number concentrations
and sizes of a single simulation case with different values of
[H2SO4]raw are presented. With low values of [H2SO4]raw,
bothN andDm behave discontinuously if only the LN distri-
bution is simulated: particles are first small and in a low con-
centration when [H2SO4]raw increases and then suddenly rise
to higher levels. This is, however, not seen with the PL+LN
model, which has smoother behavior. Therefore, by simu-
lating with the LN distribution only, it is impossible to pro-
duce, for example, a size distribution with N = 104 cm−3

or Dm = 3nm with this simulation setup, whereas with the
PL+LN model, it is possible.

5.3 Particle concentrations and sizes

Figure 13 represents the comparison of the simulated and the
measured NPSM and Dm values after the ejector diluter. The

black dots in Fig. 13a correspond well with the measured
concentrations because they represent the cases for which
NPSM was obtained by fitting the value of [H2SO4]raw. The
red dots deviate more from the 1:1 line because they repre-
sent all the other cases, the NPSM values of which originate
from the simulations, for example, those simulated with dif-
ferent RHPTD, TPTD, or residence times. Nevertheless, all the
simulated NPSM values correspond with the measured values
relatively well. The optimal scenario would be that all the
NPSM values would correspond exactly with the measured
values, but that would imply that the exponents nw andmsa in
the nucleation rate function can be modeled exactly with con-
stant values within the concentration and temperature ranges
of this study. However, it is not expected that the constant
exponents would represent the nucleation rate function in all
concentration and temperature ranges exactly.
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Figure 11. Examples of measured and simulated particle size dis-
tributions after the ejector diluter. The measured data are corrected
with the dilution ratio of the bridge diluter and with the diffusional
losses in the sampling lines after the ejector diluter. Additionally,
all concentrations are multiplied by the total dilution ratio of the
diluting sampling system. See the Supplement for error bars.

The black dots in Fig. 13b correspond moderately with the
measured Dm values. It can be observed that the points do
not lie on a straight 1 : 1 line perfectly; instead they form
a slightly curved line on which simulated particle sizes are
overestimated near 10 nm but underestimated in small parti-
cle sizes. There are several issues which can cause this dis-
crepancy: (1) the exponent nsa varies with [H2SO4], (2) there
is a problem in calculating Dm from the measurement data,
(3) there is a problem in estimating a proper NPL/N ratio
in the PL+LN model, and (4) there is uncertainty in sim-
ulating the condensation process. The most possible expla-
nation is the first because according to the CNT, nsa de-
creases with increasing [H2SO4]. This can be seen as over-
estimated particle sizes in mid-ranged particle sizes because
smaller particle sizes would require lower [H2SO4]raw, but
that would cause underestimatedNPSM. To overcome the un-
derestimated NPSM in mid-ranged [H2SO4] values, k should
be increased in mid-ranged [H2SO4] values, which indicates
decreasing nsa with increasing [H2SO4]. The second point
can explain at least the discrepancy of the lower values ofDm
because calculatingDm from the measured PSM, CPC 3775,

Figure 12. Comparison of the particle number concentrations and
the diameters with the average mass after the ejector diluter simu-
lated using the LN distribution only and using both the PL and the
LN distributions.

and Nano-SMPS data is not straightforward, especially with
the lower values of Dm in which the distributions measured
by the Nano-SMPS are cut from the smaller diameter edge
due to very low detection efficiency. Therefore, Dm cal-
culated from the measurement data may be overestimated
with the lower values of Dm. This is also seen as long er-
ror bars towards left, especially for Dm values smaller than
10 nm (see the Supplement for details). However, by compar-
ing the measured and the simulated size distributions with
Tsa = 102 ◦C in Fig. 11 (measured Dm = 3.6nm, simulated
Dm = 2.8nm), it can be seen that the larger diameter edges of
the distribution do not correspond satisfactorily either, which
implies that the first point is the most possible explanation.
Conversely, the discrepancy of the higher values of Dm can
be partially explained by the third point because simulating
those cases with the LN distribution only, even higher values
ofDm are outputted. That implies that the PL+LN model un-
derestimates theNPL/N ratio. TheNPL/N ratio is controlled
by the value of γ ; the proper functional form of which is still
under development in the PL+LN model. The last point can
also explain the discrepancies, but the direction of a discrep-
ancy could be in one way or another. The red dots follow
mainly the same curve as the black dots, with the exception
of four cases in which the values of Dm are clearly overesti-
mated. These cases belong to measurement set 3 and have
high TPTD. This discrepancy raises the last point because
there are clearly some uncertainties involved in the conden-
sation process modeling when TPTD is high. It can be related,
for example, to the activity coefficient function of H2SO4 be-
cause too low an activity coefficient would cause too low a
vapor pressure of H2SO4 at the surface of a particle, which
would cause particles that are too large.

Table 3 represents the ratios of the simulated N and M
with the residence times of 1.4 and 2.8 s. The simulated ra-
tios follow the same behavior as the measured ratios: with
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Figure 13. Comparison of the simulated and the measured (a) num-
ber concentrations of the particles larger than ∼ 1.3 nm and (b) the
diameters with the average mass after the ejector diluter. The black
dots represent the cases for which NPSM and Dm were obtained by
fitting the value of [H2SO4]raw. The red dots represent the cases of
the measurement sets 2–4 in which the values of [H2SO4]raw origi-
nated from an another case of the measurement set having the same
Tsa value. The error bars in (a) represent the standard uncertainties
of the measured concentrations, and the error bars in (b) represent
the uncertainties associated with both the systematic and random
effects in the measurements (see the Supplement).

Table 3. The ratios of the simulated number concentrations and
mass concentrations after the ejector diluter with the residence times
of 1.4 and 2.8 s, in measurement set 4. The values in parentheses de-
note the measured values as presented in Table 2.

Tsa (◦C) N(1.4 s)
N(2.8 s)

M(1.4 s)
M(2.8 s)

135.5 0.66 (0.74) 0.25 (0.28)
150 1.04 (1.29) 0.88 (0.92)
160 1.07 (1.72) 0.99 (0.96)
164.5 1.06 (1.74) 0.96 (1.10)

a low Tsa value, the ratios are below unity, and with higher
Tsa values, the ratio of N increases but the ratio of M stays
near unity. The ratios with a low Tsa value correspond with
the measured values, but according to the simulations, the ra-
tio of N does not increase with increasing Tsa equally with
the measured ratios. This implies that the coagulation rate is
underestimated in the model, but the reason for that is un-
known. The temperature with which the coagulation process
would eliminate the effect of the nucleation process, result-
ing in the number concentration ratio of unity, is near 148 ◦C
(near 142 ◦C according to the measurements).

5.4 Nucleation rate function

The nucleation rate function with the best correspondence
between the measured and the simulated data having a type
of Eq. (2) used in the simulations has the parameters pre-
sented in Table 4 and is thus

J ([H2SO4], [H2O],T )

= 5.8× 10−26 [H2SO4]
1.9
[H2O]0.5

psa◦(T )0.75 , (11)

where the concentrations are given in the inverse of cubic
centimeters, the saturation vapor pressure in pascals, and the
nucleation rate is outputted in the inverse of cubic centime-
ters times the inverse of seconds (cm−3 s−1). This function
was applied within the environmental parameter ranges pre-
sented in Table 5. The ranges can be considered to be the
ranges within which Eq. (11) is defined. However, because
the major part of the nucleation occurs when [H2SO4] is high
(nearer to the upper boundary than to the lower boundary), a
wrong formulation of J in the [H2SO4] values lower than
2× 1011 cm−3 would have only a minor effect on the model
outputs. Therefore, an alternative range with 2×1011 cm−3 as
a minimum boundary for [H2SO4] is a more credible range
within which the obtained function for J produces reliable
results.

Because psa
◦(T ) has a nearly equal exponential form with

the saturation vapor pressure of H2O (pw
◦(T )), psa

◦(T ) can
be expressed approximately using pw

◦(T ), with

psa
◦(T )≈ 2.6× 10−10pw

◦(T )2. (12)
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Table 4. The parameters of the nucleation rate function with the
best correspondence between the measured and the simulated data.
The ranges of variation represent the resolution with which the ex-
ponents were altered during inverse modeling.

Parameter Value

k 5.8× 10−26

nsa 1.9 (±0.1)
nw 0.50 (±0.05)
msa 0.75 (±0.05)

Table 5. The environmental parameter ranges within which the nu-
cleation rate function was applied.

Parameter Unit Lower boundary Upper boundary

T ◦C −30 250
(H2SO4) cm−3 0 (2× 1011)a 2× 1014

xsa 0 (10−8)a 1.1× 10−5

(H2O) cm−3 2× 1016 1018

xw 8× 10−4 0.04
RH % 0.1 100

a Alternative range.

Hence, the magnitude of J remains as in Eq. (11) if it is ex-
pressed with pw

◦(T ) using the form

J ([H2SO4], [H2O],T )

= 8.9× 10−19 [H2SO4]
1.9
[H2O]0.5

pw◦(T )1.5
, (13)

or with both psa
◦(T ) and pw

◦(T ) using, for example, the
form

J ([H2SO4], [H2O],T )

= 1.4× 10−23 [H2SO4]
1.9
[H2O]0.5

psa◦(T )0.5pw◦(T )0.5
, (14)

or a different form,

J ([H2SO4], [H2O],T )

= 4.0× 10−25
(
[H2SO4]

psa◦(T )0.35

)1.9(
[H2O]

pw◦(T )0.35

)0.5

. (15)

The exponent nsa = 1.9 is in agreement with the former
nucleation studies related to vehicle exhaust (Vouitsis et al.,
2005) or to the atmosphere (Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al.,
2007; Brus et al., 2011; Riccobono et al., 2014), where nsa
lies usually between 1 and 2. The exponent nsa = 1.9 corre-
sponds best to the kinetic nucleation theory (McMurry and
Friedlander, 1979) where nsa = 2. Estimating nsa from the
measured particle number concentration provided the slope
nNPSM vs. [H2SO4] = 0.4–10. The exponent nw estimated from
the measurement data is nNPSM vs. RHPTD = 0.1–0.2, which

is remarkably lower than the inversely modeled exponent
nw = 0.5. The slope of NPSM versus TPTD of measurement
set 3b in Fig. 7 is

nNPSM vs. TPTD =
∂ lnNPSM

∂ ln TPTD
=−6 to − 4, (16)

but the inversely modeled exponent msa = 0.75 corresponds
with the slope of −27, which is remarkably more negative
than nNPSM vs. TPTD due to the same uncertainties as involved
with the slopes nNPSM vs. [H2SO4] and nNPSM vs. RHPTD . In con-
clusion, inverse modeling provides, significantly more accu-
rately, the exponents over the method based on the measure-
ment data only.

The nucleation rate was the highest in the PTD, where the
hot sample and the cold dilution air met. The major part of
nucleation occurred in the beginning part of the aging cham-
ber. No noticeable nucleation occurred in the ejector diluter,
though the temperature reaches −30 ◦C locally, which is in
agreement with the former studies. It provides partial valida-
tion for the obtained msa value.

6 Conclusions

Homogeneous H2SO4–H2O nucleation rate measurements
using the modified partial flow sampling system mimicking
the dilution process occurring in a real-world driving situa-
tion were performed. The aerosol formed in the diluting and
cooling sampling system was measured using the PSM, the
CPC 3775, and the Nano-SMPS. The particle size distribu-
tion near the detection limit of the Nano-SMPS showed clear
disagreement with the PSM and the CPC3775 data, with ma-
jor underestimation of the smaller particles and distortion of
the size distribution shape due to the limitations involved in
detecting small particles with simultaneous nucleation and
particle growth using the Nano-SMPS. Thus, the data with-
out the PSM and the CPC 3775 would unrealistically suggest
the log-normal shape for the size distributions.

The measurements were simulated with the aerosol dy-
namics code CFD-TUTMAM using the nucleation rate,
which is explicitly defined as a function of temperature and
the concentrations of H2SO4 and H2O. Equation (2) was used
as the functional form of nucleation rate. The parameters
for Eq. (2) which resulted in the best prediction for particle
number concentrations and size distributions were nsa = 1.9,
nw = 0.5, and msa = 0.75, thus providing the nucleation rate
function Eq. (11) (or any of Eqs. 13–15). As discussed in
Sect. 5.3, the obtained exponent nsa = 1.9 may be slightly
overestimated in high concentrations and slightly underes-
timated in low concentrations. Estimating these exponents
using only the measured particle concentrations resulted in
markedly higher uncertainties when compared to modeling
them inversely using the CFD-TUTMAM code.

The raw sample was generated by evaporating H2SO4 and
H2O liquids. The concentration of H2SO4 was controlled by
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adjusting the temperature of the liquid, Tsa. The boundary
condition for H2SO4 concentration, [H2SO4]raw, was han-
dled as a fitting parameter for correspondence between the
simulated size distributions and the measured ones. Particle
sizes were small with low Tsa, and the size distributions were
not in a log-normal form. Therefore, using the PL+LN model
to represent the size distributions in the CFD-TUTMAM was
necessary.

In these measurements, particle formation was not ob-
served with the H2SO4 concentrations below 5.7×1012 cm−3

at exhaust condition temperatures. However, with real vehi-
cle exhaust, in the same sampling system used here, parti-
cle formation has been observed even with the concentra-
tion of 2.5× 109 cm−3 (Arnold et al., 2012). This indicates
that the nucleation rate of the binary H2SO4–H2O nucle-
ation mechanism is lower than the nucleation rate in real ex-
haust. Therefore, the binary H2SO4–H2O nucleation cannot
be fully controlling the particle formation process; instead,
other compounds, such as hydrocarbons, existing in real ex-
haust are likely to be involved in the process as well, which
is in agreement with the former exhaust-related nucleation
studies (Saito et al., 2002; Vaaraslahti et al., 2004; Meyer
and Ristovski, 2007; Pirjola et al., 2015; Olin et al., 2015).

The obtained exponent nsa = 1.9 is in agreement with the
former nucleation studies related to the atmosphere or vehi-
cle exhaust (nsa = 1–2) and corresponds best with the kinetic
nucleation theory. However, the effects of [H2O] and T ob-
tained here may differ from the former studies because the
effects are not extensively studied in them. The functional
form, and especially the values of the nucleation exponents
for the homogeneous H2SO4–H2O nucleation rate obtained
in this study, helps in finding the currently unknown nucle-
ation mechanism occurring in real vehicle or power plant
boiler exhaust or in the atmosphere. It also provides the start-
ing point for inverse modeling studies used to examine the
hydrocarbon-involved H2SO4–H2O nucleation mechanism,
which is likely occurring in real vehicle exhaust. It can also
be used to improve air quality models by using it to model
the effect of H2SO4-emitting traffic and power generation on
the particle concentration in urban air.
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Abstract. Elevated ambient concentrations of sub-3 nm par-
ticles (nanocluster aerosol, NCA) are generally related to at-
mospheric new particle formation events, usually linked with
gaseous sulfuric acid (H2SO4) produced via photochemical
oxidation of sulfur dioxide. According to our measurement
results of H2SO4 and NCA concentrations, traffic density,
and solar irradiance at an urban traffic site in Helsinki, Fin-
land, the view of aerosol formation in traffic-influenced en-
vironments is updated by presenting two separate and inde-
pendent pathways of traffic affecting the atmospheric NCA
concentrations: by acting as a direct nanocluster source and
by influencing the production of H2SO4. As traffic density
in many areas is generally correlated with solar radiation,
it is likely that the influence of traffic-related nanoclusters
has been hidden in the diurnal variation and is thus under-
estimated because new particle formation events also follow
the diurnal cycle of sunlight. Urban aerosol formation studies
should, therefore, be updated to include the proposed forma-
tion mechanisms. The formation of H2SO4 in urban environ-
ments is here separated into two routes: primary H2SO4 is
formed in hot vehicle exhaust and is converted rapidly to the
particle phase; secondary H2SO4 results from the combined
effect of emitted gaseous precursors and available solar ra-
diation. A rough estimation demonstrates that ∼ 85 % of the
total NCA and ∼ 68 % of the total H2SO4 in urban air at
noontime at the measurement site are contributed by traffic,
indicating the importance of traffic emissions.

1 Introduction

Urban environments exhibit some of the highest aerosol par-
ticle concentrations encountered in the Earth’s atmosphere.
Elevated particle concentrations are related to adverse health
effects (Dockery et al., 1993; Pope et al., 2002; Beelen et al.,
2014) and various effects on climate (Arneth et al., 2009).
Recent studies on urban aerosol particles have focused at-
tention on the formation process of sub-3 nm particles (Zhao
et al., 2011; Kulmala et al., 2013; Kontkanen et al., 2017)
also called nanocluster aerosol (NCA) (Rönkkö et al., 2017).
The importance of photochemical formation mechanisms, in-
volving, e.g., sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and ammonia (Yao et al.,
2018) or other photochemically produced vapors (Lehtipalo
et al., 2018), has been highlighted. However, these studies
omit the important role of direct emission of NCA-sized par-
ticles in their analysis, despite recent findings that traffic is a
major source of such particles (Rönkkö et al., 2017). The pro-
posed mechanisms also assume that key precursor vapors are
formed via photochemical oxidation (Paasonen et al., 2010;
Lehtipalo et al., 2018).

The most important gaseous species forming new parti-
cles in the atmosphere is H2SO4, the main source of which is
usually considered to be sulfur dioxide (SO2). SO2 is pho-
tochemically oxidized in the atmosphere by an oxidizing
agent produced by solar radiation, such as the hydroxyl rad-
ical (OH) (Kulmala et al., 2014). H2SO4 produced via this
route is here termed secondary H2SO4. Sources of regional
SO2 include shipping, power generation, atmospheric oxi-
dation of dimethyl sulfide, and volcanic activity. Addition-
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ally, motor vehicles emit SO2 due to sulfur-containing fuels
and lubricant oils; hence, traffic can also contribute to the
secondary H2SO4 levels. A part of SO2 formed during com-
bustion is oxidized to H2SO4 already in vehicles’ oxidative
exhaust after-treatment systems (Arnold et al., 2012), which
makes vehicles direct H2SO4 emitters. In contrast to the sec-
ondary H2SO4 formed via photochemistry, H2SO4 formed in
hot exhaust without the need of solar radiation is here termed
primary H2SO4. In principle, primary H2SO4 can also con-
tribute to the atmospheric H2SO4 concentrations, at least in
the vicinity of traffic.

Ambient aerosol particles are either emitted directly into
the atmosphere as primary particles or new particles are
formed from atmospheric precursor gases in a new particle
formation (NPF) process. NPF processes have been shown
to occur in a variety of environments, and their occurrence
is believed to be controlled, on the one hand, by the avail-
ability of particle-forming vapors and, on the other hand,
by the reduction of the vapors and fresh cluster-sized nuclei
due to preexisting aerosol surface area acting as a condensa-
tion sink (CS) (McMurry and Friedlander, 1979; Kerminen
et al., 2018). The observations that many urban areas display
high numbers of NCA particles have been puzzling because
aerosol in this size range has generally been associated with
NPF processes, which are unexpected due to high CS in ur-
ban areas.

Simultaneously, evidence has been mounting that the ex-
haust of road vehicles often contains high numbers of par-
ticles in the nucleation mode size range (5–50 nm) (Kittel-
son, 1998) and, recently, that traffic is a direct source of
NCA-sized particles (Rönkkö et al., 2017). A recent study
by Yao et al. (2018) presented data of high NCA concen-
trations in a highly polluted urban area, with an interpreta-
tion that they are formed in a regional NPF process. Here,
this view is contrasted and complemented by presenting data
from a 1-month measurement campaign performed in May
2017 at the curbside of a densely trafficked street in an ur-
ban area of Helsinki, Finland. NCA concentration data from
this curbside measurement have already been analyzed by
Hietikko et al. (2018) with the conclusion that traffic induces
a dominant signal on NCA concentrations, according to di-
urnal variation and wind direction. Here, we extend the anal-
ysis with the data of H2SO4 concentrations and solar irradi-
ances (SIs) to distinguish interfering processes of traffic and
regional NPF on NCA concentrations. The H2SO4 measure-
ment at the curbside connects urban H2SO4 concentrations
to traffic sources quantitatively, for the first time. The data
provide reference data for primary H2SO4 emission data and
the ability to determine emission factors of vehicles in a real-
world driving situation.

Prescribed primary emissions in current regional and
global aerosol models do not include particles in the small-
est size range (Paasonen et al., 2016). The NCA-sized parti-
cle concentrations in models are therefore mainly driven by
photochemical NPF processes, omitting the directly emitted

NCA-sized particles. Due to the unknown chemical compo-
sition of the traffic-originated NCA-sized particles, signifi-
cant NCA-related health risks cannot be excluded. Especially
for solid NCA, their behavior inside the body, such as pene-
trating directly into brains through the olfactory nerve (Ma-
her et al., 2016), may have hitherto unknown adverse effects.
Measuring the composition of NCA particles directly is very
challenging with current technologies due to very small par-
ticle size and thus very low mass of NCA particles. An al-
ternative way to study particle composition is to study the
formation mechanism of the particles, which is one objective
of this study.

2 Methods

2.1 Measurement site

The measurement site was located at a street canyon at
Mäkelänkatu about 3 km north of the city center of Helsinki,
Finland (Fig. 1). The devices for gas and aerosol measure-
ments were installed in two containers next to each other
(Fig. 2) located at the curbside of the street canyon.

Traffic count was measured in 15 min time resolution by
the City of Helsinki at the same street but 600 m north
of the measurement containers. Environmental parameters,
such as wind velocity, wind direction, SI, air temperature,
pressure, relative humidity, and precipitation, were measured
at a weather station on the rooftop of a 53 m high building
900 m northwest of the measurement containers. The loca-
tion of the weather station provided measurement data which
are undisturbed by other buildings but the location was still
sufficiently near to the measurement containers to provide
representative values.

The street canyon consists of three lanes for cars in both
directions, two rows of trees, two tramlines, and two pave-
ments, resulting in a total width of 42 m and height of 17 m
(Kuuluvainen et al., 2018). Due to the vortex affecting the
flow field in a street canyon, the wind direction at the mea-
surement containers was considered opposite to the direction
above the roofs (Ahmad et al., 2005). Therefore, the wind
direction diagram in Fig. 1 is mirrored by the street canyon
axis. However, the street canyon in this case is not a regular
street canyon but a wide avenue canyon and it has a displaced
building near the measurement location. This can cause some
errors to the actual flow field interpreted using the mirrored
wind direction, and the effect of wind direction on the mea-
sured emissions is not seen as clearly as in an open environ-
ment or in a regular street canyon.

The measurement setup inside the containers is shown
in Fig. 2. Outdoor air samples to the measurement devices
were drawn through the roof of the containers 4 m above the
ground, using vertical probes having diameters of 50 mm and
flow rates higher than 200 L min−1 to minimize losses onto
the walls of the sampling lines.
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Figure 1. The map of the measurement site. Red and blue sectors denote the wind directions which result in the flow field coming from the
street direction and from the background direction, respectively, towards the measurement container.

Figure 2. The measurement setup inside the containers at the curb-
side of the street canyon.

2.2 Sulfuric acid measurements

H2SO4 was measured in the gas phase using a nitrate-
ion-based (NO−3 -based) chemical-ionization atmospheric-
pressure-interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-
TOF-MS; Aerodyne Research Inc.; USA and Tofwerk AG,
Switzerland; Jokinen et al., 2012). It consists of a chemical
ionization (CI) inlet (Eisele and Tanner, 1993) and an APi-
TOF-MS (Junninen et al., 2010).

The CI inlet was operated by ionizing a small concentra-
tion of nitric acid (HNO3) vapor in the sheath air using an
X-ray to produce NO−3 ions. The sheath air flow rate to the
CI inlet was 20 L min−1 and it was generated in two ways:
during the first 2 weeks, a small pump followed by an HEPA
filter was used, and during the last 2 weeks, an oil-lubricated

compressor followed by coarse particle, oil, water droplet,
HEPA, and activated carbon filters was used. The excess flow
from the CI inlet using a vacuum pump had a flow rate of
30 L min−1, resulting in the sample flow rate of 10 L min−1

to the inlet.
H2SO4 is detected in the CI-APi-TOF-MS as bisulfate ions

(HSO−4 ) and as HSO−4 ions clustered with HNO3 through the
following reactions:

H2SO4+NO−3 · (HNO3)n→ HSO−4 + (n+ 1)HNO3, (R1)
H2SO4+NO−3 · (HNO3)n→ HSO−4 ·HNO3+ nHNO3,

(R2)

where n = 0, 1, . . . The H2SO4 concentrations are calculated
with the equation

[H2SO4] = (1)

C

P
·
{HSO−4 }+ {HSO−4 ·HNO3}+ {HSO−4 ·H2SO4}

{NO−3 }+ {NO−3 ·HNO3}+ {NO−3 · (HNO3)2}
,

where C is the calibration coefficient for H2SO4, P is the
penetration efficiency of H2SO4 in the sampling lines, and
the curly brackets denote the areas of the peaks at corre-
sponding mass-to-charge ratios in the high-resolution spec-
tra measured by the TOF mass spectrometer. The calibra-
tion coefficient was determined by generating known con-
centrations of H2SO4 using the oxidation of SO2 by OH
radical (Kürten et al., 2012). The calibration coefficient was
determined for the both sheath air generations: the values
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are C = 1.3× 109 cm−3 for the pump-based sheath air and
C = 9.1×109 cm−3 for the compressor-based sheath air. The
values differ due to different purities of the sheath air.

The diffusional losses (Brockmann, 2005) of H2SO4 in the
sampling lines were calculated with the diffusion coefficient
of 0.071 cm2 s−1 representing the diffusion coefficient of a
hydrated H2SO4 molecule in relative humidity of 60 % and
temperature of 283 K (Chapman and Cowling, 1954; Hanson
and Eisele, 2000). The calculated penetrations are P = 0.30
when pump-based sheath air was used and P = 0.22 when
compressor-based sheath air was used. These values differ
because minor changes to the sampling lines were also made
when the compressor was installed.

The H2SO4 concentrations from zero measurements are
subtracted from the measured H2SO4 concentrations. The
zero measurements were done by using the sheath air as a
sample to obtain the H2SO4 concentration originating from
the sheath air generation. The H2SO4 concentrations during
the zero measurements were 3.7× 105 cm−3 with the pump-
based sheath air and 1.8× 106 cm−3 with the compressor-
based sheath air. Due to the limitations of space inside the
containers, a higher level of purification for the sheath air
was not available.

The data from the CI-APi-TOF-MS were recorded with
the time resolution of 2 s, but at least 1 min of the raw data
are required for averaging to obtain feasible high-resolution
spectra.

2.3 Gas measurements

Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) concentrations
were measured using a Horiba APNA-370 and the data were
recorded with a time resolution of 1 min. In this study, only
the sum of NO and NO2 concentrations, denoted as NOx con-
centration, is used in the analysis. Carbon dioxide (CO2) con-
centration was measured using a LI-COR LI-7000 analyzer
with a time resolution of 1 s.

Because traffic density and the concentrations of emis-
sions at the curbside are not directly correlated due to turbu-
lent flow field and variable wind directions causing the emis-
sions to be diluted in a different extent at the measurement
location, a traffic-originated tracer is needed to connect the
observed concentrations quantitatively to traffic emissions.
An ideal tracer is one that is universally emitted by all vehi-
cles and is not altered in the atmosphere during the timescale
of the exhaust plume dilution process. CO2 is emitted by all
combustion engines, with the emission rate proportional to
the fuel consumption; thus, it is used as a tracer in deter-
mining emission factors of traffic. The drawback of CO2 as
a traffic tracer is its varying background concentration due
to regional-level phenomena. The background concentration
is also higher than the concentration increase in traffic. As
the main source of NOx in urban areas is traffic (Clapp and
Jenkin, 2001), the background concentration is low and thus
causes no significant uncertainty to the traffic contribution.

Figure 3. Average diurnal variations in nitrogen oxide (NOx ) con-
centration, representing the concentration of the traffic-originated
emissions overall and traffic density. The NOx concentration data
measured with 1 min time resolution are firstly averaged to 1 h reso-
lution; secondly, the averaged data from different days are averaged
geometrically for the specific hours. Geometric averages are used
for emissions, instead of arithmetic averages, because the logarith-
mic nature of the concentrations would cause skewed frequency dis-
tributions; thus, the highest concentrations would be weighted more
than the lower ones. Arithmetic averaging is used for the traffic den-
sity.

However, the drawback of NOx is its varying emission rates
across the whole vehicle fleet (Yli-Tuomi et al., 2005). Con-
cluding, we decided to use NOx as the traffic tracer, except
in the emission factor analysis where CO2 is used due to its
direct connection to the fuel consumption.

The NOx concentration ([NOx]) correlates well with the
traffic density on weekdays (Fig. 3). However, on weekends,
much stronger dilution conditions during daytime compared
to nighttime are seen. During nighttime, there is a peak in
the NOx concentration though it is nonexistent in traffic den-
sity, which suggests stagnant weather conditions coincided
at nighttime on weekends for the considered time range. The
NOx concentrations were higher during the morning rush
hours than during the afternoon rush hours on weekdays al-
though the traffic density behaved oppositely, which occurs
because, during the morning rush hours, traffic was concen-
trated on the same side of the street as the measurement con-
tainers, providing a shorter distance, and thus less dilution,
for the emissions to travel to the measurement devices.

2.4 Particle measurements

The number concentration of particles with the diameters
larger than approximately 1.2 nm were measured using an
Airmodus A10 particle size magnifier (PSM A10) (Van-
hanen et al., 2011) with a diethylene glycol saturator flow
rate of 1.3 L min−1 followed by an Airmodus A20 condensa-
tion particle counter (CPC A20). Particles larger than 3 and
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7 nm were measured using a TSI 3776 condensation parti-
cle counter (CPC 3776) and another Airmodus CPC A20,
respectively. The particle size distribution between 6 and
800 nm was measured using a differential mobility particle
sizer (DMPS) consisting of a Vienna-type differential mobil-
ity analyzer (DMA) followed by a CPC A20. Due to high
particle concentrations at the street canyon, the sample for
CPCs was diluted using a bridge diluter having a dilution
ratio of 8.2. The dilution ratio for the specific diluter is, how-
ever, measured for larger particle sizes only, and because the
diluter is based on diffusional losses of the particles, the di-
lution ratio for NCA-sized particles is higher. Therefore, the
NCA concentrations reported here represent the lower limits
of the actual concentrations.

The number concentration of nanocluster aerosol, parti-
cles within the diameter range between 1.2 and 3 nm, can
be calculated by subtracting the concentration measured by
the CPC 3776 from the concentration measured by the PSM.
The particle size distribution between 1.2 and 800 nm can
be calculated with the data from all these aerosol measure-
ment devices by taking the cut diameters of the CPCs and
the dilution ratio of the bridge diluter into account. The NCA
concentration was measured with a time resolution of 1 s and
the size distribution with a time resolution of 9 min.

3 Results and discussion

The data from the off-site measurements of traffic count and
environmental parameters are available for the whole 4-week
measurement campaign starting on 4 May and ending on
31 May 2017 (see the Supplement for the time series). This
time range provided adequate data for examining NCA and
H2SO4 formation with respect to solar irradiance because
there were sufficient amounts of days both with clear sky and
with cloud cover, yet without too many rainy days. There are
some gaps in the NCA and H2SO4 data during the 4 weeks
due to unavailability of the measurement devices. The data
analysis considers only the time ranges for which all the mea-
surement data are available, resulting in 3 weeks of data.

Figure 4 presents our proposal for the updated mechanism
of H2SO4 and particle formation in traffic-influenced areas,
based on our measurement results. The most noteworthy de-
tails are illustrated with red crosses indicating H2SO4 routes
which were observed to occur barely only, or not at all. As
shown later in this section, our measurement at the curbside
displays no clear increase in gaseous H2SO4 concentrations
with increasing traffic volumes. With the fact that vehicles
do emit primary H2SO4 (Arnold et al., 2012; Rönkkö et al.,
2013), it is evident that the majority of primary H2SO4 must
be converted to the particle phase via nucleation (route 1A)
and condensation (1B) rapidly after emission. Conversely,
secondary H2SO4 potentially remains longer in the urban at-
mosphere because it does not experience conditions favoring
such a rapid gas-to-particle conversion, i.e., rapid tempera-

ture decrease, high precursor concentrations, and high pre-
existing CS. Therefore, the signal of H2SO4 measured from
the curbside of the street is mainly due to secondary H2SO4
only.

Our results show that both traffic and regional NPF influ-
ence NCA concentrations at the urban traffic site, with direct
NCA emission from traffic dominating. Comparison of the
NCA and H2SO4 concentrations with SI and traffic density
suggests that while solar radiation favors higher NCA con-
centrations, the photochemically produced H2SO4 may not
be the key compound in the presence of NCA in urban ar-
eas. Traffic-originated NCA particles may be formed via a
delayed primary emission route by rapid nucleation of low-
volatility gaseous compounds emitted by vehicles during ex-
haust cooling after release from the tailpipe (1A). On the
other hand, they may be solid particles emitted directly by
engines, via a primary emission route (Sgro et al., 2012; Ala-
nen et al., 2015). Although it is likely that both nucleation
(1A) and condensation (1B) routes from primary H2SO4 ex-
ist because nucleation mode particle number concentrations
and particle sizes are correlated with the H2SO4 concentra-
tion in exhaust (Arnold et al., 2012; Rönkkö et al., 2013), the
ratio of the routes at our measurement site is not determined.
Neither is the ratio of NCA particles emitted primarily and
through the nucleation route (1A) determined. Therefore, the
relative proportion of H2SO4 in traffic-originated NCA par-
ticles remains unknown, leading to the possibility of solid
NCA emissions.

The first evidence for traffic-contributed concentrations of
NCA (NNCA) and H2SO4 was found in the diurnal varia-
tions in the NCA, H2SO4, and NOx concentrations and SI
(Fig. 5). The diurnal variations on weekdays (Fig. 5a) dif-
fer from the diurnal variations on weekends (Fig. 5b). The
main difference between weekdays and weekends is traffic
volumes; therefore, such a difference in the concentrations of
NCA and H2SO4 should only be expected if their formation
is in some manner connected to traffic. The connection of
NCA to traffic is further strengthened by comparing it to the
NOx concentrations, which are directly linked to traffic den-
sities and traffic-related emissions (Fig. 3). On weekdays, the
NCA concentration increased in tandem with the NOx con-
centration during the morning rush hours. On weekends, the
NCA concentration increased at noontime much more clearly
than the NOx concentration. This can be interpreted as a sign
of an ongoing regional NPF process producing NCA parti-
cles with high SI. On weekdays, the regional NPF process
should only produce higher NCA concentration during af-
ternoon rush hours having higher SI compared to morning.
The increased NCA concentrations during the morning rush
hours suggest that the traffic-originated NCA does not re-
quire solar radiation to form.

We observed that traffic levels influence the H2SO4 con-
centrations, but they are still mainly controlled by solar radi-
ation. In contrast to the NCA concentration, the H2SO4 con-
centration traced SI much more closely, with a maximum at
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Figure 4. Proposed mechanism of sulfuric acid and particle formation in traffic-influenced areas. The route of primary H2SO4 to the urban
atmosphere (route 1C) is largely terminated to the particle phase rapidly after the emission (routes 1A and 1B). Conversely, secondary
H2SO4 remains in the urban atmosphere because it does not experience such a rapid gas-to-particle conversion. NCA presence in the urban
atmosphere is majorly controlled by traffic emissions (route 2A) and only marginally by nucleation from secondary precursors (routes 2B
and 2C); in particular the contribution of nucleation from secondary H2SO4 (route 2B) is noticeably overridden by traffic emissions (route
2A).

noontime and minimum at night. On weekdays, a peak in the
H2SO4 concentration during afternoon rush hours suggests
that traffic might also influence the formation of H2SO4. Fur-
ther evidence for this is found by comparing the diurnal vari-
ation in H2SO4 between weekdays and weekends. On week-
ends, the H2SO4 concentration increased not until the traf-
fic density and the NOx concentration were also increased,
whereas on weekdays the traffic density was already high
when SI and the H2SO4 concentration began to increase. Fur-
thermore, higher irradiances were required on weekends be-
fore the rise in the H2SO4 concentration, and, additionally,
the order of the increase in the NCA and H2SO4 concentra-
tions was switched.

The time series show that NCA is not similarly controlled
by solar radiation but rather by traffic. This is clearly show-
cased in Fig. 5c, which presents data from a day with cloudy
weather reducing SI in the morning and in the evening but
still with a constant wind direction. The NCA concentra-

tion closely traced traffic levels in the morning, whereas
the H2SO4 concentration only increased when SI increased
hours later. This clearly shows that the formation of NCA,
in this case, is independent of SI and the H2SO4 concen-
tration. It is also noteworthy that no increase in the NCA
concentration is observed when SI increased, suggesting that
traffic dominated in the NCA formation. There were also
other days with cloudiness decreasing SI with similar obser-
vations; however, the example day in Fig. 5c was the day with
the most clear effect of cloudiness on SI and the reduction of
SI coincides with morning rush hours, displaying high NCA
concentrations.

The data suggest that the formation of atmospheric H2SO4
is strongly enhanced in the presence of both traffic and
sunlight. While a strong correlation between the NCA and
NOx concentrations (Fig. 6a, b: Pearson’s R = 0.84) con-
firms the connection between NCA and traffic, a remarkably
weaker, but also positive, correlation between the H2SO4
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Figure 5. Average diurnal variations in the NCA, H2SO4, and NOx concentrations and solar irradiance (SI) on (a) weekdays, (b) weekends,
and (c) example day 22 May 2017 with a cloudy morning and evening. The concentration data first averaged to 1 h time resolution are
averaged geometrically as described in Fig. 3.

and NOx concentrations (R = 0.50) was observed, reveal-
ing the connection between H2SO4 and traffic. The effect
of SI at different traffic densities shows differing patterns
for NCA (Fig. 6c) and H2SO4 (Fig. 6d). While high SI is
associated with higher NCA and H2SO4 levels, traffic den-
sity determines the base level for both (the concentrations
at zero SI). For H2SO4, the influence of traffic causes a
marked increase in the slope of the H2SO4 concentration–
SI line. The slope can be interpreted as the production ef-
ficiency of H2SO4 via photochemistry. It is evident that for
NCA, the influence of traffic dominates in comparison to SI,
as the traffic-influenced NCA concentration (red data) ex-
ceeds the non-traffic concentrations (black data) even dur-
ing dark times. For H2SO4, the situation is different, as all
dark-period H2SO4 concentrations are close to equal levels.
These differing patterns suggest that the majority of NCA in
traffic-influenced areas is formed independently of secondary
H2SO4, in contrast to the findings of Yao et al. (2018).

Even more compelling evidence for traffic-originated
NCA and H2SO4 can be found by comparing the observed
concentrations to CO2 concentrations ([CO2]). In Fig. 7, no
apparent difference in the emission factors of NCA for dif-
ferent SIs are seen; however, in the case of H2SO4, higher
SI lead to noticeably higher emission factors of H2SO4. We
tested for potential co-correlations between SI and traffic
density to examine potential traffic level increase with simul-
taneous SI increase due to their almost similar diurnal cycles.

We found no clear correlation between CO2 concentration
and SI (Fig. S5). In a case of a found correlation, the slopes
in Fig. 7 could not have been interpreted as emission factors
but as photochemical production due to accelerated photo-
chemistry with higher SI values. Although the varying back-
ground concentration of CO2 causes uncertainty in analyz-
ing the contribution of traffic to emissions, linear dependen-
cies are still observed in Fig. 7. These results again support
the finding that solar radiation is required for the formation
of H2SO4 from traffic emissions and demonstrates clearly
that both NCA and H2SO4 originate from traffic. This is fur-
ther supported by examining the concentrations in different
wind directions (Figs. 8 and 9), which shows that the highest
concentrations were measured when the wind blew from the
street.

While the emission factors can depend markedly on vehi-
cle, engine, fuel, and after-treatment system types, the emis-
sion factors obtained here represent the average fleet-level
values and can thus be moderately applicable in regional and
global aerosol models at least for areas with the same aver-
age fleet composition as at our measurement site in Helsinki.
However, more research is needed to obtain emission factors
separated into the different types.

The annual CO2 emission rate from traffic in Helsinki in
2017 was 5.38× 108 kg CO2 a−1 (VTT Technical Research
Centre of Finland Ltd, 2017). Using the average NCA emis-
sion factor versus CO2 emission, 2.21× 1014 kg CO2

−1, a
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Figure 6. The 1 h averages of the (a) NCA and (b) H2SO4 concentrations as a function of the NOx concentration colored by the solar
irradiance (SI) and 10 min averages of the (c) NCA and (d) H2SO4 concentrations further averaged to 17 different SI bins (bin width is
chosen to provide clear graphical representation) for three NOx concentration ranges. Weighted least-squares fitting, with data point count
in bin averaging (shown with the circle diameters) as weights, for the bin-averaged values was performed to output linear fits. The slopes are
marked in the figure and are not largely affected by the chosen bin width. The intercepts are (c) (0.182± 0.013)× 104, (0.51± 0.03)× 104,
and (0.97± 0.07)× 104 cm−3 and (d) (0.49± 0.04)× 107, (0.97± 0.06)× 107, and (1.2± 0.3)× 107 cm−3 for the lowest, the middle, and
the highest NOx concentration ranges, respectively.

rough estimation on the annual NCA emission from traf-
fic in Helsinki becomes 1.19× 1023 a−1. The annual NCA
formation rate via photochemical NPF in Helsinki can be
approximated using estimates of nucleation rate, from 1 to
10 cm−3 s−1; NPF event day count per year, from 30 to
120 a−1; NPF duration, from 2 to 4 h, measured in a rural
area in Hyytiälä, Finland (Dal Maso et al., 2005; Kulmala
and Kerminen, 2008) and in an urban area in Helsinki (Hus-
sein et al., 2008); the total area of Helsinki, 214 km2; and a
rough estimate for the boundary layer height, 500 m. Multi-
plying these gives the estimation of the annual NCA forma-
tion rate from 0.23×1023 to 18.5×1023 a−1. Comparison of
these annual rates suggests that a minimum of 6 % but even
up to 84 % of NCA particles are estimated to originate from
traffic in Helsinki on an annual basis. Although this range

is wide, the contribution of traffic-originated NCA is signifi-
cant.

Another estimation for the traffic contribution to NCA
(and also to H2SO4) in urban air can be performed using the
linear fits from Fig. 6. Considering typical weekday noon-
time at our measurement location and assuming the annual
mean of the daytime maximum SI in Helsinki, 500 Wm−2,
the NCA concentration due to traffic is∼ 9.7×103 cm−3 (the
value of the high NOx line at zero irradiance) and the in-
crease in the NCA concentration due to photochemistry is
∼ 1.7× 103 cm−3 (calculated with the slope of the low NOx
line). These concentrations indicate that approximately 85 %
of the total NCA concentration at the street canyon originates
from traffic at noontime. Considering midsummer and mid-
winter, the daytime maximum SIs are 850 and 100 Wm−2,
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Figure 7. The 1 min averages of the (a) NCA and (b) H2SO4 concentrations further averaged to CO2 concentration bins for three SI ranges
(see Fig. 6 for the details on averaging and linear regression). The slopes of the linear fits converted to kilograms of fuel combusted (using
the emission factor of CO2, 3.14 kg per 1 kg of fuel combusted; Yli-Tuomi et al., 2005) are marked in the figure. The intercepts of the fits at
410 ppm are (a) (0.07± 0.04)× 104, (0.15± 0.05)× 104, and (0.25± 0.03)× 104 cm−3 and (b) (0.67± 0.07)× 107, (0.49± 0.15)× 107,
and (0.79± 0.06)× 107 cm−3 for the lowest, the middle, and the highest SI ranges, respectively.

giving the contributions of ∼ 78 % and ∼ 97 %, respectively.
Therefore, it is evident that the major fraction of NCA origi-
nated from traffic at our measurement location, even with the
highest available SI values in midsummer.

For H2SO4, the concentration due to traffic at our mea-
surement location at typical weekday noontime is ∼ 12×
106 cm−3, and the increase in the concentration due to pho-
tochemistry is ∼ 5.6× 106 cm−3, indicating approximately
68 % of the total H2SO4 concentration at the street canyon
originates from local traffic at noontime. For midsummer and
midwinter, the contributions become∼ 56 % and∼ 92 %, re-
spectively. These values signify that the major fraction of
H2SO4 also originated from traffic even though it cannot be
seen as clearly from the diurnal variation as is seen in the
case of NCA.

Because regional NPF events are frequently suppressed by
high CSs (Kerminen et al., 2018), decreasing CS can lead to
a NPF event, resulting in particle number concentration in-
crease. However, our data display no clear anticorrelations of
this kind (see Fig. S6). This again implies that regional NPF
events cannot clearly be distinguished from the data mea-
sured in the vicinity of dense traffic.

Traffic-emitted NCA poses a potential health risk because
the observed NCA concentrations are valid at the curbside
of the street, which is the location where pedestrians spend
time in traffic. Spreading of the NCA particles emitted on
the streets can be approximated with particle lifetimes. The
lifetimes can be estimated using coagulation sinks (CoagS)
and the time constants of coagulation scavenging (τCoagS),
which is the inverse of CoagS, calculated as in Kulmala
et al. (2001). Assuming no other losses of the particles, such
as self-coagulation and condensational growth out from the
NCA size range, and no mixing of the emitted aerosol with

the background aerosol, τCoagS represents the lifetime of the
particles. The estimated lifetimes were on the scale of sev-
eral minutes, resulting in a spreading possibility of the NCA
particles around urban areas. The diurnal variations in CoagS
and τCoagS are presented in Fig. S2.

Our data clearly demonstrate that NCA-sized particle con-
centrations in a traffic-influenced environment are controlled
by NCA directly emitted by traffic. The data also demon-
strate that while generally NCA and photochemically pro-
duced nucleating vapor concentrations correlate, this correla-
tion is likely, firstly, due to increased traffic volumes at day-
time and, secondly, due to traffic-originated H2SO4 and other
nucleating vapors. We also showed that H2SO4 formation is
driven by both solar radiation and a traffic-related source.

4 Conclusions

Our results have several implications on our understanding of
aerosol particle formation in traffic-influenced areas. Firstly,
because current regional and global air quality models do
not include particles in the sub-3 nm size range as primary
emissions (Paasonen et al., 2016), the modeled NCA-sized
particle concentrations are mainly driven by photochemical
NPF processes, neglecting their origin from traffic as pri-
mary sources. Thus, our results show an urgent need to up-
date these emissions. In light of our results, it seems evident
that there will be areas in which direct emissions dominate
the formation of new aerosol. A rough calculation gives that,
on an annual basis, up to 84 % of NCA can originate from
traffic in Helsinki, and, according to the measured NCA con-
centrations, at typical weekday noontime,∼ 85 % of the total
NCA concentration was contributed by traffic at our studied
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Figure 8. The 10 min averages of the (a) NOx , (b) NCA, and
(c) H2SO4 concentrations measured with different wind directions.
Wind velocities smaller than 0.5 m s−1 are excluded. GMA denotes
geometric moving average.

Figure 9. The 10 min averages of the NOx , NCA, and H2SO4
concentrations further averaged to different wind direction sectors.
Wind velocities smaller than 0.5 m s−1 are excluded. The geometric
averages of the concentrations across the sectors are shown in the
figure.

site. In wintertime, this contribution may reach∼ 97 % due to
lower SIs, which highlights the need for updating the annual
particle formation cycles in the models. Secondly, our results
also show that both traffic emission and regional NCA for-
mation signals can be distinguished for most of the times and
that traffic also influences the formation of H2SO4. Together
with the findings of Yao et al. (2018), this presents a signif-
icant update on the particle formation mechanisms in urban
areas. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the particle concentration is
controlled by the interplay of the two processes, with vary-
ing importance depending on the proximity of the emission
source. Our results call for reconsideration and reanalysis of
observations of NPF events observed in traffic-influenced ar-
eas. In many cases, there is covariance between traffic vol-
umes and SI, and care should be taken to separate these two
variables in the analysis, e.g., by considering CO2 or NOx
as tracers for traffic volumes. Finally, potential health effects
of traffic emissions in urban areas should also be considered
more carefully because the composition of the emitted NCA
particles is still unknown, especially as some clues for their
non-volatility exist.

Data availability. The time series data are freely available at https:
//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3558852 (Olin, 2019).

Supplement. The supplement related to this article is available on-
line at: https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-20-1-2020-supplement.
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